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Abstract 

The growing diffusions of high resolution cameras and on-going reproduction of high resolution 

videos are extremely increasing the data volume. To transmit or store the huge volume of data 

through the limited bandwidth of the video communication medium requires compression 

without any quality loss impact. The most recent emerging compression standard is the High 

Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) which impressively reduces approximately 50% bit-rate 

requirement compared to its predecessor H.264. In opposition, the computational complexity of 

the HEVC has been increased multiple times that deprives numerous electronic devices with 

limited processing and computational resources to utilize different of its features in real-time. 

To address this limitation, a number of research works have been carried out which could 

successfully decrease encoding time of the HEVC reference test model (HM). However, the 

introduced approaches incur with the limitation of sacrificing coding quality.  

The contributions of this thesis therefore focus on reducing the computational complexity 

of the HM, while providing relatively improved coding quality by exploiting the human visual 

features. Since human vision is susceptible to any motion and salient region in a video, different 

motion and saliency features have been organized to develop a number of novel coding 

frameworks to reach the goal. Experimental outcomes reveal the coding quality improvement of 

0.12dB Bjontegaard Delta peak signal-to-noise ratio (BD-PSNR) while reducing 32% average 

encoding time of the HM for a wide range of texture sequences. By incorporating an additional 

motion estimation mode namely the pattern mode, and developing an independent coding 

framework for depth sequences from the texture sequences, the proposed procedure could also 

improve 0.10dB BD-PSNR with a reduction of 30% average encoding time of the HM.  

Interestingly, the multiview video utilizes both texture and depth video information for a 

more realistic view of a scene, and the usual practice of their quality assessment is characterized 

by employing the reference required objective metrics such as the PSNR or structural similarity 

index (SSIM). However, the subjective studies could yield valuable data to evaluate the 

performance of objective methods towards aiming the ultimate goal of matching human 

perception. The most widely used subjective estimator the mean opinion score (MOS) is often 
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biased by numerous factors which may undesirably influence the effectiveness of actual 

assessment. To address this limitation, a novel no-reference subjective quality assessment metric 

(QMET) has been developed by discovering the human eye browsing nature on videos and 

exploiting a number of quality correlation features. Tested results reveal that the quality 

evaluation carried out by the proposed QMET performs better than the MOS in terms of 

assessing different aspects of coded video quality for a wide range of single view video contents. 

For the free viewpoint video where the reference frame is not available, the QMET could also 

better distinguish different qualities compared to the MOS.  

Therefore, the contributions in overall improvement of rate-distortion performance, 

computational complexity reduction and the quality assessment impact could be influential for 

a number of electronic devices with limited processing, storage and computational resources to 

use different features of the HEVC with relatively improved coding quality.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The increased adoption of advanced video communications in the enterprise segment will cause 

data traffic to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 18 percent from 2015 to 2020 ("The 

zettabyte era; trends and analysis– Cisco,"). The growing diffusions of new services, such as 

mobile television, video communications including video conferencing, video telephony, 

surveillance, and monitoring systems based on a variety of transmission platforms employ the 

utilization of video coding techniques. The recent advances in Internet technology have 

expanded the demand for various non-real and real-time applications such as video transmission 

and video streaming over a variety of transmission channels connected to a wide range of 

processing and computational resources. The most demanding high-resolution video now could 

be viewed and downloaded by means of almost all displayable electronic devices.        

The video itself refers to a digital recording of a set of frames or images organized at a 

certain frame rate. Although the temporal sensitivity of human vision varies depending on the 

type and characteristics of visual stimulus, normally the processed frame rate higher than 14 to 

16 frames per second (fps) could persist an impression of smooth motion. Without compression, 

it becomes almost impractical to the potential representation, storage, transmission, or utilization 

of a standard resolution digital video by supporting the requirement of its true colour and bits. 

Using 16 fps, the bandwidth required to transmit one frame of a standard video is equivalent to: 

1280 (pixels) × 720 (pixels) = 921600 (pixels) × 3 (colours) × 8 (bits) = 22,118,400 bits = 21.10 

megabits = 337.6 megabits per second (Mbps). To provide facilities to a number of electronic 

devices with limited storage, processing, and computational resources, this high volume video 

data requires hundred to thousand times compression depending on typical applications.                           

The coding/compression technique comprises a number of fundamental steps: (i) motion 

estimation and motion compensation (i.e. a process of determining translational displacement of 

blocks according to the changes in pixel intensity between current frame and reference frame in 

a video while a block could be formed by motion compensation (i.e. residue) prediction from 

one or more reference frames) (ii) intra-picture prediction (i.e. a process of forming a prediction 
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block based on the previously encoded and reconstructed blocks of the current frame and 

subtracting from the current block prior to encoding) (iii) transformation (typically used to 

convert pixel domain information i.e. residual or the original pixel to frequency domain so that 

information is reorganized based on the frequency which is aligned to the prioritization of human 

visual system) (iv) quantization (i.e. a process of discarding some non-important transformed 

information for compressed data) and (v) entropy coding (i.e. a finite set of quantized data value 

could be encoded using an entropy encoder to gain further compression). Among these steps, the 

motion estimation process itself consumes around 85% encoding time of the encoder 

(Ezhilarasan & Thambidurai, 2008).  

For efficient compression, a number of video coding standards which have been evolved 

and widely used over the last two decades mainly include MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 of 

moving picture experts group (MPEG) family, and the H.261, H.263, and H.264 of the H.26X 

family developed by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). However, by 

employing advanced features from the earlier standards, an indispensable amendment have been 

made for the development of a new, most up-to-date, and the next generation video coding 

standard termed as the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)- (formerly known as the H.265); 

the most potential successor of the H.26X family. For proficient broadcasting and storage of a 

large volume of video data, the HEVC promised approximately 50% bit-rate reduction compared 

to its predecessor H.264 with similar perceptual image quality. An important share of this coding 

performance improvement is the adoption of a large number of motion estimation (ME) and 

motion compensation (MC) block partitioning options in HEVC which are called inter-modes.  

To reduce the computational time due to the large number of block partitioning options, the 

HM, an implementation of the HEVC recommendation, uses the tree-structured partitioning 

approach that consists of a number of hierarchical levels and each level comprises a set of ME 

and MC inter-modes as presented in Figure 1.1. Let us presume a block consists of 64×64 pixels. 

To partition a block using the ME and MC inter-modes, the HM could traverse at most 24 inter-

modes if all the options of each level are explored (i.e. 64×64 to 8×8 levels as indicated in Figure 

1.1). The block which is currently to be encoded is called the coding unit (CU) in the HEVC and 

the probable options to carry out this task are called the prediction unit (PU) modes. For example, 

if 64×64 is the CU, then the PU modes to be explored by the HM at 64×64 level are 64×64, 

64×32, 32×64, 32×32, 16×64, 48×64, 64×16, and 64×48 as demonstrated by the first and second 

rows of Figure 1.1. To pick the best partitioning option at this level, the HM tests out the 

aforementioned eight inter-modes by using the least value of Lagrangian cost function (LCF).     
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Figure 1.1: An example of tree-structured hierarchical mode selection approach of the HEVC 

reference test model (HM) at different coding levels (i.e. 64×64 level to 8×8 level). 

The LCF creates unique criteria by adding distortion with bit requirements by multiplying the 

Lagrangian Multiplier (LM). If the HM requires partitioning a CU using smaller PU modes at 

8×8 level, it incurs with excessively increased computational complexity due to checking all the 

options at each depth level until it reaches 8×8 level. In Figure 1.1, the golden bordered square 

and blue circles with associated dotted lines indicate the depth of levels which are comprised of 

all the existing inter-modes in the HEVC. Thus, the HM requires a large number of inter-modes 

and huge amount of computational time to encode even a single frame of a standard video and 

we denote the procedure of mode selection in the HM as a partially-exhaustive approach. In 

contrast, a fully-exhaustive procedure should require the exploration of all 24 PU modes for all 

CUs to decide the final mode. Although the HM mode selection approach is partially-exhaustive, 

it is presented in the literature that the computational complexity in HEVC prohibitively 

increases (at least four times (Frank Bossen, Bross, Suhring, & Flynn, 2012; Lu, Zhang, & Wei, 

2015)) compared to its predecessor H.264 which deprives most of the low processing capacity 

based electronic devices to use different features of the HEVC standard. 

To alleviate the HM computational complexity through the inter-mode reduction, a number 

of promising mode selection algorithms have been recently introduced in the literature (Ahn, 

Lee, & Kim, 2015; H. Lee, Shim, Park, & Jeon, 2015; Pan, Lei, Zhang, Sun, & Kwong, 2016; 

Shen, Zhang, Zhang, An, & Liu, 2015) which select a subset of inter-modes based on the 
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(a) Frame number one 

 

(b) Frame number two 

 

(c) Motion detection (whitish) by one approach  

 

(d) Motion detection by another approach 

 

(e) The result of motion approximation and 

corresponding inter-mode selection (i.e. 24×32) for 

partitioning the indicated red block in (c)  

 

(f) The result of motion approximation and 

corresponding mode selection (i.e. 8×16, 16×8, and 

8×8 modes) for the indicated red block in (d) 

Figure 1.2: An example of motion approximation and corresponding inter-mode selection for the 

standard Tennis video sequence using two different sample approaches. Obviously, the precise motion 

detection (from the video contents) is the prerequisite of appropriate mode selection.   

properties of homogeneity, residual, and statistical correlation among different coding depth 

level modes. The procedures introduced in the literature mostly depend on the existing LCF 

within the HEVC framework. However, only the LCF dependent inter-mode selection would not 

yield improved rate-distortion (RD) performance in terms of subjective and objective video 

quality for various operational coding points due to more complex CU partitioning patterns, 

extended number of inter-modes, coding length of motion vectors, diversified video contents, 

resolutions, and other advanced parameter settings in the HEVC standard. Thus, the introduced 
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approaches although reduce encoding time, however, eventually could not achieve the analogous 

or relatively improved RD performance compared to the HM. 

Motion detection which is the underlying criterion for inter-mode selection has not been 

actively studied in the existing literature. Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of motion detection 

based block partitioning inter-mode selection carried out by two different sample approaches 

using the standard Tennis sequence. Figure 1.2 (a) and (b) represent two consecutive frames and 

the appeared motion (i.e. the whitish region) for the block at (2, 5) position in (c) is detected by 

an approach and highlighted in (e) where 24×32 inter-mode (a partitioning option at 32×32 level 

in Figure 1.1) is used for partitioning, i.e. splitted by yellow line. In contrast, the appeared motion 

detection approach in (d) is more explicit and the object shapes of the same block have been 

better identified. Therefore, the block is more properly partitioned in (f) by using a set of 

appropriate inter-modes such as [8×16, 16×8, and 8×8]. This indicates that the interpretation of 

motion for the same region could be different and the detection of precise motion is highly 

correlated to the selection of more appropriate inter-mode(s). Now, if this selection could be 

directly carried out using some simple pre-processing criteria, it could not only reduce the 

computational time but also eventually improve RD performance. The discussions brought out 

so far are based on texture images which are ordinary visible images and provide information 

about the spatial orientation of colour or intensities associated with images.    

The other kind of image is the depth map which is required in addition to texture video for 

constructing 3D video, and unlike texture, the depth image is a gray scale map that represents 

the distance between the camera and 3D points in a scene. Due to the difference in generation 

process, the texture similarity metric is not always equivalent to the corresponding depth 

similarity metric as the depth images appear with irregular edges. Since the structures of existing 

inter-modes in the HEVC are regular and rectangular in shape, they are appropriate mainly to 

handle the rectangular and square aligned motion patterns. However, they are not suitable for 

the block partitioning of depth objects having partial foreground motion with irregular edges and 

background. In such cases, the HM normally explores finer level block partitioning by using 

smaller inter-modes (e.g. 8×8) that require more bits and computational time to compensate large 

residuals. 

To reduce the bit-rate requirement, some texture-assisted depth coding techniques are 

introduced in literature as the texture-assisted depth coders are capable of saving bits to improve 

quality by completely/partially avoiding transmission of the motion vector (calculated during 

motion estimation) as they predict the motion vector from the corresponding texture image. 
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However, due to the reduction of interactivity among views such processes may suffer from the 

texture-depth misalignment issue. Moreover, the recurrent switching between different views 

may also require more time when the dependency between texture and depth increases. As a 

result, these methods usually incur with the limitation of sacrificing computational time.  

Other inter-mode prediction based methods for depth coding are introduced in literature 

where the encoding time is reduced mostly depending on the correlations among different coding 

depth level modes (shown in Figure 1.1). However, test results revealed that in such cases, most 

of them suffered from the coding quality loss. This is because those approaches could not 

properly capture and encode the boundary motions of depth object prior to the final mode 

selection. Moreover, they employed only the existing HEVC block partitioning modes which are 

suitable for capturing rectangular and square aligned motion areas only. Thus, other different 

shaped motion of the whole object remained undetected. Since motion areas of the rest object 

were not coded, eventually those approaches could not improve the RD performance compared 

to HM. The discussions which have been carried out on texture and depth video are based on the 

single view coding where the viewers have no luxury to change the angle of viewing while 

watching a display device.  

The multiview video on the other hand exploits both texture and depth video information 

from various angles to create a 3D video and free viewpoint video which is gradually becoming 

more popular for their advanced visual experience with depth perception. The usual practice for 

the single view or multiview quality assessment is characterized by evolving the objective 

quality assessment metrics due to their simplicity and real time applications such as the peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) or structural similarity index (SSIM). However, the PSNR or SSIM 

requires reference image for quality evaluation and could not be successfully employed 

especially in the situation having no-reference such as the quality estimation of free viewpoint 

video where the reference frame is not available.   

Unlike objective quality evaluation, the subjective one is impractical for some applications 

due to the engagement of human in the process. Conversely, the subjective studies could yield 

valuable data to evaluate the performance of objective methods towards aiming the ultimate goal 

of matching human perception. However, the most popularly used subjective estimator- the 

mean opinion score (MOS), is often biased by the testing environment, viewers mode, expertise, 

domain knowledge, age-range, and many other additional factors. Therefore, a satisfactory 

number of outcomes may get deprived of actual assessment.  
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Based on the aforementioned discussions, the aim of this thesis is to contribute to the 

efficiency increment of the HEVC video coding standard through a succession of innovations in 

the context of feature-based motion classification for appropriate inter-mode selection, an 

extension to the number of features and their adaptive combination, avoiding the complete 

dependency on existing Lagrangian cost function, pattern codebook construction based on visual 

attentive region and corresponding direct mode selection, incorporation of a newly introduced 

pattern mode, an independent depth encoding paradigm, an analysis of human engagement with 

video, discover the eye browsing pattern for varied video quality, and the development of a new 

quality assessment metric. This thesis, therefore, concentrates on the following foremost aims: 

i) To exploit the motion feature for better shape approximation of motion; to classify 

motion quantitatively based on the video contents; to implement the inter-mode 

selection scheme according to the classified motion; to develop a novel coding 

framework to avoid the complete dependency on existing Lagrangian cost 

function thereby to reduce the computational complexity of the HM. 

ii) To extend the number of motion features focusing on better motion modelling; to 

integrate the visual saliency feature with the motion features by means of feature 

synthesis; to generate a codebook of predefined pattern templates aligned to the 

HEVC recommended block partitioning for faster mode selection targeting further 

decreasing the computational complexity of the HM. 

iii) To modify the existing motion identification technique in order to better intensify 

the motion patterns from the uncovered background; to modify the inter-mode 

selection for better encoding the uncovered motion region; to limit the inter-mode 

selection overhead by determining more visual attentive blocks; and finally to 

produce binary pattern templates based on visual sensitive region and carry out 

the corresponding inter-mode selection targeting to improving the coding quality. 

iv) To incorporate a new pattern mode to the HEVC coding framework to handle 

different complex depth motions at edge levels; to develop an independent depth 

coding framework to improve interactivity within views; to modify the existing 

Lagrangian multiplier by a weighting factor to embed the pattern mode; to ensure 

the appropriate selection of pattern mode so that it could eventually result in 

improving the quality of synthesized view. 
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v) To analyze the human engagement behaviour with video using a number of 

descriptors; to discover the eye traversing approach for different quality contents; 

to determine a number of quality correlation features; to calculate the feature 

correlation with coded quality; to develop a novel no-reference video quality 

assessment metric; to employ the newly introduced metric as a suitable alternative 

to the MOS in evaluating the objective metrics towards aiming the goal of 

matching human perception and justify it using both single view and free 

viewpoint videos. 

To achieve the aforementioned aims, in this thesis, the major contributions which have been 

carried out are pointed as follows: 

i) Utilization of motion susceptible features to categorize the video contents by no-

motion, simple-motion, and complex-motion region, so that the inter-mode 

selection process could be faster by directly improvising the classified motion- 

aware inter-mode selection. These research contributions have been published in 

the (i) Elsevier journal on Neurocomputing (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2016c), 

(ii) IEEE International Conference on Digital Image Computing, Techniques and 

Applications (Podder, Paul, Murshed, & Chakraborty, 2014), and (iii) ACM 

VideoNext: Design, Quality and Deployment of Adaptive Video Streaming in 

International Conference on Emerging Networking Experiments and 

Technologies (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2014).  

ii) Extension to the number of motion features focusing on the diversity of video 

contents and the inclusion of visual saliency feature by an adaptive weighted cost 

function, so that the combined features could better determine the motion and 

salient region by using predefined motion plus saliency aware pattern templates 

for faster mode selection. These contributory works have been published in the (i) 

Journal of PLOS One (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2016a), (ii) Lecture Notes in 

Computer Science (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2015b), and (iii) IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (Podder, Paul, & 

Murshed, 2015a).    

iii) Modification to the conventional motion classification by discovering the 

uncovered motion from the background, so that the visual attentive block based 

pattern representable regions could be better coded for improving quality. These 
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contributions have been published in the (i) IEEE 30th International Conference 

on Image and Vision Computing, New Zealand (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2015d), 

and submitted to the (ii) IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting (Podder, Paul, & 

Murshed, 2017a). 

iv) An introduction and incorporation of a new pattern mode with the HEVC coding 

framework that comprises a number of pattern templates- consisting of different 

rectangular and non-rectangular object shapes and edges focusing on 

approximating the depth object edge motions. A modification to the existing 

Lagrangian multiplier to ensure the appropriate selection of pattern mode towards 

aiming the coding quality improvement of synthesized view. Additionally, the 

development of an independent depth coding framework eventually to improve 

the view interactivity by avoiding the texture-depth misalignment issue. The 

associated contributions have been published in the (i) Elsevier Journal on Signal 

Processing: Image Communication (Podder, Paul, Rahaman, & Murshed, 2017), 

(ii) IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (Podder, Paul, & 

Murshed, 2016b), and (iii) IEEE 18th International Conference on Computer and 

Information Technology (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2015c). 

v) An analysis of human engagement behaviour with video, development of a new 

no-reference video coding quality assessment metric by discovering a number of 

quality correlation features based on human eye maneuver, so that the newly 

introduced metric could be an impressive substitute to the MOS in the context of 

evaluating different aspects of coded video quality of both single view and free 

viewpoint video. These contributions have been published in the (i) IEEE 31th 

International Conference on Image and Vision Computing, New Zealand (Podder, 

Paul, & Murshed, 2016d), (ii) IEEE International Conference on Digital Image 

Computing, Techniques and Applications (Podder, Paul, Debnath, & Murshed, 

2015), and (iii) submitted to the IEEE International Conference on Digital Image 

Computing, Techniques and Applications (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2017b), and 

(iv) IEEE Transactions on Image Processing (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 2017c).               

  

The thesis is organized as follows: 
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In Chapter 2, a brief review is given of all the major techniques used to reduce the 

computational complexity of the HM and relating it to the obtained coding quality for both 

texture and depth video coding. Also discussed the motion estimation process which is mostly 

responsible for encoding time consumption and the hierarchical block partitioning structure for 

which increased coding gain is obtained in HEVC. An overview and relevant literature on 

different quality assessment processes are given, and the effectiveness of using the human 

cognition based subjective estimator is also briefly conferred in this Chapter.        

In Chapter 3, various strategies are implemented for faster inter-mode selection in the HM 

for its computational complexity reduction. The strategies are: (i) the motion susceptible feature 

selection; (ii) video content based motion classification using mathematically formulated 

predefined criteria; (iii) partitioning the coding framework into two distinguishing phases; (iv) a 

new inter-mode selection approach according to the classified motion; and also (v) the 

effectiveness justification of the proposed technique by comparing with other existing state-of-

the-art methods. 

In Chapter 4, the motion detection criterion is modified by extending the number of motion 

features of the temporal domain and synthesizing them with visual saliency feature in the spatial 

domain by developing an adaptive weighted cost function. An innovative approach of deriving 

weights for each feature is also subsequently detailed. For the determination of motion and 

salient region from the video contents, a set of pattern templates are intuitively designed which 

are aligned with the HEVC recommended block partitioning and also operated for faster mode 

selection for further computational complexity reduction of the HM.         

In Chapter 5, targeting to the coding quality improvement of the HM, more precise motion 

information is extrapolated especially focusing on motion from uncovered background areas. 

Thus, more intensified foreground motion and spatial salient region are better coded by visual 

attentive block representable modified pattern templates. The HM common test conditions are 

also implemented to verify the proposed method’s effectiveness using the joint collaborative 

team on video coding (JCT-VC) recommended all Class sequences. 

In Chapter 6, the depth edge approximation based improved depth coding technique for 

HEVC has been introduced by developing an independent depth coding architecture. In addition 

to the available inter-modes in HEVC, an extra pattern mode is also incorporated into the depth 

coding framework for improving the motion modelling at depth edges. An analysis on modifying 

the existing Lagrangian multiplier for the efficient utilization of the pattern mode by the best 
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selection of pattern template is delivered. The implication of using the pattern mode in the 

context of improving the RD performance and the synthesized view quality is also included.      

In Chapter 7, the human engagement behaviour with video is analyzed using a number of 

descriptors. The human eye traversing patterns for different quality video contents are explored 

from the captured eye-tracking data. A number of quality correlation features are analyzed and 

the content and resolution invariant operations are carried out prior to synthesizing them for the 

development of a novel no-reference video quality assessment metric- QMET (quality metric 

based on eye-traversal). In addition to the effectiveness justification of QMET using the single 

view video (SVV), the discussion regarding the extension of QMET’s application for the free 

viewpoint video (FVV) quality assessment where the reference image is not available, is also 

enclosed within this Chapter.      

In Chapter 8, the conclusions are organized followed by the references to possible future 

directions of the presented research. 
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Chapter 2 

Video Coding and Quality Assessment: Background 

Review 

In this chapter, a review of the computational complexity reduction of the HEVC video coding 

standard in recent years is analyzed which covers all the major techniques attempted to achieve 

improved computational time gain. The computational complexity reduction without quality loss 

impact can provide benefits to the low-powered electronic devices to use different features of 

the HEVC standard. The image/video quality evaluation is broadly classified into objective 

(usually performed based on some statistical analysis in the image which is more widely used 

due to its simplicity and real-time applications) and subjective (engagement of human in the 

process). Existing literature on objective and subjective quality assessment is also reviewed in 

this chapter. The chapter is organized as follows. In the introductory Section 2.1, the significance 

of video coding, its applications, and the chronological organization of different compression 

standards are introduced. In Section 2.2, the basics of a generic video coding model and their 

fundamental steps are presented. In Section 2.3, the description of tree-structured hierarchical 

inter-mode selection system of the HEVC coding standard is provided. This tree-structured mode 

selection approach is of the main reasons for HEVC performance improvement. A discussion on 

the HEVC computational complexity is presented in Section 2.4. The major contributions 

introduced in the existing literature for texture and depth video (defined in chapter-1) coding to 

diminish time complexity problem are also discussed in Section 2.4. Different procedures of 

video quality assessment and their corresponding literature are represented in Section 2.5. The 

chapter is concluded in Section 2.6.     

2.1. Introduction 

The digital video is a representation of moving visual images and the most engaging multimedia 

platform of today’s world. To create a video impression, it is required to involve a number of 

frames (or pictures) passing in front of the viewer’s eyes on any display medium such as a 
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television screen, computer/mobile monitor, or multimedia projector, at a certain frame rate, 

typically 25~30 frames per second (fps) for normal coding and up to 60 fps for the latest HEVC 

video coding standard. With the advent of new technology and service, it has become a common 

trend to use higher resolution cameras such as a 24 mega-pixel or more that reproduce high 

resolution (e.g. similar to 1920 (pixels) × 1024 (pixels)) videos. However, the bandwidth 

requirement to transmit one frame of a high definition video is equivalent to 48 Mbps. For the 

transmission of this high volume video data through the traditional intergraded services digital 

network (ISDN) that allows at most 64 kilo-bits per second (Kbps), around 900 times 

compression is required which becomes almost impractical for different real-time applications 

like video conferencing. On the other hand, a basic National Broadband Network (NBN) 

connection is advertised as getting speeds averaged 25Mbps ("Basic NBN Recommendation,") 

through which one could not transmit even a single frame of a uncompressed high definition 

video. As a result, the video compression implemented in the video coding system is inevitable 

for the storage and transmission of an enormous amount of video data in real life applications. 

The reasons that make different video compression techniques so popular today mainly include: 

(i) reduce processing time especially for the devices with limited processing and storage 

capacity; (ii) reduce the transmission cost and make the data transfer faster by reducing 

bandwidth; (iii) occupy less storage/disk space to accommodate more data in reality; and (iv) 

faster the data access for real-time applications with improved image quality possible. 

The advancement of technology enabled powerful processor, ongoing expansion of the 

Internet, advancement in research, development of new standardization, and above all the 

peoples’ demand have all contributed to expand the video coding infrastructure today. Figure 

2.1 illustrates the generation of different video coding standards that were popularly used over 

the last two decades. A number of video coding standards have evolved and widely used since 

1990. The first developed coding standard was MPEG by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) known as MPEG-1 (Iso, 1993). By operating at a typical bit-rate of 1.5 

Mbps, MPEG-1 could provide the broadcast standard audio and video compression facilities 

while allowing moving pictures and sound to be organized into the bit-rate of a Compact Disc 

(CD). It was used in digital satellite/cable TV services before MPEG-2 became widespread and 

also targeted to be used over the communication channels including local area networks (LAN). 

A sibling of MPEG-1 was the MPEG-2 standard which was developed for the generic coding of 

moving pictures, operated at a bit-rate of 10 Mbps, widely used as the format of digital television 

(DTV) signals that are broadcasted by terrestrial (over-the-air), cable, and direct broadcast 
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satellite TV systems, digital versatile disc (DVD) and the high definition television (HDTV). 

The versatile service provider member of the MPEG family was the MPEG-4 standard (ISO/IEC, 

1998) which aimed at extending the capabilities of its earlier standards, specifically in low bit-

rate mode operation of video coding applications, content-based scalability to reconstruct 

contents by separate decoding (Jasinschi & Moura, 1995) with improved interacting capability. 

 

Figure 2.1: Generation of different video coding standards over the last two decades.  

 While ISO/MPEG audio/video standards have focused upon generic coding applications, 

the widespread practical success was gained by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) through the evolution of series of H.26X video coding standards (including H.261 (ITU-

T, 1993), H.263 (ITU-T, 2000) and H.264 (Team, 2003; Wiegand, 2003; Wiegand, Sullivan, 

Bjontegaard, & Luthra, 2003)). The first ITU Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-

T) standard, H.261 was originally designed for transmission over ISDN lines on which data rates 

are multiples of 64 Kbps. The H.263 standard was developed as an evolutionary improvement 

based on experience from H.261 and originally designed as a low-bit-rate compressed format for 

videoconferencing mostly for the public switched telephone network (PSTN). It also provides 

services to other circuit-switched network, videoconferencing, and videotelephony together with 

greater flexibility than the H.261 at the usual expense of increased computational complexity. 

The intent of the H.264/Adaptive video coding (AVC) project was to create a standard which 

is capable of providing good video quality at substantially lower bit-rates than previous standards 

without extensively increasing the complexity of the design. An additional goal was to provide 

enough flexibility to allow the standard to be applied to a range of applications on a wide variety 

of networks and systems, including low and high bit-rates, low and high-resolution video, 
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broadcast DVD storage, Internet Protocol (IP) packet networks, and ITU-T multimedia 

telephony systems. The H.264 standard may be considered as a "family of standards" which is 

composed of a number of different high profiles (having advanced features of a coding standard). 

The H.264 dominated up to late 2008 mainly through the introduction of 16×16 macroblock 

(MB- the partitioning block of H.264 standard), motion estimation and compensation (defined 

in chapter-1), 8×8 discrete cosine transform (DCT- used in image processing for lossy 

compression), quantization (where non-important transformed information are discarded for data 

compression), and variable length coding (allow sources to be compressed and decompressed 

with minimum information). The term scalable video coding (SVC) in Figure 2.1 is used for 

effective extension of the H.264 standard by introducing the temporal (frame rate) or spatial 

(image size) scalability or the combination of both. The applications that could be utilized with 

SVC may include: streaming, conferencing, surveillance, broadcasting, and storage. The 

multiview video coding (MVC) is it’s 3D extension and mainly focused on the free viewpoint 

coding for free view television. 

The HEVC standard (Benjamin Bross et al., 2013; Sullivan et al., 2013; Sullivan, Ohm, 

Han, & Wiegand, 2012), also formerly known as the H.265, has been lauded as the most recent 

and next generation video coding/compression standard. It is the most promising successor of 

the H.26X family which offers about double the data compression ratio at the same level of video 

quality when compared to H.264. The HEVC was technologically advanced by the JCT-VC 

organization- a collaboration between the ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T video coding experts 

group (VCEG). The preliminary version of the HEVC was finalized in December 2012 and 

published in June 2013, while the later version was completed and approved in 2014 and 

published in early 2015 (to be detailed in Section 2.3).   

2.2. The Basics of a Generic Video Coding Model  

A brief discussion regarding the hybrid model of the video coding standard is illustrated in Figure 

2.2 and its fundamental steps are described based on the H.26X coding standardization. The 

extensions which have been made in the HEVC will also be summarized in this section. 
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Figure 2.2: Representation of a basic hybrid-coding model of video coding standard.  

  

2.2.1. Motion Estimation (Temporal Prediction) 

Motion estimation is the process of determining the translational displacement vector (usually 

called the motion vectors (MVEC)) of blocks M×M according to the changes in pixel intensity 

between the current and reference 2D images in a video sequence. To be specific, the process of 

finding a match of pixel blocks in inter-frame coding is called motion estimation, which is 

usually performed by a number of different popularly used techniques including block-based 

algorithm, frequency domain methods, pixel recursive algorithms, and optical flow. The motion 

vector presented in Figure 2.3 is determined by the translational displacement between the 

coding blocks of the current frame and its corresponding best-matched block in one or more 

reference frames. Compared to the MBs in H.264, the size of the coding blocks in HEVC has 

been extended up to 64×64 pixels and is called the CU. To explore a coding block in the current 

frame, the searching commences from the corresponding position of the reference frame and 

keeps going to its adjacent positions using a specific search range which is currently set by ±64 

pixels (i.e. denoted by search area in Figure 2.3) in integer-pel accuracy for the HEVC. The best 

matched block could be determined, in general, either by exhaustive searching (where all pixels 

in a coding block are taken into consideration) or fast searching (where some pixels are 

considered (Deshpande & Hwang, 1998) (Sorwar, 2003) based on the minimum mean absolute 

error (MAE) of the corresponding pixel intensities and other criteria of block matching such as 
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the sum of absolute differences (SAD) (Tourapis, Au, & Liou, 2002) or phase correlation (M. 

Paul, W. Lin, C. T. Lau, & B.-s. Lee, 2011b). The mean absolute error can be represented as: 

       𝑀𝐴𝐸(𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦) =
1

256
∑ |𝐹𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐹𝑅(𝑖 + 𝑑𝑥, 𝑗 + 𝑑𝑦)|                                                                             (2.1) 

where FC and FR represent the current block and the best-matched reference block respectively 

and (dx, dy) indicates the MVEC. The best results (without sacrificing image quality) can be 

obtained by employing the absolute block matching using exhaustive search methods which, 

however, incur with computational time due to incremental processing. 

 

Figure 2.3: Motion vector (indicated by the red arrow in the reference frame) estimation of coding 

blocks between the current frame and the reference frame.  

   

The ME is the underlying criteria of inter-frame (i.e. a frame in a video compression system 

which is expressed in terms of one or neighbouring frames) mode selection. The ME process 

itself consumes around 85% encoding time of the encoder (Ezhilarasan & Thambidurai, 2008), 

however, an efficient selection of appropriate block partitioning mode(s) is essential for 

computational complexity reduction. Normally, mode prediction is performed in two ways: 

inter-mode prediction and intra-prediction based approaches. For the former, both the H.264 and 

the HEVC standard exploit variable block size ME and MC strategies to approximate the shape 

of moving objects, though they require to lengthy computational time. 

Compared to the previous standards, the HEVC employs the utilization of advanced motion 

vector prediction coding which includes the rules for originating two MVEC calculation 

candidates from the MVEC data of neighbouring prediction blocks and the co-located block in the 
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reference picture- also called the temporal MVEC prediction scheme (Ohm, Sullivan, Schwarz, 

Tan, & Wiegand, 2012; Sze & Budagavi, 2012). The selected candidate MVEC predictor is aware 

of signals from the encoder since the calculated difference between actual MVEC and the predicted 

one is transmitted from the encoding terminal. The HEVC can also encode MVEC with greater 

precision (accuracy estimation) which eventually gives a better-predicted block with lesser 

residual error. Note that the major contribution of this focuses on motion estimation based 

appropriate inter-mode selection to reduce the computational complexity of the HM.  

2.2.2. Intra-Prediction (Spatial Prediction) 

Intra-picture prediction is a process in which a prediction block is formed based on the previously 

encoded and reconstructed blocks of the current frame and is subtracted from the current block 

prior to encoding. Similar to H.264, the intra-prediction architecture of the HEVC operates in 

the spatial domain but extended mainly due to the increased size of the coding tree blocks and 

increased number of selectable prediction directions. The HEVC is increasing the number of 

directional modes from 9 (used by the H.264) to 33. The prediction samples are mainly 

constructed by exploiting the spatial correlation between the pixels of a CU and its corresponding 

neighbouring pixels from the top and left blocks. The prediction process of the intra-angular 

modes is consistent across all block sizes and the prediction directions in the HEVC intra-coding 

scheme, thereby achieving high intra-picture coding efficiency (Lainema, Bossen, Han, Min, & 

Ugur, 2012). In contrast, due to the increased number of block sizes and the number of prediction 

angles, a dramatic increase in computational complexity in the intra-coding compared to the 

inter-coding based approaches resulted. Moreover, the intra-prediction based coding techniques 

are well-studied for the relatively smoother regions and usually, they require more bits compared 

to inter-prediction techniques, and their efficiency highly depends on user-specified coding 

parameters (HoangVan, Park, & Jeon, 2012). The best possible intra-picture mode decision can 

be acquired by means of calculating the popularly used rate-distortion optimization (RDO) 

model, which requires processing the total number of possible combinations of intra-predictions 

(X. Li, Wien, & Ohm, 2011; Ruiz et al., 2017).   

2.2.3. Processing Hierarchy 

Each group of picture (GOP) may include three main types of pictures or frames as presented in 

Figure 2.4 including intra-coded (I), bidirectional predicted (B) and the predicted (P) frames. 
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The I-frames also known as the key frames, are self-referential because they are encoded without 

any motion compensation and used as a reference for the upcoming P and B frames. The I frames 

require relatively more bits compared to the P or B frames for encoding. While producing the B 

frames, the encoder can come across both forward and backward direction for redundant picture 

information and unlike I- or P- frames, the B- frames are not used as reference frames. 

 

Figure 2.4: A typical group of picture (GOP) constructed with I, P, and B frames in digital video 

coding.  

The encoders can look backwards to previous I or P-frames for producing a P-frame which is 

more efficient than I-frames in terms of less bit-rate requirement, while becoming less efficient 

than B-frames due to the requirement of more bits. Using the MC prediction, the B- frames are 

encoded from two reference frames, the P- and I-frames, before and after the current B- frame. 

Both the display and encoding order of the frames with their corresponding frame types are 

demonstrated in Table 2.1. The first P- frame must be processed before the first two B- frames 

since the first two B- frames use the first I- and first P- frame as their reference frame. 

Table 2.1: Presentation of display order and the encoding order of the I, B, and P frames in a typical 

group of picture (GOP). 

Display order:                 1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10      11      12      13  

Encoding order:              1      4      2      3      7      5      6      10      8      9      13      11      12  

Frame type:                     I      B      B     P      B     B      P      B      B       P      B       B       I 

 

2.2.4. Transformation and Quantization 

Transformation is normally used to convert pixel domain information to frequency domain so 

that information is reorganized based on the frequency which is aligned to the prioritization of 

human visual system. Quantization is a process of discarding some non-important information 

for compressing data. In an H.264/AVC codec, macroblock data are transformed and quantized 
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prior to coding and rescaled and inverse transformed prior to reconstruction and display. 

Numerous implementable hardware and software transforms (Docef, Kossentini, Nguuyen-Phi, 

& Ismaeil, 2002) are specified in the H.264 standard including the Hadamard transform which 

is used in the 4×4 array of luminance DC coefficients in intra MBs determined in the 16×16 

mode format. The basic 4x4 transform used in H.264 is a scaled approximate DCT. 

The HEVC implements a DCT like integer transform on the prediction residual and applies 

the transforms to the blocks of sizes ranging from 4×4 to 32×32 pixels (i.e. transforms including 

4×4, 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32-pixels are available). Due to the advanced block partitioning 

paradigm, the HEVC also supports transforms of non-square rectangular blocks with different 

sizes. The integer transforms used in HEVC have better approximations of the DCT compared 

to the transform used in the H.264 mainly by calculating the 2D transforms while using 1D 

transforms in the horizontal and vertical directions (Pourazad, Doutre, Azimi, & Nasiopoulos, 

2012). The core transform matrices are originated by estimating the scaled DCT basis (for inter-

prediction only) functions by considering factors such as limiting the necessary dynamic range 

for transform computation. The HEVC also integrates a 4×4 discrete sine transform (DST) for 

the block coding with directional intra-prediction modes, which while using, the pixels close to 

the ones are used for more accurate prediction (i.e. residuals tend to be smaller). The DST will 

usually be better at encoding these kinds of residuals since the DST basis functions start low and 

increase, while the DCT basis functions start high and decrease (Han, Saxena, & Rose, 2010). 

The quantization in the H.264 encoder is controlled by a quantization parameter (QP) that 

ranges from 0 to 51 and indexed by a total of 52 quantization levels called Qstep and determined 

from a predefined quantization table. For quantization, the HEVC also exploits the uniform 

reconstruction quantization (URQ- a block level quantization technique) with various scaling 

matrices supported for the various transform block sizes. The wide range of QP values is defined 

from 0 to 51, and an increase by six is used for doubling the quantization step size (e.g. 22, 27, 

32, 37 and so on) for the formation of approximately logarithmic mapping of QP values with the 

step size. This also supports the quantization scaling matrices, and a broader range of 

quantization levels assure the trade-off accuracy and flexibility between bit-rate and quality. 

2.2.5. Entropy Coding 

Once a finite set of quantized data value is obtained after quantization, it could be encoded using 

an entropy encoder to gain further compression. The term entropy is defined by the amount of 
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information existing in the data stream, while the entropy encoder encodes a given set of symbols 

by minimizing the bit-rate requirements to represent them. The HEVC merely includes one 

entropy coding method, called the context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC), rather 

than two used in the H.264 standard. However, the algorithm of the CABAC remain unchanged 

except for some modifications which mainly include the number of adaptive coding contexts 

reduction, enhancing the use of fast bypass coding, and improving the parallel processing 

capability to boost-up the throughput (a measure of information processing rate). 

2.3. Prominent Extensions to the HEVC Standard  

According to multiple studies, the HEVC should deliver up to 50% improved compression 

compared to its antecedent H.264 in video on demand applications which assure the similar 

quality at half of the bit-rate. Essentially, the main benefit of the HEVC is in streaming space by 

encoding the existing standard definition (SD), high definition (HD), and ultra-high definition 

video contents with HEVC rather than H.264, enabling cost savings and/or the ability to stream 

higher quality video to lower bit-rate connections. Other goals of HEVC design include the 

coding efficiency increment, ease of transport system integration, and the data loss resilience. 

Moreover, the addition of multiview video (generated by MVC) employs the utilization of both 

texture and depth video information from different angles to create a 3D video (Smolic et al., 

2006; Tanimoto, Tehrani, Fujii, & Yendo, 2012; Vetro, Wiegand, & Sullivan, 2011) and the free 

viewpoint video (FVV) (Pan, Zhang, & Kwong, 2015; Rahaman & Paul, 2015). The FVV system 

provides freedom to the user to observe a scene from different angles or viewpoints which enable 

viewers to perceive the natural 3D effects are gradually becoming more popular for their 

advanced visual experience with depth perception (Fang, Wang, Narwaria, Le Callet, & Lin, 

2014; Honghai Liu, Chen, & Kubota, 2013; Huaping Liu, Yuan, Sun, & Zhang, 2014). 

The main reason for HEVC coding performance improvement is the adoption of tree-

structured block partitioning with larger size transformations and the extended number of ME 

and MC inter-modes as discussed in Section 2.2. Compared to the H.264/AVC, the parameter 

settings have been established with more advanced domain in each of the fundamental steps of 

the basic video coding (presented in Section 2.2) to develop the HEVC coding framework. Since 

the major contributions of this thesis have been carried out based on the picture partitioning with 

motion estimation and compensation mode selection part, related discussions about the tree-

structured block partitioning in HEVC are covered in the following sub-sections.  
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2.3.1. Hierarchical Coding Tree Unit and Coding Tree Block Structure 

The coding tree unit (CTU also referred to as the largest coding unit (LCU)) is the basic 

processing unit of the latest HEVC standard and conceptually an analogous substitution for MB 

units used in several earlier coding standards. A CTU could be between 16×16-pixels and 64×64-

pixels in size, with a larger size normally increases coding efficiency by requiring fewer bits. 

The CTU is, therefore, a logical unit and each picture is split into CTUs of equal size. Each 

picture is partitioned into sequences of CTUs in the order of raster scan and the arrangement of 

each such CTUs sequence is called a slice. The CTU usually consists of three blocks comprising 

luma (Y) and two Chroma components (Cb and Cr) with syntax elements and thus consisting of 

three coding tree blocks (CTBs). Each CTB has the same size as CTU i.e. 64×64, 32×32, and 

16×16, while their partitioning decision depends on the contents of a video. The CTBs can be 

differently split into multiple coding blocks (CBs). Each CB turns into a decision-making point 

of prediction type as some CTBs may split into 32×32 CBs, while others may split into 8×8 CBs. 

The HEVC allows the CB size from the same size as the CTB to as small as 8×8 (i.e. 64×64 → 

32×32 → 16×16 → 8×8 indicating that the 64×64 size CTB could be split into 8×8 size CBs). 

 

Figure 2.5: Illustration of partitioning a 64×64 coding tree unit (CTU) into the coding units (CUs).  

The CB is, therefore, the decision point to perform the inter-picture or the intra-picture 

prediction. The CU which consists of three CBs, one luma CB- Y, together with two chroma 

CBs- Cb and Cr and its correlated syntax elements is the extent where the prediction type is 

coded. The division of a CTU into CUs is typically called the partitioning, and Figure 2.5 
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explicitly shows how a CTU (left) could be split into CUs (right). To perform more partitioning 

below the CU level, the PUs and the transform units (TUs) are exploited. 

The luma and chroma prediction blocks (PBs) within a PU are square in shape for the intra-

picture prediction. For the inter-picture prediction, the decision could come from a number of 

rectangular block with non-square architecture. The choice of encoding a particular picture 

region by inter-picture (i.e. typically performed by motion compensated prediction) or intra-

picture (i.e. spatially extrapolated) prediction is determined at the CU level. Once the prediction 

is made, the residual coding is then performed i.e. the calculation of difference between the 

predicted image and the actual image using transform such as DCT. For the intra-picture 

prediction residuals with 4×4 transform, the integer approximation of the DST is used. However, 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the HEVC recommended typical CU inter-partitioning patterns where the 

PUs are rectangular M×N block of samples on which the prediction (i.e. the inter-prediction 

modes) is applied. Therefore, for each of the CUs with size N×N, the possible PU modes are 

N×N, N×(1/2)N, (1/2)N×N, (1/2)N×(1/2)N, (1/4)N×N, (3/4)N×N, N×(1/4)N and N×(3/4)N, 

where the value of N could be 64, 32 and 16.  

 

Figure 2.6: Illustration of partitioning a N×N CU (e.g. 64×64 here) into different forms of PUs.  

2.3.2. PU Inter-modes (Symmetric/Asymmetric) 

Most of the power of video compression standards come from the strategy known as the motion 

compensated prediction such that in the inter-frame prediction, the pixel blocks are encoded by 

making a reference to the pixel block of the previously encoded reference frame. If 64×64 is the 

CU (i.e. N×N in Figure 2.6), then the possible PU modes could be 64×64 (N×N), 64×32 

(N×(1/2)N), 32×64 ((1/2)N×N), 32×32 ((1/2)N×(1/2)N), 16×64 ((1/4)N×N), 48×64 ((3/4)N×N), 

64×16 (N× (1/4)N), and 64×48 (N×(3/4)N). Again, if 32×32 is selected as the smallest PU mode 
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from 64×64 level, then the included set of PU modes at 32×32 level (where N=32) would be 

32×16, 16×32, 16×16, 8×32, 24×32, 32×8, and 32×24. Similarly, if 16×16 is selected as the 

smallest PU mode from this level, then the set of PU modes at 16×16 level (where N=16) would 

be 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 4×16, 12×16, 16×4, and 16×12. Finally, if 8×8 is the determined smallest 

PU mode, then two more 8×8 PU modes 8×4 and 4×8 are used. Now, let us assume that the block 

partitioning structure at coding depth levels 64×64, 32×32, 16×16 and 8×8 are denoted by the 

levels 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Then, the asymmetric partitioning modes of level-0 include 

[16×64, 48×64, 64×16, and 64×48]; for level-1 they comprise [8×32, 24×32, 32×8, and 32×24]; 

and for level-2, they cover [4×16, 12×16, 16×4, and 16×12] modes, while the rest of the modes 

at all levels are symmetric in nature. In addition, the HM interprets the skip mode as signalling 

the PU size is 2N×2N (based on the coding depth level), its prediction mode is merge, and no 

residual transform coefficients are sent for the corresponding PU at the skip condition. The newly 

introduced coding mode in HEVC is the merge mode which is conceptually similar to the direct 

mode in the H.264. It attempts to reduce the coding cost by means of motion parameter 

redundancies of the neighbouring blocks (Helle et al., 2012; Pan, Kwong, Sun, & Lei, 2014).   

2.3.3. The Lagrangian Cost Function and Lagrangian Multiplier  

The mode selection at different coding depth levels in the HEVC standard is carried out by 

employing the Lagrangian cost function. It creates a unique criteria by adding distortion with bit 

requirements and multiplying the Lagrangian multiplier (i.e. the LM) (Jiang & Ling, 2006; S. 

Li et al., 2016; Paul, Frater, & Arnold, 2009). The Lagrangian cost function j(m) for mode 

selection is defined by 𝑗(𝑚) = 𝐷(𝑚) + 𝜆 × 𝑅(𝑚); where D stands for the sum of squared 

differences between an original block and its reconstructed block which is gained through the 

original block coding using candidate mode m; λ is the LM for mode selection; R(m) denotes the 

number of bits required for encoding the block with m. Normally the equation for the LM is 

calculated with an empirical formula using the selected QP for each block by: 𝜆 = 𝑆 ×

2((𝑄𝑃−𝑉)/3); where the defined values for the variables S and V are 0.85 and 12 respectively in 

the H.264 standard. 

The implementation of λ in the HEVC standard has been modified and is currently being 

employed in the current versions of different HM implementations which can be expressed by 

𝜆 = 𝒢 × 𝑊𝑘 × 2((𝑄𝑃−12)/3). The value of 𝒢 depends upon a number of parameters which is 

expressed as: 𝒢 = {
1.0 − 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑝3(0.0,0.5,0.05 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑜𝑓_𝐵_𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

1
 . The value 1 is associated 
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merely with the non-referenced pictures, while other parameter settings are employed for the 

reference picture only. The 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑝3 function clips the number of B frames to the range (0.0, 0.5) 

and the value of  𝑊𝑘 is 0.57 for the I type Slice. For the GBP type Slice, its values are 0.44 and 

0.57 for the random access (RA) and low delay (LD) configuration settings respectively as 

recommended by the JCT-VC ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM 

Software Manual, CVS server ").  

2.3.4. Low Delay and Random Access Configuration  

A set of encoder configurations for experimentation is defined and recommended by the JCT-

VC common test conditions (F Bossen & Common, 2013) which mainly include the LD and RA 

test conditions. The LD configuration setting used tiles for picture. The tile allowed the picture 

to be divided into grid of rectangular regions that can independently be encoded or decoded. The 

main purpose of this approach was to allow for faster processing which can improve the frequent 

access to specific region of a picture in a video stream. The tiles were grouped in a slice and the 

purpose of a slice is to resynchronize the tiles to avoid the data loss in the video stream. Slices 

are the CTUs in the hierarchical coding structure and different coding types can be used for slices 

such as I types, P types, or B types as illustrated earlier of this chapter. Thus, the LD test 

configuration used coding structure with the GOP size of four where only the first picture of the 

sequence was I slice and the others were B slices. Hence, the order of pictures in the LD condition 

setting was given as IBBB…. The LD configuration setting can be used in videoconferencing 

environment. 

The RA is the configuration settings where picture recording is used in a pyramidal 

structure.  It has the randomly accessing of intra-picture about every one second by employing 

the hierarchical B structure for coding. The encoding order is represented by the number 

associated with each picture. The former intra-picture of a sequence shall be encoded as 

instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) picture, while the others are treated as non-IDR intra 

pictures. The generalized P or B-frame shall be used as the lowest temporal layer for inter-

prediction. This RA configuration may be used in the broadcasting environment (more detail to 

be found in ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM Software Manual, CVS 

server ") (Kim, McCann, Sugimoto, Bross, & Han, 2012)).        
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2.4. Computational Complexity in HEVC 

Theoretically, the optimum quality of an image depends upon the maximum number of bits 

allocated for coding. In contrast, as fewer bits are assigned for coding, due to large distortion or 

residue of image, the poorest quality one experiences. Moreover, allocating a higher number of 

bits for coding obviously incurs with increased computational time. Therefore, quality, 

computational complexity, and the compression are the video coding trade-offs to each other as 

illustrated in Figure 2.7. Since the HEVC has evolved from preceding standards by incorporating 

more advanced features, powerful and more efficient coding tools to improve the compression 

proficiency, it additionally consumes a substantial percentage of time of the entire encoding 

process. The HEVC incurs more than four times computational complexity increment when 

compared to the H.264 (Frank Bossen et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2015). Therefore, a number of 

electronic devices with limited processing, battery storage, and computational resources cannot 

fully exploit the HEVC encoding and decoding features in real-time.  

 

Figure 2.7: Relationship evaluation among three different typical trade-offs (i.e. the quality, 

computation, and compression) of video coding.  

To reduce the computational complexity of the HEVC due to a large number of block 

partitioning options, a number of research contributions exploit both texture and depth video 

coding. An image texture provides information regarding the spatial organization of colour or 

intensities in an image or certain regions of a selected image, while depth images are 

distinguished by representing the smooth regions with sharp edges. Therefore, the process of 

resolving the computational complexity issue in texture and depth coding also differs from each 
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other. To reduce this complexity issue, implementations of previous studies introduced in both 

texture and depth coding are separately summarized in the following two sub-sections. 

2.4.1. Literature on Computational Complexity Reduction of Texture Coding  

Several approaches have been proposed to simplify the partitioning result of CUs, PUs, and TUs. 

They intend to decrease the HM computational complexity that mainly fall into inter-coding and 

intra-coding. A good number of contributions in the literature attempt to alleviate the 

computational complexity of the HM using intra-prediction based fast approaches. The research 

carried out by (Shen, Zhang, & An, 2013) introduce a fast block size decision and mode decision 

algorithm for the HEVC intra-coding based on the hypothesis that the CU depth range should be 

adaptively determined according to the property of tree blocks. They eventually implemented 

two strategies: (i) early termination based on the mode correlation and (ii) the RD cost 

correlation. Results showed the reduction of average 21% computational complexity of the HM 

with the increment of 1.74% bit-rate while sacrificing 0.08dB Bjontegaard delta peak signal-to-

noise ratio (BD-PSNR). For further computational complexity reduction, (Shen, Zhang, & Liu, 

2014b) introduced a coding block size decision algorithm by reducing the number of candidate 

partitioning modes based on the texture homogeneity and the coding information correlation 

from the neighbouring coded CUs. Experimental results demonstrated a reduction of an average 

47% computational complexity of the HM10.0 with the increment of 1.08% bit-rate while 

sacrificing 0.06dB BD-PSNR. However, (H. Zhang & Ma, 2014) argued that overall fast intra-

mode decision algorithm consists of both micro- and macro-level which is not considered in the 

previous technique presented by (Shen, Zhang, et al., 2014b). To address these shortcomings, 

(Lim, Lee, Kim, & Lee, 2015) amalgamated three algorithms: (i) early skip (which allows instant 

skipping of large PUs based on the RD computation of already encoded neighbouring PUs), (ii) 

PU skip (which also follows the RD cost calculation skipping process according to the Bayes’ 

rule of probability distribution), and (iii) PU split termination. If the calculated cost of the current 

PU is small enough when compared to the cost of the neighbouring CU, it terminates further PU 

splitting because the current PU is highly likely to be the best PU. Test results revealed a 

reduction of an average 62.25% computational complexity of the HM14.0 with the increment of 

2.16% bit-rate. By investigating the RD cost and the SAD for a given QP, (Tariq, Kwong, & 

Yuan, 2016) proposed a quadratic approach for reducing intra-coding complexity. They first 

determined a relationship between the RD and the SADs which then went through the 

development of a model to calculate the RD costs of 35 intra-modes using the quadratic relation 
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without requiring the computation for transform and entropy coding. Test results showed a 

34.5% average encoding time savings by sacrificing a 0.99% bit-rate increment. To reduce the 

encoder computational complexity, (X. Liu, Liu, Wang, Lai, & Chao, 2016) presented an 

adaptive mode decision algorithm based on the complexity of the contents and utilized the 

direction of intra-prediction modes. The first step went through the implementation of texture 

complexity based adaptive CU selection to eliminate the superfluous coding blocks. Next 

redundant candidate modes for the selected CUs to be encoded were further reduced according 

to the texture direction. Experimental results shown average of 56% reduction of encoding time 

of the HM16.0 with the bit-rate increment of 1.0%. Normally the intra-prediction based coding 

requires more bits than inter-prediction based approaches, and their efficiency highly depends 

on user-specified modelling parameters. Therefore, many contributions in the literature can be 

found to mainly focusing on the computational complexity reduction of the HM by inter-

prediction based fast approaches, which will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

An early CU termination decision algorithm was introduced by (Tan, Liu, Tan, & Yeo, 

2012) where further PU mode exploration termination could be made by comparing the current 

best RD cost and the sum of the RD costs of the four sub-CUs. If the current RD cost is lower 

compared to the sum of RD costs, the early termination for the current CU is made, otherwise, 

the same process is repeated for the rest of the sub-CUs. Experimental results showed a gain of 

40% encoding time saving with the loss of 1.0% bit-rate. The top skip and early termination 

based fast rate-distortion optimization scheme was presented by (Cassa, Naccari, & Pereira, 

2012) in which the top skip for a CU is implemented by selecting and starting a coding tree block 

depth level from the existing correlation between the minimum depths of the current CTB with 

respect to the co-located CTB in the previous frame. The early termination technique which is 

opposite to the top skip scheme is implemented by stopping the CU splitting process if the RD 

cost is already lower that a threshold. Test outcomes showed a 45% reduction of encoding time 

with the quality loss of 0.1dB. Tan et al’s method requires calculating full RD costs in the CTU 

level and the CU early termination is determined merely by considering and calculating the RD 

cost of the current CU and its collocated CUs, while the technique introduced by Cassa without 

using any correlation information, it merely uses the CU depth information for the same purpose. 

The HM computational complexity reduction scheme with the implementation of a fast 

CU split decision algorithm and a CU depth range estimation algorithm was carried out by (Shen, 

Liu, Zhang, Zhao, & Zhang, 2013). The early termination of CU split decision was performed 

by utilizing both the current splitting information and the entire motion information from its 
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corresponding neighbouring block. This approach uses three stopping conditions: (i) the first one 

decides whether current CU belongs to the homogeneous motion regions; (ii) the second one 

calculates the predicted RD cost of current CU based on the already calculated cost of collocated 

CU; and (iii) the third one  uses the early skip decision scheme. Experimental results showed a 

30% reduction of encoding time with the quality loss of 0.03dB at the bit-rate increase of 1.16% 

for RA test condition, while a 30% reduction of encoding time with the quality loss of 0.03dB 

at the bit-rate increase of 1.01% for LD test condition compared to HM2.0. The procedure 

introduced by (Shen, Liu, Zhang, et al., 2013) mostly depends on the spatial information of 

coding block depths, motion vectors, and the RD costs from the neighbouring blocks. This causes 

performance degradation for sequences having heterogeneous motion regions which are not 

considered in Shen’s implementation.  

To address the unexplored in-depth motion analysis issue, (Xiong, Li, Wu, & Meng, 

2014) presented an improved motion estimation and corresponding motion vector calculation 

process by developing a fast pyramid motion divergence based PU mode selection algorithm. 

They exploited the correlation of the motion vector information under different coding blocks 

based on the optical flow of down-sampled frames with a view to determining the PU sizes. This 

helped to skip some unnecessary depth splitting since the PUs with the similar motion divergence 

is generally encoded with the same splitting prototype. The experimental results showed that the 

proposed algorithm reduced around 40% encoding time with a negligible coding loss of 0.07dB 

and a bit-rate increment of 2.21% for the LD configuration setting. The technique presented by 

(Xiong et al., 2014) still lacked the comprehensive analysis in the context of detecting symmetric 

and asymmetric motion patterns for inter-mode decision, and therefore the technique reduced its 

efficiency under hybrid coding scenarios. 

To address the shortcomings raised above, the research introduced by (Vanne, Viitanen, 

& Hämäläinen, 2014) presented an algorithm that explores the RD characteristics of the HEVC 

inter-prediction as a function of different block partitioning structures and mode decision 

optimization. This involves the utilization of square, symmetric motion partition (SMP), and 

asymmetric motion partition (AMP) modes to cover homogeneous and non-homogeneous 

motion areas. The key optimization techniques which were adopted include: (i) a conditional 

evaluation of SMP modes that primarily limits the range in the SMP while secondarily in the 

AMP sizes, and (ii) the selection of the SMP and AMP range by a function of the QP. Eventually, 

the combined condition was utilized so that the candidate PU modes of SMP were selectively 

tried if the SKIP or merge mode could provide relatively smaller RD cost when compared to the 
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2N×2N PU mode. Simulation results showed on average a 41% reduction of encoding time of 

the HM8.0 with the bit-rate increment of 0.75% under the RA test configuration, while 41% 

decrease of encoding time with the bit-rate increase of 0.80% for LD test condition. In this study, 

the spatiotemporal correlation among different depth level modes has not been actively studied.               

The raised issues in the method by (Vanne et al., 2014) was partly resolved by (Shen, Zhang, 

& Liu, 2014a) which went through a fast PU mode decision scheme for the extension of HEVC 

coding performance based on the early skipping, prediction size correlation, and the RD cost 

correlation. To estimate the motion activity of the current CU, the inter-PU modes of the current 

CU and the neighbouring CUs were used, and motion region was categorized into homogeneous, 

ordinary, and critical motion regions. Eventually, they estimated different set of modes for 

various motion regions for computational savings. Test results showed on average a 28.33% 

reduction of encoding time of the HM10.0 with a bit-rate increment of 0.27% under the RA test 

configuration, while a 29.66% reduction of encoding time with the average bit-rate increase of 

0.31% for LD test condition. However, its early skip detection using the spatiotemporal and 

inter-level correlation part had the limitation of proper image region detection having 

inhomogeneous motion activity and sacrificed coding quality. Moreover, the early determination 

of the best mode based on the predicted RD cost phase was not efficient for hierarchical QP 

setting and saved about 15% of encoding time to prevent obvious performance loss in this regard. 

With the similar prospect presented by (Shen, Zhang, et al., 2014a), the authors (Ahn et al., 

2015) further introducd a fast CU encoding technique based on the spatiotemporal encoding 

parameters of the HEVC encoder to modify the HEVC inter-coding by employing the early CU 

SKIP decision and fast CU split decision methods. For the current CU to be encoded, the spatial 

encoding parameter was set by the sample-adaptive-offset to approximate the texture complexity 

that affects the CU partition. Conversely, the temporal encoding parameter is set by the motion 

vector, TU size, and the coded block flag information to estimate the temporal complexity that 

affects the CU partitioning as well. Experimentation results showed a reduction of an average a 

49.60% encoding time of the HM12.0 with the bit-rate increment of 1.4%. However, the residual 

error among the blocks of the current frame and the reference frame was not explicitly studied 

in the scheme presented by (Ahn et al., 2015). As a result, based on the hierarchical coding tree 

unit partitioning structure, (Zhao, Onoye, & Song, 2015) developed a low-complexity fast mode 

decision algorithms by assuming the LCU of the current frame could be better splitted in the 

same manner using the reference LCU of the collocated frame. Therefore, based on the content’s 

characteristics, they classified the LCUs into three categories: (i) simple (i.e. when all the PUs 
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take a depth no longer than one), (ii) complex (i.e. when at least one of the PUs inside it has a 

maximum depth of three), otherwise the LCU is considered to be of (iii) medial type. Thus, they 

reduced the necessity of requiring additional mode checking. Experimental results showed an 

average a 42.6% reduction of encoding time of the HM11.0 with the bit-rate increment of 0.34% 

by sacrificing 0.01dB PSNR. There was an obvious trade-off between the computational cost of 

requiring data from the previous frame and the corresponding complexity reduction which, 

however, was not clearly explained in the presented paper.  

To speed up the encoding process by block partitioning structure optimization, an algorithm 

was introduced by (Correa, Assuncao, Agostini, & da Silva Cruz, 2015) which was based on 

decision trees obtained through data mining techniques. Using the encoding variables from a 

training set of video sequences, they developed a decision tree set eventually to avoid running 

their algorithm to its full extent. If the decision tree becomes positive, it confirms testing the next 

coding tree depth (i.e. Split = 1), otherwise, the sub-blocks of the current coding block were not 

considered in the RDO based decision process (i.e. Split = 0). Experimental results showed on 

average of 57.5% reduction of encoding time of the HM12.0 with the bit-rate increment of 

0.96%. Recently, a fast inter-mode decision technique in HEVC was introduced by (J. Lee, Kim, 

Lim, & Lee, 2015). Their method initially carried out an early skip mode decision through a 

comparison of the RD cost of the skip mode with an adaptive threshold. Test results showed an 

average of 69% decrease in encoding time of the HM11.0 with the bit-rate increase of 2.99%. 

This method, however, required a periodic update of the threshold to estimate the statistical 

parameters for skip mode decision, CU skip estimation, and early CU termination schemes under 

considering the characteristics of RD cost which was eventually limited by the coding quality. 

Beyond the emphasis given on the encoding time reduction only, the importance was given 

both on computational time reduction and RD performance improvement by (H. Lee et al., 2015) 

through the introduction of an early skip mode decision. This technique decided the skip mode 

by calculating the rate-distortion cost of 2N×2N merge mode and the prediction units decided to 

be partitioned by the skip mode did not undergo remaining mode decision processes. More 

specifically, for a given CU, if the merge 2N×2N was the last candidate mode, it further checked 

the inter nN×nN and intra nN×nN for the sub-CUs. Otherwise, the method calculates the sum of 

squared error (i.e. estimated distortion Er) between the current 2N×2N PU and its merge 

candidate, and determined early the skip mode when it satisfied (Er with selected 2N×2N merge 

candidate < Threshold (QP)). Compared to the HM12.0, the technique presented saved 33% 

average encoding time while having 0.00dB BD-PSNR gain and 0.02% Bjontegaard bit-rate 
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(BD-BR) increment for RA test condition. For LD condition, the implementation saved 30% 

average encoding time, while having 0.01dB BD-PSNR gain and 0.35% BD-BR decrement. The 

estimated distortion which was related to the eventual selection of 2N×2N PU merge candidate 

could differ from the actual one due to different contents and properties of video sequence, and 

it also required a discrepancy reduction function that consumed a large amount of time.   

Targeting further computational time reduction by actively studying the distortion of each 

sub-CU which could better indicate whether the current mode is suitable for current CU, a study 

was recently introduced by (J. Zhang, Li, & Li, 2016). They explored the relationship between 

the impossible modes and the distribution of the distortions to help the encoder skip checking 

the unnecessary modes. The whole process was based on the method of performing the early 

skip mode decision by analyzing the time utilization to check inter 2N×2N and identifying its 

possibility to be selected as the best mode from the motion vector calculation. Thus, they first 

checked all the merge candidates and if the best mode was the skip with zero motion vector, they 

decide that the best mode of the current CU was skip and the rest of the depths were discarded. 

This technique could achieve 48% average computational complexity reduction of the HM.16.4, 

by sacrificing a 2.9% bit-rate increment on average. Although motion estimation was used in the 

proposed technique, it was not enough detailed for residual coding at the block level by analyzing 

the characteristics of the video content. 

To address the above limitation, the content property analysis based fast motion estimation 

was introduced by (Pan, Lei, et al., 2016) in which they adopt the strategy of selecting the best 

motion vector correlation among different size PU modes. To carry out this task, in the 

beginning, all the PUs were categorized into the parent (such as inter_2N×2N) and children PUs 

based on the PU partition type. In the ME process, if the parent PU determined the initial search 

point as its final search point, it decided that the content belonging to the 2N×2N sized parent 

PU was a homogeneous and uniform region. As a result, it was highly likely that the children 

PUs could also have the highest possibility to select the initial search point as their best search 

point due to the best predicted spatial correlation. Compared to HM12.0, the technique presented 

saved on average 12.29% encoding time while sacrificing 0.03dB BD-PSNR and 0.86% BD-BR 

increment for RA condition and saving average a 15.04% encoding time, while sacrificing 

0.02dB BD-PSNR and 0.55% BD-BR increment at LD test condition. This process suffered from 

the computational complexity during estimating the PU modes at higher bit-rates, and also for 

the high definition videos having complex motion areas. 
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To decrease the HM encoding time complexity through mode reduction, the existing mode 

decision algorithms in the presented literature selected a subset of inter-modes based on the 

properties of homogeneity, residual and statistical correlation among different coding depth level 

modes. Based on aforementioned analysis and mode selection strategy, the procedures in the 

literature mostly depend on the existing LCF within the HEVC framework. Therefore, their 

approaches reduce encoding time, however, almost in all cases, could not reach similar or 

improved RD performance compared to the HM. Moreover, human visual feature-based video 

content analysis has not been actively studied in the earlier studies of existing literature.       

2.4.2. Literature on Computational Complexity Reduction of Depth Coding 

Similar to the texture coding approach presented in the previous section, the performance 

improvement in depth coding is also aimed by evolving the fast mode selection algorithms while 

caring on coding quality preservation. Aiming in this goal, a large number of studies have been 

conducted following two cardinal pipelines that fall into either inter-coding or intra-coding. 

The contribution presented by (da Silva, Agostini, & da Silva Cruz, 2014) introduced a 

novel intra-mode selection for 3D extensions of the HEVC depth intra-coding which optimized 

the choice of intra-modes by being aware of the dominant edge orientation information in each 

depth block to be encoded. Test results showed that the algorithm reduced 15% on average 

computational complexity of the 3D versions of the HM with the increment of 0.16% bit-rate. 

The simplified edge detection based intra-frame prediction approach was also presented by 

(Sanchez et al., 2014) which first went through the block classification process by detecting the 

existence of edge inside it or it is considered a smooth region. Afterwards, for a classified block 

with edges, no simplification was performed, and the HEVC intra-prediction using the depth 

modelling modes with the most probable one was inserted in the RD-list for evaluation and 

selection. Experimental results showed that the algorithm introduced reduced 23% on average 

computational complexity of the 3D versions of the HM with the increment of 0.03% bit-rate. A 

proficient algorithm with early termination for depth map coding decision in 3D-HEVC was 

presented by (Q. Zhang, Li, Huang, & Gan, 2014). This technique utilized the coding 

information from the tree block of the spatial neighbouring depth map as well as the tree block 

from its collocated texture video eventually to estimate the intra-prediction modes for depth map 

coding by enabling the early termination. Experimental results showed that the algorithm 

introduced reduced 40% average computational complexity of the 3D versions of the HM with 

the increment of 0.90% bit-rate and reduction of 0.03dB BD-PSNR.  
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The edge-based intra-mode selection for depth-map coding in the 3D extensions of the 

HEVC was further carried out by (Park, 2015) where their proposed algorithm first executed a 

simple edge classification in the Hadamard transform (the basic form of which require only 

addition or subtractions) domain. Then they exploited the classification outcomes to selectively 

eliminate unnecessary depth modelling modes to reduce encoding time. The difference of their 

introduced algorithm from other existing edge classification based algorithms lied in the fact that 

they investigated the relationship between the Hadamard coefficients of adjacent depth levels to 

develop a method for edge classification results of all possible PUs instead of calculating their 

transformed blocks. Simulation results showed that the algorithm introduced reduced a 37.65% 

on average computational complexity of the 3D versions of the HM with the increment of 0.13% 

bit-rate. (Guo, He, Li, & Wang, 2016) exploited the processing flow of intra depth coding to 

develop the early PU splitting and pruning algorithms to fasten the decision making on PU size. 

They used rough and refined searches where the rough search result was to decide whether the 

current PU should be split or not. For example, if the calculated rough cost is larger than a 

predefined threshold, the current PU contains complex texture contents and must be splitted to 

express the coding transformation better, while, skipping the refined search for that CU to save 

computational time. Test results showed that the algorithm reduced a 56.32% on average 

computational complexity of the 3D versions of the HM with the increment of 1.42% bit-rate. 

The authors (Merkle, Müller, Marpe, & Wiegand, 2016) proposed an advanced depth coding 

technique by introducing intra-picture prediction modes where they utilized geometric primitives 

along with a residual coding. Their technique substituted the intra-prediction modes and the 

residual coding of HEVC for depth intra-pictures and intra-blocks. Experimentally they obtained 

about 8% overall bit-rate reduction with 3D-HEVC while producing the same quality of 

synthesized views. On the other hand, wedgelet (M. Zhang, Zhao, Xu, & Bai, 2013) and contour 

(Jäger, 2011) based intra-coding could also approximated the object edges well. However, a 

series of smaller wedgelets may be required to estimate curved segments of an edge, while 

contours in an image may be approximated by a wedgelet decomposition which all suffer from 

pattern matching related overheads. 

A good number of depth inter-coding based fast approaches exploited the texture-assisted-

depth coding techniques since it was observed that the mode distribution between a depth map 

and its corresponding texture video have a certain correlation. Besides, the homogeneous regions 

in the depth map have a strong spatial correlation, and thus spatially neighbouring tree blocks in 

the depth map have similar coding information. In order to obtain efficient depth compression 
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by applying in-loop filtering (i.e. edge-preserving de-noise filtering), (S. Liu, Lai, Tian, & Chen, 

2011) first analyzed the structure similarity between depth and corresponding video and 

proposed two new techniques using the trilateral filter and the sparse dyadic mode. The former 

one was mainly designed to filter depth with coding artifacts based on the pixel positions, depth 

sample similarity, and collocated pixels in a video frame. The later one managed was to 

reconstruct depth maps with sparse representations of depth blocks and effective reference of 

edge information from video frames. Regardless of the encoding time savings, this approach 

significantly improved up to about 1.5dB gain on rendering quality compared to the multiview 

video coding technique at the same coding rate. This approach mostly utilized the texture-depth 

structure similarity, and the coding gain heavily depended on the proper alignment between 

depth and texture edges (S. Li, Lei, Zhu, Yu, & Hou, 2014). However, the effectiveness of pixel 

similarity has not been discussed in this work. 

The pixel-based motion estimation for better prediction in depth coding by exploiting the 

texture motion was performed by (S. Li et al., 2014). To carry out this task, motion vector for 

the respective texture pixel was estimated by locating the best-matched pixel in the reference 

texture frame using small search window which is mapped with the depth frame to recognize the 

reference pixel as a predictor for the current depth mapping. This coding method improves 

0.83dB BD-PSNR or equivalently reducing 26.28% bit-rate compared to JM 18.2 (i.e. a 

reference software implementation of the H.264) by sacrificing over 7.10% average encoding 

time. Since the depth maps are composed of large flat regions separated by sharp edges, the pixel 

similarity estimator is not always the well representative. Therefore, (C. Zhu, Li, Zheng, Gao, & 

Yu, 2016) exploited motion and structure similarity between the texture and its corresponding 

depth. They develop a prediction model by properly assigning weights to each predicted pixel 

through biprediction and uniprediction manner for better prediction. The unidirectional flow 

mainly focuses on using the motion vector, while the biprediction calculated the significant pixel 

difference, thereby increasing prediction accuracy. This coding method achieves 0.15% bit-rate 

reduction compared to HTM11.0 (i.e. an implementation of the 3D-HEVC) regardless of its 

increased encoding time. Due to the coding complexity of depth map sharp edges, the introduced 

technique cannot efficiently compensate the depth boundary changes. To address this limitation, 

a fast inter-mode decision algorithm based on jointly using the texture-depth correlation as well 

as the depth edge information for depth coding was presented by (Q. Zhang et al., 2017). They 

first skipped a number of prediction modes and certain depth levels rarely used in the equivalent 

texture video. The number of prediction mode reduction based on depth edge classification in 
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the second phase was carried out by skipping the modes which were hardly used in the 

homogeneous region of depth images. This method achieved an average of 43.2% depth 

computational complexity reduction while maintaining the similar RD performance. 

The recurrent switching between different views may also require more times when the 

dependency between texture and depth increases. As a result, these methods usually incur with 

the limitation of sacrificing computational time. To this end, other inter-prediction based fast 

mode decision methods for depth coding have been introduced in literature where computational 

reduction was carried out essentially depending on the statistical inter-mode, interview, and 

inter-component coding correlations.  

The direct mode early decision optimization based algorithm was introduced by (Y. Zhang, 

Kwong, Xu, & Jiang, 2013) by jointly utilizing the interview direct mode correlation, coded 

block pattern, and the RD cost threshold where early decision of direct mode was made prior to 

performing the costly motion estimation. This coding method reduced average 69.15% encoding 

time by sacrificing 0.05dB BD-PSNR or equivalently increasing 0.37% bit-rate. For further 

computational complexity reduction, a similar process was later introduced by (Yeh et al., 2014) 

where they attempted to reduce candidate modes by analyzing the RD cost of previously encoded 

view and determining a threshold for each of the modes in the current view. Compared to the 

joint multiview video coding (JMVC- 4.0), their simulation results revealed a reduction of 

76.65% average encoding time by sacrificing 0.07dB PSNR and increasing 0.26% bit-rates. 

These procedures were developed mainly by focusing on different interview correlations. 

However, their inter-component correlations such as distinguishing the anchor and non-anchor 

frames still remain unexplored. 

To address the previous limitation, (Lei et al., 2015) proposed a fast mode decision method 

by evaluating interview and inter-component coding correlations and activating different early 

termination strategies for anchor and non-anchor frames. For the non-anchor frame, early 

termination was decided based on the RD cost of even views, while, for the anchor frames, they 

applied different mode selection criteria such as defining a region of support. Although this 

process reduced 78.07% encoding time, results also revealed that it decreased the quality loss of 

0.06dB and average bit-rate increment of 0.38% against the JMVC 8.5. The grayscale similarity 

is a potential part of the reference frame based current frame coding which is not previously 

studied. Therefore, in addition to the interview and inter-component coding correlations, the 

grayscale similarity analysis based novel contribution on fast mode decision in the 3D extensions 

of the HEVC was recently presented by (Lei, Duan, Wu, Ling, & Hou, 2016). Thus, aiming to 
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the grayscale similarity-aware reference frame based current frame coding; the interview 

correlation phase was combined with the similarity analysis phase due to the early mode decision 

on the best PU. Experimental results revealed a reduction of an average of 62% encoding time 

of the 3D versions of the HEVC reference test model by sacrificing a 1.64% bit-rate increment, 

or equivalently reducing 0.06dB BD-PSNR on average. 

The depth inter-prediction based fast approaches presented in the literature although reduced 

encoding time, results reveal that most of them suffer from the coding quality loss compared to 

the different versions of JM, HM, or the HTM. This is because the emphasis has been mostly 

given to different statistical correlations, rather than properly approximating depth object edge 

motions for more appropriate inter-mode selection. Moreover, the design architecture of existing 

HEVC block partitioning modes may be appropriate mainly to handle the rectangular and square 

shaped motion patterns in a block. However, they would not be suitable enough for partitioning 

the depth object having partial foreground motion with irregular edges and background aligned 

to rectangular and square shapes.           

2.5. Video Quality Assessment 

Video quality is a characteristic of a video passed through a video transmission or processing 

system, leading to a formal or informal degradation measure of perceived video. The video 

quality assessment is therefore performed to describe the quality of a set of video sequences 

under study. The evaluation process could be primarily categorized into objective and subjective 

although the quality of a system can be determined offline such as in laboratory settings or 

usually in-service to monitor a certain level of quality.    

2.5.1. Objective versus Subjective Quality Assessment  

The objective quality assessment processes are quite popular due to their simplicity, ease of 

implementation, quality comparison, and having real-time applications. The most widely used 

objective metric is the PSNR which is measured on a logarithmic scale and developed based on 

the mean squared error (MSE) between an original and an impaired image or video frame. The 

SSIM is another index to objectively testing and optimizing the video quality which accounts for 

high-level structural information such as luminance, contrast, and the structure comparison and 

commonly used as a method for testing the lossy video contents.  
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Unlike the objective quality assessment, the subjective one may be impractical for some 

applications due to the engagement of human in the process. However, since the human visual 

system is the ultimate assessor of video quality, the subjective studies could yield valuable data 

to evaluate the performance of objective methods towards aiming the eventual goal of matching 

human perception (Seshadrinathan, Soundararajan, Bovik, & Cormack, 2010). The most 

versatile application of subjective assessment for quality evaluation is carried out by employing 

the MOS. Some of its examples of standardised testing procedures are double stimulus 

continuous quality scale (DSCQS) where the viewers make two absolute ratings on a continuous 

scale at discrete times or, the double stimulus comparison scale (DSCS) where the viewers make 

one different rating on a discrete scale at discrete times. In both cases, a number of video 

sequences are serially organized and displayed for viewing. The viewers are asked to rate the 

quality of two video sequences for example “A” and “B” on a continuous scale ranging between 

“Excellent” and “Bad”. The options “A” and “B” are the reconstructed videos obtained using 

two different algorithms. Based on the viewers’ mean score, the eventual comparison is drawn.     

The objective measures incur with a number of limitations such as for PSNR, (i) if a video 

image is displayed by rotating a degree or two that may lead to lower PSNR although the 

subjective quality may still be good; (ii) using the same QP and video resolutions, the PSNR 

values may have a drastic change due to merely the content change although subjective testing 

could avoid such biasness; (iii) the PSNR metric relies strictly on numeric comparison and 

thereby taking into account no level of biological factors of human visual system. For the SSIM 

as well, it does not contain any elaborative visual perception modelling and perhaps mostly relies 

on non-perceptual computations (Dosselmann & Yang, 2011). The MOS based subjective 

scoring process, in contrast, is often biased by a number of parameters of viewing conditions 

such as: testing environment, viewers mode, viewers expertise, room temperature, illumination, 

display type, brightness, contrast, resolution, viewing distance, viewers age group, educational 

level and many other factors.             

2.5.2. Full-reference, Reduced-reference, and No-reference Quality Metrics 

The quality estimation could be further narrowly categorized into the full-reference, reduced-

reference, and the no-reference schemes. To carry out the quality evaluation, the full-reference 

metrics strictly requires original signal as a reference (Sheikh & Bovik, 2006; Zhou Wang, 

Bovik, Sheikh, & Simoncelli, 2004), the reduced-reference metrics extrapolate the partial signals 

as a reference (Rehman & Wang, 2012; Wu, Lin, Shi, & Liu, 2013), while the no-reference 
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metrics, also called the blind metrics require no information from the original reference signal 

to analyze (Zhengyou Wang, Wang, Wan, Xia, & Lin, 2015; Xue, Erkin, & Wang, 2015). 

Obviously, the quality evaluation using no-reference models become more challenging due to 

the lack of original reference signal for comparison and estimation. Since the subjective quality 

assessment is a more demanding approach and the addition of no-reference based scheme could 

equip the subjective assessment techniques to tackle further challenges due to its in-depth 

interactivity to the human cognition. The following section gives an overview of the existing 

objective and subjective metrics and their performance in the context of quality evaluation at 

different scenarios.         

2.5.3. Existing Literature on Quality Assessment  

Targeting to the no-reference image quality evaluation depending on statistical regulations, 

(Mittal, Moorthy, & Bovik, 2012) proposed a natural scene based no-reference image quality 

assessment model. This is done by analyzing distortion-specific features such as image blurriness 

(i.e. obscurity), blockiness (i.e. shaded with unclear blocks), and ringing (i.e. typical image 

fading artifact). The work presented by (Zhengyou Wang et al., 2015) recommended a no 

reference hybrid model (which combines the bit-stream and network-based features) for video 

quality assessment by utilizing a regression model called the partial least squares. The 

contributions by (Xue et al., 2015) introduced a no-reference quality assessment method that 

could evaluate the impact of frame freezing occurred by packet loss or late arrival and employed 

a neural network on a number of frame freeze correlated features such as number of freezes, 

freeze durations, inter-freeze distance to develop the new model. To this end, based on the 

principle of natural scene statistics (NSS), (Fang et al., 2015) introduced a no-reference quality 

assessment method by using the contrast distorted images which was carried out by analyzing 

its unnaturalness characteristics and justifying the degree of deviation from the NSS models. 

Their experimental results suggested that the NSS models are promising in handling contrast-

distorted images except for the limitation at capturing some of its specific aspects. The video 

quality prediction model using the DCT was presented by (K. Zhu, Li, Asari, & Saupe, 2015) to 

analyze the statistics of compressed natural videos. However, this metric is distortion specific 

and data driven, thus, may incur with lower performance on unknown data and limits its 

performance on compressed video. 

With a view to overcoming the limitation of existing deblocking algorithms in evaluating 

the quality of deblocked images, the authors (L. Li et al., 2016) present a no-reference quality 
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metric for deblocked JPEG images. They first build a deblocked image database with subjective 

mean opinion score as a ground truth followed by simultaneously evaluating the blocking 

artifacts in smooth regions and blur in textured regions. The metric could be applied to automatic 

parameter selection in image deblocking algorithms. Based on the characteristics of human 

visual perception with distorted images, (Q. Li, Lin, Xu, & Fang, 2016) introduced a blind image 

quality assessment metric by exploiting the luminance and structural information. The 

contributions from (Gu et al., 2016) introduced a blind metric for the quality assessment of 

contrast distorted image by analyzing and combining the local and global details. This algorithm 

could amend the performance of general purpose blind quality estimation metrics to a sizable 

margin. In fact, the statistical metrics could signify the image structure analysis but may not be 

suitable for some high-quality range as the quality perception in this area is mostly due to 

perceptual human visual features, rather than to the statistics of the image (Tourancheau, 

Autrusseau, Sazzad, & Horita, 2008). However, different features of the human visual system 

have not been actively studied in the existing schemes. 

The authors (Hantao Liu & Heynderickx, 2011) carried out the human cognition based 

objective quality assessment system using the eye-tracking technology and evolve more realistic 

ground truth visual saliency model to improve their algorithm. Actually, the eye-tracking has 

become a non-intrusive, affordable and easy-to-use tool in human behaviour research today that 

allows measuring visual behaviour as it objectively monitors where, when, and what people look 

at. With very few exceptions, anything with a visual component can be eye-tracked not 

necessarily by using the tracking device itself, rather simply employing the software based eye-

tracking simulator (Böhme, Dorr, Graw, Martinetz, & Barth, 2008). 

A number of quality assessment algorithms have been proposed which are closely related 

to the studies of human visual attention and cognition. A no-reference model using blur and 

blockiness metric to improve the performance of objective model based on eye-tracker data was 

proposed and presented by (Jia, Zhong, & Tu, 2014). Using blur and blockiness metric, they 

attempted to improve the subjective and objective correlation. The authors (Arndt, Radun, 

Antons, & Möller, 2014) introduced a model to judge the video quality on the basis of 

psychological merits including- the pupil dilation and electroencephalogram (Parvez & Paul, 

2014) signalling. Experimental results indicate that the proportion of alpha activity decreases 

and the pupil dilation increases once the participants experience degraded quality. Since the 

authors tested their scheme only on an arbitrarily nominated and degraded portion of a frame 

which limits their scheme for further use. With a view to developing a no-reference video quality 
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assessment method using eye-tracker data, (Albanesi & Amadeo, 2014) introduced a new voting 

algorithm. Test results showed that their proposed algorithm acted inversely proportional to the 

user perceived quality. Using the scan path of eye movements, (Tsai, Guan, & Tsai, 2016) 

subjectively assessed the perceived image and its colour quality and proved that percipients tend 

to spend more time in evaluating the image with relatively improved quality. On the other hand, 

the most widely used subjective testing method- the MOS (Ribeiro, Florencio, & Nascimento, 

2011; Streijl, Winkler, & Hands, 2016) was often biased by the testing environment, viewers 

mode, age, expertise and other factors that may not demonstrate a strong correlation with the 

user perceived actual quality. 

To the best of our knowledge, no method in the existing literature has been introduced sole 

to develop a no-reference metric using eye-tracker that could be a viable substitute for the MOS 

to avoid the arbitrary biasness of viewers in evaluating actual quality. 

2.6. Summary 

As our contributions of this thesis are in the area of computational complexity reduction in 

texture video compression, depth video compression, and coding quality evaluation, we have 

provided a literature review on texture coding architecture, depth coding framework, and 

different coding quality estimation processes. In achieving high video data compression that 

utilizing the texture component, a number of techniques with different features have been 

introduced in the literature which are based on mode homogeneity, residual and statistical mode 

correlation within the HEVC framework. These methods are fully dependent on the existing 

Lagrangian cost function (described in Section 2.3.3) during the entire mode selection process. 

However, only the Lagrangian cost function based mode decision could not provide the best 

result in the context of both computational complexity reduction and quality improvement due 

to a large extension of modes, motion vector coding length, diversified video contents, 

resolutions, and other advanced parameter settings in the HEVC. Therefore, approaches 

presented in the literature succeeded in reducing encoding time, however, almost in all cases, 

could not reach similar or improved RD performance when compared to the HM. 

In the literature, the texture assisted depth coding techniques demonstrated their capability 

to improve quality. However, due to recurrent switching between different views, usually they 

suffered from computational time loss when compared to different versions of the JM, HM, and 

the HTM. The other inter-prediction based fast approaches of depth coding presented in the 
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literature reduced encoding time. However, results reveal that the most of them suffered from 

the coding quality loss since the emphasis was mostly given on different correlation analysis of 

modes, rather than approximation of depth object edge motion for more appropriate mode 

selection. The other reason was that those approaches only used existing inter-modes of HEVC 

which are rectangular and square in shape. Since HEVC modes would not be sufficiently suitable 

for partitioning the depth objects having partial foreground motion with irregular edges and 

background, those approaches sacrificed image quality. 

The most widely used subjective quality assessment method- MOS is mostly influenced by 

a number of factors such as testing environment, viewer’s mode, expertise, room temperature 

and illumination, display type, brightness, contrast, resolution, viewing distance, age-group, 

educational level of viewers, and many others which could directly affect the assessment process. 

As a result many quality estimation processes may get deprived of actual evaluation.  

In the following chapters, we will detail such research that attempt to address some of these 

issues. For example, contributions on HM computational complexity reduction of texture videos 

without sacrificing image quality is carried out in chapter-3, chapter-4, and chapter-5. The 

chapter-6 focuses on the HM computational complexity reduction of depth videos without 

sacrificing image quality. Finally, a novel no-reference subjective metric is developed in chapter-

7 to address the limitations of MOS.      
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Chapter 3 

Fast Inter-mode Selection in HEVC Based on Motion 

Classification  

The HEVC standard has been lauded as the next-generation compression technology that enables 

a host of new services and capabilities. Compared to its predecessor H.264, this standard has 

doubled the compression ratio without quality loss impact for the efficient trasmission and 

storage of high volume of video data. However, the obvious limitation of the HEVC is it’s 

multiple times of computational complexity increase that deprives numerous electronic devices 

with limited processing and computational resources for using different features of this advanced 

standard.  To overcome this drawback, a number of contributions have come into the light to 

quicken the encoding process through mode reduction (discussed in Chapter 2). The existing 

mode selection algorithms in the literature for HEVC computational time reduction were 

developed based on the properties of homogeneity, residual, and statistical correlation among 

different modes. However, the video content classification based on the properties of interior 

motion and the employment of motion susceptible features for the corresponding fast mode 

selection has not been actively studied in existing approaches. In this Chapter, the motivation of 

working with motion feature is established first, demonstrating the effectiveness of content 

aware motion classification using phase correlation, and then, by revealing how the categorized 

motion architecture can be employed for efficient selection of appropriate block partitioning 

inter-modes with a view to reducing the computational complexity of the HM.   

This Chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction and an empirical study of the 

hierarchical structure of HEVC block partitioning for inter-mode decision are presented in 

Section 3.1. Section 3.2 explicitly describes the key steps of the proposed coding technique; 

while Section 3.3 provides in-depth discussions of the obtained experimental results including a 

comparative performance analysis with existing state-of-the-art methods and the HEVC 

reference test model HM8.0. Section 3.4 concludes this chapter.  
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The articles related to this chapter have previously been published in the (i) Elsevier journal 

on Neurocomputing (Podder et al., 2016c), (ii) IEEE International Conference on Digital Image 

Computing, Techniques and Applications (Podder, Paul, Murshed, et al., 2014), and (iii) ACM 

VideoNext: Design, Quality and Deployment of Adaptive Video Streaming in the International 

Conference on Emerging Networking Experiments and Technologies (Podder, Paul, & Murshed, 

2014).  

3.1. Introduction 

HEVC is the state-of-the-art coding standard for video compression with significantly improved 

coding performance (B Bross, Han, Sullivan, Ohm, & Wiegand; ITU-T, 2013; Sullivan et al., 

2012). Compared to its antecedent H.264/AVC, the most remarkable aspects improved by the 

HEVC include: (i) variable size CU, such as 16×16, 32×32, and 64×64-pixels to accommodate 

different video resolutions; (ii) the symmetric and asymmetric adaptive block-partitioning 

phenomenon of HEVC results in distinct performance improvement especially in coding quality, 

and (iii) the variable size PU and TU to accommodate adaptive block-partitioning. In HEVC, the 

image is partitioned into different CUs and for the selection of motion estimation and motion 

compensation inter-modes, a CU can be partitioned by 64×64 level down to 8×8-pixel level 

modes (block size with 64×64, 32×32, 16×16 and 8×8-pixels are denoted as depth level 0, 1, 2 

and 3 respectively). Figure 3.1 (a) illustrates the hierarchical structure of CU partitioning in the 

HEVC standard, and Figure 3.1 (b) demonstrates the specific partitioning pattern at different 

coding depth levels using inter-prediction modes. Moreover, unlike H.264, HEVC also provides 

asymmetric partitioning scheme such as 64×48, 64×16, 48×64, 16×64, 32×24, 32×8, 24×32, 

8×32, 16×12, 16×4, 12×16 and 4×16-pixels as displayed in Figure 3.1 (b). The HEVC, therefore 

achieves significantly improved compression efficiency at the cost of more than four times the 

algorithmic complexity (Frank Bossen et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2015) when compared to its 

predecessor H.264/AVC due to the extended number of coding depth levels, more complex CU 

partitioning pattern, residual data compression using transformation and quantization, motion 

vector transmission using entropy encoding and other advanced parameter settings in the HEVC. 

To pick the best partitioning mode at a coding depth level, the HM tests out at least 8 (i.e. all 

modes at level-0), and at most 24 PU inter-modes for all coding depth levels (i.e. alike 

partitioning for smaller blocks from level-1 to level-3) using the least value of the LCF.   
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(a) Hierarchical structure of the HEVC block 

partitioning with different coding depth levels 

 

(b) Symmetric/asymmetric block partitioning inter-prediction 

modes in the HEVC at different coding depth levels  

Figure 3.1: Hierarchical structure of block partitioning using different inter-modes of the HEVC at 

various coding depth levels (i.e. from 64×64 level (level 0) to 8×8 level (level 3)). 

 

The LCF j(m) for mode selection is defined by:  

       𝑗(𝑚) = 𝐷(𝑚) + 𝜆 × 𝑅(𝑚)                                                                              (3.1) 

where D stands for the sum of squared differences between an original block and its 

reconstructed block which is gained through the original block coding using candidate mode m; 

λ is the LM for mode selection (S. Li et al., 2016; Paul et al., 2009); R(m) denotes the number of 

bits required for encoding the block with m. We denote the procedure of mode selection in the 

HM as a partially-exhaustive approach which requires several times computational complexity 

increment as the coding depth level increases. On the other hand, if any approach is fully-

exhaustive in nature, for all CUs it should check all the 24 PU modes for the final mode selection. 

Although the HM mode selection is partially-exhaustive in nature, it still explores a large number 

of PU modes to select the final mode for a CU based on the LCF. However, instead of traversing 

all the inter-prediction modes in an exhaustive or partially-exhaustive manner, if we are able to 

fix a low computational criterion in order to determine the best subset of candidate modes 

according to the classified motion based on a number of features in the video, obviously we 

could significantly trim down the encoding time. 
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To carry out the motion estimation, in this Chapter, we incorporate the phase correlation 

(Paul et al., 2011b) based approach that could approximate the relative displacement information 

of the current block against the reference block (Argyriou & Vlachos, 2006; Paul et al., 2009) to 

predict the type of motion in a CU. To reduce the number of candidate modes based on motion 

prediction, (Paul et al., 2011b) employed fewer number inter-modes in the H.264 standard. This 

contribution can not be straightforwardly applied to select a direct mode or a subset of modes in 

the HEVC standard because of the extended number of coding depth levels, three times increase 

in number of modes, CU size extension up to 64×64 level, symmetric and asymmetric structure 

of CUs, and the hierarchical tree-structured CU partitioning compared to H.264. Moreover, the 

maximum CU size of HEVC is 64×64, whereas the maximum macroblock size of H.264 is 

16×16. Thus, if we calculate motion indication using 32×32 block using phase correlation, we 

also need to evolve a hierarchical mode correlation strategy for bridging the modes at lower 

depth level (e.g. 64×64) with the modes at higher depth levels (e.g. 16×16 and 8×8).     

To address the above concerns, we first explored three dissimilar categories of motion i.e. 

no-motion, simple/single-motion and complex/multiple-motions based on the video content, and 

exploited them for the selection of a subset of candidate modes. The complex-motion based CUs 

are encoded by the modes at the higher depth levels (such as 16×16 and 8×8), the simple-motion 

based CUs are encoded by the modes at relatively lower depth levels, while for the CUs without 

motion, in addition to the lower level modes, the skip mode is also activated for swift skipping 

from the CUs for further computational complexity reduction. Thus, unlike Paul et al’s approach, 

we use three tiers of pre-defined motion patterns to select a subset of inter-modes for motion 

estimation and compensation. This pre-processing phase to obtain a subset of inter-mode 

selection is completely independent of the existing LCF. Then only the final mode from the 

selected subset is determined by calculating the lowest value of the LCF. Since the proposed 

technique properly caters for different aspects of motion from diversified video contents and 

performs the mode selection accordingly, it is expected to achieve the similar RD performance 

with HM. Conversely, unlike adopting the partially-exhaustive approach of mode selection in 

the HM, since the proposed mode selection strategy is developed based on the simple and 

efficient motion classification criteria, it can also significantly reduce the computational 

complexity of the HM which is reflected in the experimental results and discussions section. 
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3.2. Proposed Coding Scheme 

In the proposed coding scheme, like the HM, we use 64×64 CU size and encode all inter-modes 

at level-0 using LCF. Once 32×32 level mode is selected, then the phase correlation based pre-

processing is activated to reduce encoding time from that level to higher levels i.e. level-1 to 3. 

Since the likelihood of selecting a 64×64 partition size for the video sequences with mid to lower 

range resolution is below 10%, we skip the implementation of proposed phase correlation 

strategy for level-0. To calculate the shifting information between two correlated images, we use 

the phase correlation technique, and this technique accomplishes the task of shifting information 

calculation by employing the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). We first measure the 

respective change between the current block and the co-located block in the reference frame and 

by regulating this change, we can produce the motion-compensated block in the reference frame 

(Argyriou & Vlachos, 2006; Thomas, 1987). The phase matched error (PME) is obtained by 

subtracting the motion-compensated reference block from the current block. We then calculate 

the energy concentration ratio (ECR- the phase correlation extracted motion feature) of the low-

frequency component and the total energy of the transformed PME block. Based on the values 

of this ratio, the proposed algorithm more accurately executes the motion categorization at 

different CUs. For example, if this ratio is greater than the predefined threshold1 (i.e. ₰) and 

threshold2 (i.e. ξ), motion types stand for multiple-motions and simple-motion respectively. 

Otherwise, no existence of motion is assumed in that block and in all cases ξ < ₰. Depending on 

three different categories of motion, since the proposed algorithm selects a subset of candidate 

modes, therefore, the strategy is called the motion classification based subset of mode selection. 

The entire process is presented as a process diagram in Figure 3.2, and the following four 

successive key steps explicitly describe the whole system included: (i) generation of the PME; 

(ii) motion extraction and categorization; (iii) selection of inter-prediction modes; and (iv) 

threshold fixation for different bit-rates.   
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Figure 3.2: Process diagram of the proposed motion categorization based mode selection strategy.  

3.2.1. Generation of Phase Matched Error  

In order to exploit whether any of the 32×32 pixel blocks encompasses motion, we apply FFT 

both on the current block and its co-located block in the reference frame. We calculate the 

relative change between the current block and its co-located block and by regulating this change 

we can produce the motion-compensated block in the reference frame. We then extract the phase 

of the current block and magnitude of the motion compensated block in the reference frame. We 

finally apply inverse FFT operation both on the phase and magnitude in order to generate the 

matched block. The PME block, which is a good index of motion identification, is generated 

from the difference between original block and the matched block. The whole PME generation 

process is illustrated as a block diagram in Figure 3.3. The rationality of generating the PME 

block is to obtain exact motion information in a CU and if there is no displacement appeared 

between the current block and the co-located block in PME, then the energy would be 

concentrated on the top-left triangle of the transformed PME, otherwise, energy would be 

scattered through the entire area. Thus, we calculate the energy concentration ratio (i.e. α) of the 

top-left triangle with respect to the whole area energy of a block and then finally predict the 

presence of motions against the mathematically formulated predefined threshold.  
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Figure 3.3: The generation process of phase matched error (PME) that can better represent the motion 

information in a coding block.  

3.2.2. Motion Extraction and Categorization 

We figure out the phase correlation by applying the FFT and then inverse FFT (IFFT) of the 

current and reference blocks and finally applying the FFTSHIFT function as follows: 

       Ω = Г (|Ø (𝑒
𝐾( ∠ −∠𝜎)

)|)                                                                             
(3.2) 

where Г and Ø denote the FFTSHIFT and IFFT respectively, 𝜎 and η present the Fast Fourier 

transformed blocks of the current 𝒞 and reference 𝒮 blocks respectively and   represents the 

phase of the equivalent transformed block. Using phase of the current block and magnitude of 

the motion-compensated reference block, we finally calculate the matched reference block (μ) 

for the current block by: 

       𝜇 = |Ø (|𝜂| )∠( ke )|                                                                            (3.3) 

The displacement error (τ) is calculated by: 
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       𝜏 = 𝒞 − 𝜇                                                                            (3.4) 

We then apply the DCT to error 𝜏 in order to calculate the whole area energy of a particular 

block which is determined by: 

       ∇𝑊 =  ∑(∑(ℰ𝜏 × ℰ𝜏)).                                                                           (3.5) 

Here ∇𝑊 presents the whole area energy of a block and ℰ𝜏 indicates the DCT to τ.  

 

(a) Difference between 12th and 13th frame of Silent video (multiplied by 6 for clear visualization) 

 

(b) No-motion 

 

(c) Simple/Single-motion 

 

(d) Complex/Multiple-motions 

Figure 3.4: Illustration of different motions generated at various blocks for the 13th frame on Silent 

video; (b)-(d) are the representations of the phase shifted plots for no-motion (0.58), single-motion 

(0.41), and multiple-motions (0.23) respectively.  

 Figure 3.4 illustrates for the phase correlation peaks with proper motion at different blocks 

of the 13th frame on Silent video. The magnitude of the motions illustrated in Figure 3.4 (b) and 

Figure 3.4 (c) correspond to no-motion (motion type ‘0’) and simple-motion (motion type ‘1’) 

respectively. These two types of motion are achieved in the CU at (2, 2) position and the CU at 

(2, 6) position respectively for the 13th frame on Silent video. Finally, from Figure 3.4 (d), the 

phase correlation generated multiple (more than one) peaks that represent complex/ multiple- 

motions (motion type ‘2’) are obtained from the CU at (4, 4) position of the same frame of the 

Silent video sequence. The DCT is then applied to error τ to evaluate the ECR (i.e. α) using the 

ratio of low-frequency component with respect to the whole energy of the error block, i.e. ratio 
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of the amount of top-left triangle energy (i.e. ∇𝐿) and the amount of entire area energy (i.e. ∇𝑊 

calculated in equation (3.5)) which is equated as: 

       α = (∇𝐿/∇𝑊)                                                                          (3.6) 

If this ratio (i.e. α) is greater than the Threshold1 (i.e. ₰), the motion type is tagged by ‘2’ (i.e. 

complex/multiple-motions), else if the ratio is greater than Threshold2 (i.e. ξ), the motion type 

is tagged as ‘1’ (i.e. simple/single-motion), otherwise the motion type is tagged as ‘0’ (i.e. no-

motion) as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. For all these conditions, the values of ₰> ξ.  

 

(a) Energy concentration ratio between low-frequency 

coefficients and all coefficients of transformed PME 

blocks where black and white blocks indicate no-

motion and complex-motion respectively while blocks 

with any other colour corresponds to simple-motion 

 

(b) Motion representation map indicating different 

types motions where blocks with black and white 

indicate no-motion and complex-motion respectively 

while blocks with any other colour corresponds to 

simple-motion according to the proposed technique 

Figure 3.5: Identification of motion types by employing the energy concentration ratio (ECR) feature 

and its justification through motion representation map generated between 12th and 13th frame of 

Silent video (presented using 32×32 block size). In (a), the simple-motion blocks have different 

colours as they are reproduced based on different values of ECR feature (range: 0 to 1).     

The Energy concentration ratio between low-frequency coefficients (taken from the top left 

triangle) and all coefficients of transformed PME blocks is shown in Figure 3.5(a). In addition, 

Figure 3.5 (b) is generated by the proposed thresholding procedure to reproduce three different 

type motions. In fact, Figure 3.5 (b) is the absolute reflection of Figure 3.5 (a) which indicates 

the motion representation map where dominating motion regions are marked with white coloured 

blocks. If we compare Figure 3.5 (a) and Figure 3.4 (a)-(d), we find the stability and uniformity 

in terms of characterizing the classified motion (for example- for CUs at (2, 2), (2, 6) and (4, 4) 

positions in Figure 3.4, we visualize in Figure 3.5 (a) the black, ash, and while coloured blocks 

respectively). Thus, the proposed strategy properly categorizes motions where multiple-motions 

are denoted by white colour, no-motion regions are indicated with black, and any other coloured 

blocks correspond to the simple-motion in Figure 3.5. Another example of the phase correlation 
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generated motion indication and their respective actual motion representation map between 12th 

and 13th frame on the Silent video are displayed in (a) and (b) of Figure 3.6 which have been 

generated based on Figure 3.4, however using 8×8 block size and colour presentation. In Figure 

3.6, the red and blue blocks indicate complex-motion and no-motion blocks respectively while 

other coloured blocks (created by different ECR values) correspond to the simple-motion. 

 

(a) An example of ECR based motion representation 

between 12th and 13th frame of Silent video 

 

(b) An example of generated motion type (reddish) 

between 12th and 13th frame of Silent video 

Figure 3.6: Motion type identification by ECR feature and its justification through motion 

representation map using 8×8 block size based colour presentation. In (a), the bluish and reddish 

indicate no-motion and complex-motion respectively, while any other colours indicate simple-motion.  

3.2.3. Selection of Inter-prediction Modes 

Once the motions are categorized, we make use of these classified motion types for the subset 

of mode selection process. Table 3.1 illustrates the inter-mode selection process from the 

generated motion types at 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 coding depth levels. From the selected subset 

of ME and MC modes, the final mode is determined using their lowest value of the LCF.  

Table 3.1: Proposed inter-prediction mode selection at 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 coding depth levels 

based on the classified motion. 

Motion types Selected subset of modes 

No-motion (Motion Type 0) Skip or 32×32 

Single-motion (Motion Type 1) 
Intra 16×16, Inter 32×32, 32×16, 16×32, 

32×8, 32×24, 24×32 and 8×32 

Multiple-motions (Motion Type 2) 
Inter 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 12×16, 4×16, 

16×12, 16×4, 8×8, 8×4, and 4×8. 
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From Table 3.1, it is obvious that if there is no existence of motion in a CU, the proposed 

algorithm selects a subset of modes- Skip or 32×32. Once there is the presence of single-motion 

(simple-motion) in a CU, the subset of 8 modes (Intra 16×16, Inter 32×32, 32×16, 16×32, 32×8, 

32×24, 24×32 and 8×32) are explored from depth level 1 (32×32 level). Table 3.1, therefore, 

encapsulates all the selected subset of modes at 32×32, 16×16 & 8×8 (depth level 1, 2 and 3 

respectively according to Figure 3.1) level and also exemplifies that individual subset of modes 

is guided by individual motion types. Similarly, for multiple-motions (i.e. motion type ‘2’) in a 

CU, the proposed procedure explores only the 16×16 and 8×8-pixel level ME and MC modes 

(depth level 2 and 3) based on different video contents. In particular, when more motion 

dominating CUs are explored, the proposed algorithm selects modes with higher coding depth 

levels such as 16×16 or 8×8 to serve the purpose of motion categorization at a finer level. From 

the explored subset of ME and MC modes at 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 coding level, the final mode 

is selected by estimating their lowest LCF value. The equation for the final mode (Θ) selection 

is given by: 

       𝛩𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min
∀𝑚

(𝑗(𝑚)) (3.7) 

where 𝑗(𝑚) is the LCF for mode selection and 𝛩𝑘 is the kth selected final mode. Other approaches 

of motion aware mode distribution and corresponding inter-mode selection may produce 

different results, however, experimental results demonstrates that the proposed coding 

framework can perform well in terms of reducing a significant percentage of encoding time while 

maintaining similar perceived quality over a range of video sequences.  

3.2.4. Determination of Threshold for Different Bit-rates 

The wide range of threshold values are obtained by implementing threshold1 (₰) and threshold2 

(ξ) which are mainly used to capture multiple-motions and single-motion respectively. We also 

investigate different combinations to cover the whole range of QPs for the proposed method and 

observe the rate-distortion performance against the HM8.0 for a wide range of sequences. Then 

we approximate ₰ and ξ by linear functions where QPs are used as only the independent 

variables. Therefore, ₰ and ξ values can be approximated by implementing equations (3.8) and 

(3.9) which are shown in Figure 3.7 to illustrate the trends between them. 
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Figure 3.7: Proposed range of thresholds against different QPs for all sequences where X axis 

indicates the range of threshold values tested in this experiment.  

       ₰ = 0.005 × 𝑄𝑃 + 0.45 
(3.8) 

       ξ = 0.005 × 𝑄𝑃 + 0.20 
(3.9) 

As the proposed method exploits both single and multiple-motions by considering the 

homogeneous/heterogeneous background and foreground motion blocks, we derive threshold 

values against the whole range of QPs available in the HEVC. Then the sample threshold values 

against six popularly used QPs are reported in Table 3.2. The work presented by (Paul et al., 

2011b) proposed the mode selection algorithm based on H.264 video coding standard where they 

used thresholds ranging from 0.27 to 0.91. Note that this range of thresholds could not perform 

well in our algorithm because of an extended number of modes and complex CU partitioning 

prototype in the HEVC when compared to the H.264. We found tendency that when QP 

increases, both thresholds also increase. This is because at high bit-rate, to serve the purpose of 

finer motion categorization, we use lower ₰ and ξ values. Moreover, the number of motion blocks 

is inversely proportional to the threshold, and at different bit-rates, different thresholds work 

best. However, we experimentally observe that the proposed range of thresholds properly fit with 

diversified video contents which are essentially exploited for segregating motions.  

Table 3.2: Proposed thresholds for all videos in this experiment against six popularly used QPs. 

QP Threshold1 (₰) Threshold2 (ξ) 

40 0.65 0.40 

36 0.63 0.38 

32 0.61 0.36 

28 0.59 0.34 

24 0.57 0.32 

20 0.55 0.30 
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3.3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, in this section, the experimental results are 

presented with six SD- with common intermediate format (CIF)) videos- Silent, Tennis, Paris, 

Bridgeclose, Tempete, and Waterfall, four HD videos- Bluesky, Pedestrian, Rushhour, and 

Parkrun, and two Multiview videos (MV)- Exit and Ballroom. Each of the sequences is encoded 

with 25 frame rate and search length ±15 (for SD), ±31 (for HD and MV). Table 3.3 demonstrates 

the performance comparison results of seven recent and relevant fast mode selection algorithms 

where all the algorithms obtained significant computational time-savings compared to different 

implementations of the HEVC by increasing bit-rates or equivalently reducing PSNR. The 

presented outcomes of Table 3.3 confirm that the proposed coding scheme outperforms all the 

existing state-of-the-art methods in the context of computational time-saving except the method 

introduced by (Corrêa, Assuncao, Agostini, & da Silva Cruz, 2011) which reveals a reduction of 

50% encoding time. However, their approach results in the limitation of 5.70% bit-rate increment 

which is 70% more compared to the proposed coding procedure or equivalently sacrificing 

0.80dB PSNR. The proposed method obtained an average time saving of 40% (against HM8.0) 

without significantly increasing the bit-rate and reducing the PSNR for twelve different video 

sequences. However, if the proposed scheme is applied on the data set consisted of six videos 

used in our previous method (Podder, Paul, Murshed, et al., 2014), the average time saving 

reached 52%, which outperformed all other techniques presented in Table 3.3. Considering the 

bit-rate reduction, PSNR improvement, and encoding time-saving, the proposed method reveals 

its advantages over other state-of-the-art techniques which are summarized in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Coding performance comparison (obtained against the HEVC implementation, i.e. the 

HM) of different fast mode selection algorithms. 

Algorithms 
Increased 

bit-rate (%) 

Reduced 

PSNR (dB) 

Average time- 

savings (%) 
Remarks 

(Pan et al., 2014) 0.32 0.11 35 19 videos 

(Shen et al., 2015) 0.60 0.01 38 15 videos 

(Hou & Xue, 2014) 0.50 0.08 30 17 videos 

(S. Yang, Lee, Shim, & 

Jeon, 2013) 
0.80 0.03 39 7 videos 

(Corrêa et al., 2011) 5.70 0.80 50 3 videos 

(Podder, Paul, 

Murshed, et al., 2014) 
2.56 0.24 40 6 videos 

Proposed method 0.08 0.01 40 

12 videos 

including SD, HD 

and MV 
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3.3.1. Experimental Setup 

The experiments are conducted by a dedicated desktop machine (with Intel Core i7 3770 CPU 

@ 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and 1TB HDD) running 64 bit Windows operating system. Note that 

this machine configuration setting was kept unchanged for all experiments carried out in both 

the coding and quality assessment parts to be detailed in chapter- 4, 5, 6, and 7. We use IPPP… 

format (as described in chapter 2) with the GOP size 32 for both schemes and two reference 

frames. The proposed scheme and HEVC with partially-exhaustive mode selection scheme are 

developed based on the HM8.0 ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM 

Software Manual, CVS server "). We compared the RD performance of the proposed method 

against the HM considering both symmetric and asymmetric partitioning block size of HEVC 

coding depth levels for a wide range of bit-rates (i.e. QP=20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40 in this test). 

3.3.2. Mode Analysis of Coding Depth Levels 

Table 3.4 provides a clear comparison illustrating the percentage of individual modes selected 

based on divergent QP values ranging from 20 to 40. Evidently, at high bit-rates (e.g. at QP=20), 

the number of selected motion dominating blocks are more than the number of motion 

dominating blocks at low bit-rates (e.g. at QP=40). Both at high and low bit-rates, it is obvious 

that compared to the partially-exhaustive mode selection strategy in HM, the proposed technique 

selects the consistent percentage of both higher and lower level modes at 32×32 or 16×16 coding 

depth level. However, the amount of mode selection for the proposed method at 8×8 level is 

relatively higher compared to the HM which consumes more encoding time.    

Table 3.4: The HM and proposed method selected average percentage of modes at different QPs. 
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40 1.6          51.5 6.5 5.5 5.8 6.3 5.6 4.2 3.8 0.9 2.9 0.6 0.7 0.4 1.1 0.9 0.9 

36 2.2 43.9 7.2 6.2 6.8 7.4 6.5 4.8 4.1 0.6 3.7 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.4 0.8 1.4 

32 3.2 34.1 7.3 6.6 8.1 9.1 7.7 5.6 4.6 0.4 4.8 1.1 1.5 0.6 2.0 0.4 2.3 

28 3.5 28.7 7.0 6.6 8.6 9.6 7.9 5.8 4.7 0.6 5.0 1.6 2.1 0.8 2.8 0.3 3.9 

24 3.8 25.4 6.4 6.1 8.4 10 8.0 5.6 6.3 0.8 4.8 1.8 2.6 0.7 3.3 0.1 5.2 

20 4.6 26.2 6.1 5.7 7.4 8.8 7.1 4.8 8.3 1.1 3.8 1.9 2.9 0.8 3.7 0.0 6.2 

(a) The HM selected average percentage of individual modes at different QPs 
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40 0.0 34.7 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.6 1.6 0.2 5.1 24.7 2.6 2.2 3.1 5.0 5.4 1.7 

36 0.0 34.8 2.9 3.0 2.7 3.0 2.9 1.8 0.2 4.2 21.1 3.0 2.9 3.5 5.5 4.9 2.5 

32 0.0 32.2 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.8 3.4 2.1 0.2 3.6 18.0 3.9 3.9 3.6 6.4 4.0 4.2 

28 0.0 30.4 2.9 3.1 3.5 4.2 3.4 2.1 0.2 3.2 14.4 4.9 5.4 3.6 7.5 2.7 7.3 

24 0.0 27.5 2.8 2.8 3.4 4.3 3.2 2.0 0.2 4.2 11.8 5.5 6.7 3.7 8.8 1.6 10 

20 0.0 25.7 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.8 2.7 1.7 0.3 4.2 12.0 6.0 8.0 3.8 9.7 1.0 11 

(b) The proposed method selected average percentage of individual modes at different QPs 

Figure 3.8 is an identical reflection of Table 3.4 which at a glance represents the overall 

percentage of modes at 32×32 and 16×16 coding depth levels selected by the HM and the 

proposed method at different QPs. According to Figure 3.8, it is clear that at QP=40, the HM 

selects around 87% and 13% of the 32×32 and 16×16 depth level modes respectively. Compared 

to HM at QP=40, the proposed method selects about 47% and 44% of depth level  32×32 and 

16×16 modes. These values seem to be more stable compared to the exhaustive mode selection 

strategy in HM, and the same trend is found down to QP=20.  

 

Figure 3.8: The HM and proposed method selected overall average percentage of modes for 32×32 

and 16×16 coding depth levels at different QPs.  

The overall selected percentage of modes by the proposed method at 32×32, 16×16 and 8×8 

coding depth level for each QP appears more consistent, and this strategy points out the concept 

of modes transcending (Peixoto, Macchiavello, de Queiroz, & Hung, 2014). Furthermore, the 

selection of coding depth level 2 or higher level modes (as stated earlier) is assumed to be an 
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indication of higher motion dominating region. Based on this strategy, if we compare the 

percentage of depth level 2 modes of the proposed method with HM, the proposed algorithm 

selects a higher percentage of 16×16 depth level modes (see Figure 3.8), and selects the motion 

blocks more accurately at a finer level. At QP=32 of Figure 3.8, the HEVC selects 82% 32×32 

level modes, which means, it almost cannot extract any motion although motions are obvious in 

the videos. However, at the same QP, the proposed method selects 52% of 32×32 level and 40% 

of 16×16 level modes by being more sensitive to the motion-aware video contents.  

      

    

 

 
(a)  Block partitioning by the HM 

 

(b) Block partitioning by the proposed method 

 
 

Figure 3.9: The HM and proposed method obtained block partitioning frameworks for the 13th frame 

of the Silent video at QP=24.  

For more explicit visualization of mode selection, if we compare Figure 3.9 (a) and (b), it is 

apparent that the proposed method selects more motion blocks compared to the HM at QP=24. 

However, although CU at (2, 2) position and CU at (2, 6) position are designated as no-motion 

and simple-motion blocks by both HM and the proposed method’s evaluation criteria, however, 

the evidence of CU at (4, 4) position is different from each other. The HM selects the CU at  (4, 

4) position as a no-motion block, whereas, the proposed method picks out the block as a high 

motion region and for more accurate motion approximation, it better partitions that of the CU by 

exploiting more 8×8 modes targeting the quality improvement. For further justification, if we 

compare this CU at (4, 4) position with Figure 3.5 (a) and Figure 3.5 (b), obviously that block is 

a motion dominating region as represented by white blocks. The same trend can also be noticed 

while encoding the sequence using QP=36 which is further shown in Figure 3.10. This approach 

Simple-motion     No-motion Complex-motion 
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of block partitioning characteristics in the proposed method can, therefore, be distinguishable 

and unlike the HM mode selection strategy, the proposed technique does not leave any motion 

dominating blocks un-partitioned. This effect is influential for the improved RD performance 

for a wide range of bit-rates. As a consequence, compared to the HM, we not only get the similar 

RD performance but also for some QPs, we achieve relatively improved RD performance (an 

example for the Bluesky sequence in Figure 3.12 at the bit-rate of 9000Kbps and also in other 

sequences of Table 3.6 at different bit-rates).  

 

(a)  Block partitioning by the HM 

 

(b) Block partitioning by the proposed method 

Figure 3.10: The HM and proposed method obtained block partitioning frameworks for the 13th frame 

of the Silent video at QP=36.  

3.3.3. Comparison of Computational Time 

If any method exhaustively checks all the options in a level to select a particular option, 

theoretically it should necessitate more computational time. This complexity increases multiple 

times if any technique has to explore all modes in more depth levels to select a particular mode. 

Therefore, for all video types, we calculated the average number of modes selected per CU of 

both techniques and reported them according to the type of sequences. The inserted results in 

Table 3.5 show that HM checks more options in all cases and requires more encoding time. From 

Table 3.5, the overall average percentage of time-savings by the proposed method is 44.05%, 

and the reason behind this acquisition is the efficient subset of inter-mode selection with simple 

criteria (described by Table 3.1). However, we cannot ignore the pre-processing stages of the 

proposed method, and by calculation, we find that over twelve sequences on average a 3.1% 

extra encoding time is required to execute phase correlation related overheads. Thus, 
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theoretically, we anticipate acquiring 41% computational time on average.  Note that we only 

explicitly analyze encoding time but not the decoding time separately.  However, the analysis of 

encoding time has also included decoding time as we need to perform decoding in the encoder. 

As the proposed method selects more smaller-block modes compared to HM8.0, we anticipate 

that decoding time might need extra time compared to HM8.0 decoding time.  

Table 3.5: A theoretical analysis- the proposed technique obtained average percentage of time-

savings (against the HM) for each type of sequence based on average no. of modes selected per CU. 

Sequence 

types 

Average no. of inter-

modes selected per CU by 

the HM 

Average no. of inter-modes 

selected per CU by the proposed 

method 

Average  percentage 

(%) of encoding 

time-saving 

SD 16.89 8.07 52.22 

HD 17.93 10.52 41.32 

MV 19.58 12.02 38.61 

Average percentage (%) of time-savings 44.05 
 

The calculation for the encoding time-saving (Λ) is carried out by: 

       Λ =
(𝑇𝐻𝑀 − 𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂)

𝑇𝐻𝑀
× 100% (3.10) 

 where (𝑇𝐻𝑀) and (𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂) indicate the encoding time consumed by the HM and proposed 

implementation respectively. Now, Figure 3.11(a) provides a comparison on the HM and the 

proposed method based on average percentage of time-savings for a wide range of bit-rates. The 

theoretical computational time-saving (i.e. 41% reported in Table 3.5) of the proposed method 

(against the HM) is therefore consistent with its experimentally obtained saving which is 40.31% 

on average according to different QPs as shown in Figure 3.11(a). For further performance test, 

we executed the computational time analysis of both techniques according to the video categories 

and also noticed the proposed method to saving 39% encoding time on average compared to the 

mode selection scheme in the HM which is represented in Figure 3.11(b). It is also interesting to 

notice that for relatively higher QPs, the encoding time-saving obtained by the proposed 

technique is higher as well. This is because, the ECR feature of phase correlation could better 

capture motion information from better quality video contents, however, compared to the HM, 

it explores fewer number of options to partition the blocks using higher depth level modes such 

as 8×8 and thus spends less time. Since the proposed mode selection approach is fully content 

dependent, it saves higher encoding time for the SD type videos due to the simplicity of contents 

(the maximum saving is 49.76% for Bridgeclose video).   
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(a) The proposed method obtained average encoding time savings (against the HM) at different QPs 

 

(b) The proposed method obtained average encoding time savings (against the HM) at different video categories 

Figure 3.11: The proposed method obtained average encoding time savings (against the HM) according 

to both QP and sequence types.  

3.3.4. Comparison of RD Performance 

For the performance justification of the proposed method, we first compare the RD performance 

against HM using six sequences (two SD, one MV, and three HD) for a wide range of bit-rates 

as demonstrated in Figure 3.12. The experimental results showed that the proposed scheme 

retains the similar image quality (as HM) for a wide range of bit-rates in all video sequences 

especially by appropriate selection of motion dominated CUs and partitioning them with 

comparatively higher depth level modes. The rationale of spending few more bits for partitioning 

high motion blocks is to improve the coding quality. Table 3.6 reveals six additional divergent 

sequences (four SD, one MV, and one HD) where the PSNR performance of both techniques is 

compared at specific bit-rates (Bjontegaard, 2001). To produce the results in Table 3.6, we first 

generated the RD performance curve (for instance the RD curves in Figure 3.12 using different 

QPs), and from the curve, we simply determine the number of bit-rates and their corresponding 
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PSNR values for both HM8.0 and the proposed method. Obviously, for all video sequences, the 

PSNR values of the proposed method are very close compared to those of the values associated 

with the HM.   

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: The rate-distortion (RD) performance comparison between the HM and the proposed 

technique on six divergent sequences (i.e. including the SD, HD, and MV types).  
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Table 3.6: Demonstration of PSNR calculation at different bit-rates by employing the HM and the 

proposed technique for six additional sequences. 

Name of the 

sequences 

Bit-rate 

(Kbps) 

PSNR (dB) Name of 

the 

sequences 

Bit-rate 

(Kbps) 

PSNR (dB) 

HM Proposed HM Proposed 

Paris 

500 32.01 31.98 

Waterfall 

500 30.52 30.50 

1200 38.12 38.10 1500 36.01 35.99 

1900 41.20 41.20 2500 39.55 39.55 

2700 43.52 43.53 3500 43.02 43.04 

Bridgeclose 

300 30.51 30.52 

Pedestrian 

1000 33.65 33.50 

1200 37.12 37.10 3000 39.76 39.61 

2000 39.26 39.25 5000 42.72 42.52 

3000 41.75 41.73 7000 45.25 45.16 

Tempete 

2000 34.13 34.10 

Ballroom 

600 31.52 31.40 

3000 38.00 37.98 2000 36.83 36.68 

4000 40.80 40.80 4000 39.74 39.66 

4900 43.10 43.12 7000 42.95 43.02 
 

 

3.4. Summary  

In this chapter, a new scheme of fast mode selection in the HEVC is presented that goes through 

the process of motion estimation, motion classification, and corresponding mode decision. The 

motion is first estimated by the ECR feature of phase correlation and then classified by 

implementing the mathematically formulated predefined thresholding criteria. The distinctive 

feature of the proposed coding technique is its ability to capture the video content information 

and classify them by determining its associated motion (i.e. no-motion, simple-motion, and 

complex-motion region). Since motion detection is the underlying criteria for mode selection, 

only the motion based regions are prioritized and encoded using relatively higher depth level 

modes, while all other non-motion areas remain non-prioritized by coding with lower level 

modes. Therefore, the proposed method can outperform the existing state-of-the-art methods in 

terms of encoding time reduction. Moreover, since the motion dominated areas are better 

encoded by spending few more bits, it can eventually demonstrate similar RD performance 

compared to the HM. The experimental results reveal a reduction of on average 40.31% average 

of encoding time of the HM8.0 by sacrificing a negligible PSNR decrement of 0.01dB. 

 We observe that the best compression results cannot be obtained using only the ECR feature 

alone as it completely depends on the residual error and unreasonably applies smaller block 
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splitting although a block does not have any translational motion but have some textured residual 

due to quantization. It also requires a large number of extra bits to encode background areas of 

numerous non-motion blocks. Moreover, due to the increased versatility of video contents such 

as the JCT-VC recommended Class sequences having a wide range of contents, different aspects 

of object motions, camera motion, resolutions, and complexity of the contents, only depending 

on the sole ECR feature will not improve the computational time reduction or the coding quality 

gain in a broader context. Nevertheless, other features of phase correlation have not been 

investigated in this Chapter. Moreover, other than motion, since the human visual system is also 

sensitive to the contrast, brightness, and static salient areas in the video, thus, a combining 

approach of advanced motion features with saliency prediction is worth to inspect towards 

aiming improved coding gain which will be detailed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Fast Mode Decision in HEVC by Exploiting 

Dominated Motion and Saliency Features 

The motion classification based mode selection technique developed in the previous chapter can 

be used in computational complexity reduction of the HM merely on a number of standard video 

sequences by employing the ECR feature. However, when versatile video contents are used, the 

motion must not have an exact shape or type. Therefore, the detection of more explicit motion, 

performing their estimation by employing more suitable motion features, and efficiently 

selecting appropriate mode(s) due to improving computational complexity reduction still face 

many challenges. Other than motion, the human visual system is also sensitive to the static salient 

areas in the video, however, determining the visual salient region, capturing it by extracting the 

saliency feature, and using the feature as a mode selection criterion presents another challenge. 

However, if we can capture both motion and salient information from video contents by 

exploiting a number of content sensitive features and incorporate them in developing an adaptive 

weighted cost function, the obtained gain is mostly correlated to the proximity of human visual 

features. This chapter, thus, focuses on faster inter-mode selection based on the human visual 

features which comprised of motion and salient regions in a video. Essentially, the salient 

information captured by saliency feature in the spatial domain can be combined with the motion 

features in the temporal domain then targeting to better encode the region with dominated motion 

and saliency (RDMS) in the spatiotemporal domain. In this chapter, the motivation for 

continuing to work with other advanced motion features and associating them with saliency 

feature is established by first, representing the effectiveness of capturing the visual sensitive 

regions, and then, by demonstrating how the captured regions can be employed for coding by a 

faster selection of appropriate block partitioning inter-modes to alleviate the computational 

complexity of the HM.  

The study of this chapter, therefore, addresses the concerns of the exhaustive or partially-

exhaustive mode selection approach by developing a two-phase algorithms. In the first phase, 

the proposed algorithm selects a subset of candidate modes using the motion and saliency 
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features from video content, which is carried out by developing a codebook of predefined pattern 

templates indicating the RDMS region and implementing a low-complexity pattern matching 

criterion for targeted coding. This pre-processing phase is fully independent of the existing LCF 

based mode selection approach adopted in the HM and the state-of-the-art methods. The second 

phase only consists of deciding the final mode from the selected subset of modes generated in 

the first phase. Note that the pattern templates to be implemented in this chapter are designed 

based on a combination of binary 1s and 0s, where 1 and 0 indicate the RDMS and non-RDMS 

region respectively, and the template partitioning structure is fully aligned with the HEVC 

recommended block partitioning.  

This chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction and an analysis of the HEVC inter-

mode reduction are described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. The proposed RDMS 

based mode selection procedure is presented in Section 4.3, while the detailed discussion about 

the test results using 26 video sequences are organized in Section 4.4 together with an additional 

analysis on subjective quality assessment. The discussion regarding the effectiveness of using 

the RDMS metric over the ECR feature is presented in Section 4.5, while the chapter is 

concluded with a summary in Section 4.6.  

The articles related to this chapter have previously been published in the (i) Journal of PLOS 

One (Podder et al., 2016a); (ii) Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 9431, LNCS Switzerland 

(Podder, Paul, et al., 2015b); and (iii) IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and 

Signal Processing (Podder, Paul, et al., 2015a). 

4.1. Introduction 

Since the computational complexity increment is an inherent problem in the HEVC standard, an 

attempt to reduce this complexity is, therefore, on-going research in terms of providing facilities 

to electronic devices having limited processing and computational resources to use various 

features of the HEVC. This chapter, therefore, focuses on encoding time reduction of the HM 

without sacrificing its coding quality. Due to a number of limitations of the ECR feature, and 

targeting better motion modelling, the presented coding scheme exploits three motion features 

from phase correlation i.e. ECR, phase correlation peak, and the predicted motion vector. The 

phase correlation peak indicates how accurately we can estimate the motion from the reference 

block, the predicted motion vector indicates the translational displacement length, and ECR 

indicates the residual error. Thus, combining these three features can provide better motion 
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information in a CU under coding. Since the human visual system is also sensitive to 

contrast/brightness in static areas, to capture visual information, the proposed scheme also 

exploits the graph-based visual saliency (GBVS) modelling as a tool that may provide higher 

values for the blocks having dominant salience. Since the GBVS captures the salient information 

in spatial domain, it will be fused with the motion features in temporal domain by developing an 

adaptive weighted cost function to form a criterion termed as the RDMS metric.   

 

(a) Difference between 15th and 16th frame of Tennis sequence   

 

(b) Distribution of ECR and the RDMS values for row-2 and row-7 indicated in (a)  

Figure 4.1: The obtained ECR and the region with dominated motion and saliency (RDMS) 

feature values for different salient blocks (i.e. comprise both motion and saliency) and non-salient 

blocks of Tennis sequence. 

Now let us focus on Figure 4.1 that more precisely depicts the rationale of using the RDMS 

feature instead of depending on the ECR feature alone. For example, the bottom yellow block at 

(7, 6) position of Figure 4.1 (a) is visually sensitive, and the obtained value for this block is also 

very high (i.e. 0.91) compared to other blocks and indicated by the right blue arrow in row-7 of 

Figure 4.1 (b). Thus, it is categorized as an RDMS region. Due to the same reason, similar higher 

RDMS value (i.e. 0.87 as indicated by the left blue arrow in row-2 of Figure 4.1 (b)) can be 

obtained for the yellow block at (2, 5) position of Figure 4.1 (a). On the contrary, the ECR uses 
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smaller block partitions while a block does not have any translational motion and therefore, 

almost for all the blocks, it incurs higher values and suffers from severe coding artifacts 

especially when high definition and higher resolution videos are encoded for improving the 

coding gain. The combination of motion and saliency features is used to categorize a block as an 

RDMS block and assigned as ‘1’ or non-RDMS block and assigned as ‘0’ based on a predefined 

threshold. A subset of inter-modes is selected based on the arrangement of ‘1’ and ‘0’ blocks 

against the predefined binary pattern templates with the best matching. Since the proposed 

combined RDMS feature consists of two most predictive parameters (i.e. motion and saliency) 

of eye movements (Baluch & Itti, 2015) and are responsive to the human visual system for 

quality assessment, our motivation is to encode the region that have higher value of RDMS with 

relatively higher level modes for better quality and the rest of the non-RDMS blocks with lower 

level modes for faster coding. This pre-processing phase of the proposed technique for a subset 

of mode selections in the first phase is completely independent of the existing LCF. 

The major contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows: (i) for the first time, 

three motion features of phase correlation are introduced and exploited for fast mode selection 

process in the HEVC standard; (ii) the saliency feature is included in the proposed algorithm and 

effectively used for RDMS categorization; (iii) for the RDMS determination, the codebook of 

predefined binary pattern templates is adaptively designed which is fully aligned with the HEVC 

recommended block partitioning; and (iv) a content-based adaptive weighted cost function is 

developed through feature fusion and innovatively deriving weights for each feature adaptively. 

4.2. An Analysis of HEVC Inter-mode Reduction   

This section specifically focuses on the number of mode distributions for partitioning an example 

CU which has been carried out by employing the HM and the RDMS based approach- to be 

implemented in this Chapter. As an example, let us look at the intervention of inter-modes in the 

HM to select the targeted 16×8 mode (red block in Figure 4.2). If 64×64 is the CU, then all the 

eight PU modes at 64×64 level are explored (as discussed in the previous Chapter) and only if 

32×32 is selected as the smallest PU mode from this level, it then further explores the inter-

modes at 32×32 level and so on for the following higher levels (i.e. 16×16 and 8×8). The golden 

bordered blocks in Figure 4.2 thus represents the 16×8 mode selected as the final inter-mode at 

16×16 level, the HM requires a maximum of 22 times of ME and MC. Let us further assume that 

encoding a single frame of a high definition video (with resolution 1920×1088) that comprises 
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60 columns×34 rows = 2040 blocks if 32×32 block coding is used and then 2040×22 = 44880 

times of ME and MC are required for the HM provided that all the blocks of that frame are coded 

with the previously analyzed 16×8 mode. 

 

Figure 4.2: Hierarchical mode selection approach of the HM to select 16×8 mode as an example (red 

marked). 

Unlike the HM, the RDMS based approach utilizes motion and saliency criteria to construct 

a number of pattern templates aligned with the HEVC recommended block partitioning (to be 

discussed in Section 4.3.4). Therefore, the content aware best-matched pattern template which 

actually indicates the corresponding inter-mode is picked for partitioning the block, while 

leaving all other modes. To be specific, the RDMS based approach explores at most 12 inter-

modes to select the targeted example mode- 16×8 by using the codebook of pattern templates. 

As a result, unlike the HM, 2040×12 = 24880 times of ME and MC is required if all the blocks 

of that frame are coded with the 16×8 mode which is 44.56% lower compared to the HM. The 

proposed implementation is discussed in the next section.  

4.3. Proposed Technique  

In the proposed coding scheme, like the HM, we used 64×64 CU size and encoded all inter-

modes at level-0 using LCF. Once the 32×32 level mode was selected, then the phase correlation 

based pre-processing was activated to reduce encoding time from that level to higher levels i.e. 
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level-1 to level-3. Since the likelihood of selecting a 64×64 partition size for the video sequences 

with mid to lower range resolution was below 10%, we skipped the implementation of proposed 

phase correlation strategy for level-0. In this work, we applied the phase correlation technique 

to calculate motion approximation between two blocks of the current and reference images. We 

exploited three motion features from phase correlation including (i) predicted motion vector (𝜗), 

phase correlation peak (𝛽), and (iii) ECR (α) which focus on three dissimilar aspects of motion. 

To capture visual attentive portions of video contents, we used the saliency feature (𝛿) of GBVS 

modeling. These features are then innovatively synthesized by evolving an adaptive weighted 

cost function to determine the RDMS based binary pattern for the current block. The generated 

patterns were then compared with the predefined templates aligned to the HEVC recommended 

block partitioning and the best fitted template was considered for a subset of PU mode decision. 

The LCF was applied only on selected subset to determine the final mode. The entire process is 

presented as a process diagram in Figure 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.3: Process diagram of the proposed RDMS based mode selection technique. 

  

4.3.1. Extraction of Three Motion Features  

The phase correlation is calculated by applying the FFT and then inverse FFT of the current and 

reference blocks and finally applying the FFTSHIFT function as follows: 

       Ω =  (|Ø (𝑒
𝐾( ∠ −∠𝜎)

)|)                                                                             
(4.1) 
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where Ω indicates the phase correlation, Г and Ø denote the FFTSHIFT and IFFT respectively, 

𝜎 and η present the Fast Fourier transformed blocks of the current 𝒞 and reference 𝒮 blocks 

respectively, and   represents the phase of the equivalent transformed block as presented in the 

previous Chapter. The calculated Ω is a two dimensional matrix. From the position of (𝑑𝑥 + φ/2 

+ 1, 𝑑𝑦 + φ/2 + 1), now we calculate the phase correlation peak (𝛽) as follows:  

       𝛽 = Ω(𝑑𝑥 +
𝜑

2
+ 1, 𝑑𝑦 +

𝜑

2
+ 1)                                                                            (4.2) 

where the blocksize indicated by φ is 8 in the equation (4.2) since the 8×8-pixel block is 

employed by the proposed algorithm to estimate the phase correlation. Then we compute the 

predicted motion vector 𝜗 by subtracting φ-1 from the (x, y) position of Ω to detect the maximum 

Ω value that can be derived by the following equation: 

      𝜗 =  (
|𝑑𝑥|

𝜑
+

|𝑑𝑦|

𝜑
)                                                                           (4.3) 

Using the phase of the current block and the magnitude of the motion-compensated reference 

block, we finally calculate the matched reference block and eventually calculate the ECR feature 

α by calculating the top-left triangle energy with respect to the whole area energy of a block 

where the two sides of the top-left triangle are the three-fourth of the 8×8 blocksize which is 6-

pixels in the proposed implementation. 

4.3.2. Extraction of Saliency Feature  

Salient areas may be considered in an image with high motion, high-resolution or coloured 

region. As an example, (Z. Liu, Zhang, Luo, & Le Meur, 2014) introduce a saliency detection 

technique for videos by exploiting super-pixel based spatiotemporal saliency model where they 

exploited motion and colour histograms as the important features at super-pixel level. Thus, 

saliency map gives us the prominent and interesting regions in an image based on human visual 

perception and attention (the visual attention based rate control algorithm is detailed in (Shen, 

Liu, & Zhang, 2013)). The leading models of visual saliency consists of (i) the extraction of 

feature vectors at locations over the image plane; (ii) structuring an activation map(s) by 

extracted feature vectors; and (iii) normalization of the activation map (Harel, Koch, & Perona, 

2006; Z. Li, Qin, & Itti, 2011). For more appropriate salient location detection and visual 

attention modelling, in this work, the GBVS modelling is applied as a tool based on ("GBVS," ; 

Harel et al., 2006; Itti & Baldi, 2009) on the current frames of the video stream. The GBVS was 
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exploited to obtain the variance map for an 8×8 pixel block consisting of the values that range 

from 0 to 1, where ‘0’ indicates no saliency and ‘1’ indicates the highest saliency. Once the 

saliency modelling is mapped, the average of the saliency values for the current 8×8 block is 

used as a feature for RDMS calculation. Since the GBVS captures salient information in spatial 

domain, it will be fused with the motion features in the temporal domain. The rationale of 

selecting the GBVS modelling is its simplicity and having an appearance of ground truth using 

high saliency regions which are most likely to be found in a scene. 

4.3.3. RDMS Categorization through Feature Fusion  

Figure 4.4 exhibits the relationship between the quantitative motion as well as the salient features 

with the human visual features. The first row of the figure shows the difference between current 

frame (i.e. 12th) and the previous frame (i.e. 11th) for Tennis sequence, the second row shows the 

values of the phase correlation peak (i.e. 𝛽) associated with the predicted motion vector (i.e. 𝜗), 

while the third row shows the values of the ECR (i.e. 𝛼) and the saliency (i.e. 𝛿) for the blocks 

at (3, 1), (4, 10) and (5, 7) positions respectively. It is clearly observed that the values of 𝛽 are 

inversely proportional with motion i.e. it has high value for no/little motion block and small 

value for complex-motion block, while values of 𝛼 and 𝛿 are proportional to the motion. Since 

𝜗, and β present motion displacement and 𝛼 presents the amount of residual error, the 

combination of these three features should provide better motion classification when compared 

to the ECR alone. Moreover, combining saliency feature 𝛿 with the motion features provides 

better block categorization in terms of human visual attentive areas. We developed the content 

aware adaptive weighted cost function for a block by a feature fusion process as follows:    

       Ϣ = 𝜔1(𝛼) + 𝜔2(1 − 𝛽) + 𝜔3(ϑ) + 𝜔4(𝛿)                                                                           (4.4) 

Where Ϣ indicate the weighted cost function and where ω1 to ω4 are the weights with 

∑ 𝜔𝑖 = 14
𝑖=1  and φ is the blocksize i.e. 8×8 in this experiment. We originated weights for each 

feature adaptively and took into account only four weight combinations [0.50, 0.25, 0.125, and 

0.125]. The weights were distributed considering the relative texture divergence of the current 

block against that of the entire frame. The deviation of both of the current block and the current 

frame was calculated by the standard deviation (STD) using those weights of four features. First, 

we sorted the features based on their values and if the STD value of a block becomes less 

compared to the current frame value, then the highest weight (i.e. 0.50) was applied to the first 
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feature in sorted order and the lowest weight (i.e. 0.125) was applied to last feature; otherwise, 

inverse weighted order was applied. For a 8×8 block within a 32×32 block, ‘1’ was assigned if 

the corresponding value of RDMS, i.e. Ϣ was greater than the previously defined threshold ₰; 

otherwise, it was assigned ‘0’ where ‘1’ and ‘0’ indicate the RDMS and non-RDMS based coding 

blocks respectively. The implication of using ₰ is described in Section 4.3.5 with justifications. 

 

   

  

Figure 4.4: Illustration of motion and salient feature values obtained at different blocks of 16th frame on 

Tennis sequence; in the first row, the current frame is subtracted from the reference frame; in the 

second row, the phase shifted plots (i.e. β) for no-motion (0.41), simple-motion (0.31), and complex-

motion (0.28) are presented for the 32×32 blocks at positions (3, 1), (4, 10), and (5, 7) respectively 

(yellow rectangles); for the same blocks, in the third row, the ECR (i.e. 𝛼) and Saliency feature (i.e. 𝛿) 

generated respective values are shown. The 32×32 block size is used for better visualization. 

The rationale of such a weight distribution strategy is that if the current block has higher 

texture deviation than the current frame, the current block should be encoded with more bits 

when compared to the rest of the blocks to obtain an improved image quality. To ensure using 

few more bits, we first categorize the blocks as RDMS that have higher values which is done by 

thresholding. Other weight selection procedures may perform better; however, experimental 

outcome revealed the proposed approach achieved similar RD performance as reported in Figure 

4.14, Table 4.4, and Table 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the saliency maps after applying the GBVS modelling between 11th and 

12th frame on Tennis sequence. These maps were obtained for the blocks at (3, 1), (4, 10), and 

(5, 7) positions for the smooth-texture, simple-texture, and complex-texture respectively. The 

obtained values for maps in Figure 4.5 (a~c) were plotted in Figure 4.5 (d~f) which indicate the 

saliency values to be proportional to the texture complexity. The complex and smooth-texture 

portions were labelled by the red and blue colours respectively while other colours indicate 

simple-texture. 

 

(a) Smooth-texture 

 

(b) Simple-texture 

 

(c) Complex-texture 

 

(d) Plotted saliency values of (a) 

 

(e) Plotted saliency values of (b) 

 

(f) Plotted saliency values of (c) 

Figure 4.5: Representation of salience feature after applying the GBVS modelling on three 

different image blocks (i.e. at position (3, 1), (4, 10), and (5, 7)) of Figure 4.4 which comprise 

different motions and textured region. The Y axis in (d)-(f), 0 to 1 indicate the lowest to the 

highest saliency value, i.e. least salient region to the most salient region respectively, while the X 

axis indicates the block size consisted of 32×32 pixel.          

Figure 4.6 illustrates the impact of employed saliency feature and from Figure 4.6 (a), we clearly 

depicted the ellipse like red marked area as the table tennis table edge which is obviously a visual 

attentive region without motion. Three motion features of phase correlation thus could not 

capture the table edge as depicted by white marked ellipse like area in Figure 4.6 (b), which, 

however, is precisely identified by the saliency feature as presented by the red marked ellipse 

like area in Figure 4.6 (c). Therefore, the proposed combined strategy could better recognize the 

motion and visually salient region using the RDMS based metric. Now by implementing the 

strategy of appropriate mode selection (to be discussed in the following Section 4.3.4) for better 

coding of the motion and salient region can eventually reflects on improving RD performance. 
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 (a) Original image is taken from 12th frame of Tennis video 

 

(b) Motion map identified by applying phase 

correlation related three motion features 

 

(c) Motion map identified by applying three motion 

features and the saliency feature 

Figure 4.6: The motion and salient areas identification by employing only motion features (in (b)) 

and by engaging motion plus saliency feature-based cost function (in (c)). 

4.3.4. Selection of Inter-modes  

Similar to the HM, the proposed coding technique uses 64×64 as a CU size and selects the best 

mode at level-0 using the LCF. It activates the RDMS criteria from the 32×32 level to select a 

subset of modes at level-1 to level-3. As mentioned in Section 4.2 that the HM and the RDMS 

based implementation require a maximum of 22 times and 12 times of ME and MC respectively 

to encode a block using 16×8 mode where the mode reduction of the RDMS based 

implementation is mainly achieved by using the codebook of predefined binary pattern templates 

aligned to HEVC recommended block partitioning which is discussed below. For producing 

binary matrix, we exploited the 8×8 pixel block from the 32×32 block and for each 32×32 block, 

we generate a matrix of 4×4 binary values (i.e. 𝛹(𝑥, 𝑦) using equation (4.5) by applying 

threshold. The cost function generated 4×4 binary matrix was then compared with the codebook 

of predefined binary pattern templates (BPTs) to select a subset of modes (to be shown in Figure 

4.7, Table 4.1, and Figure 4.8). Each template in Figure 4.7 is constructed with a pattern of 

RDMS and non-RDMS blocks (i.e. 1 and 0 respectively) by focusing on the rectangular and 

regular object shapes. In both Figure 4.7 (for 32×32 level) and Figure 4.8 (for 16×16 and 8×8 
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levels), the cells with black square presented the RDMS while the blank cells indicate the non-

RDMS blocks. The rationale of keeping such structure similarity between the HEVC block 

partitioning and proposed template design is to select more appropriate PU modes through better 

motion and visual saliency modeling. 

        

Ҩ(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ ∑|𝛹(𝑥, 𝑦) − Ӄ𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)|

4

𝑦=0

4

𝑥=0

 

                                                                           

(4.5) 

We used a similarity metric by employing the Hamming distance (DH) (H. Yang & Wang, 2007) 

between the phase correlation generated binary matrix of a 32×32 block and the BPTs presented 

in Figure 4.7. The best-matched BPT that provides the least sum of absolute values of their 

differences is eventually selected. The DH, denoted by Ҩ is decided in equation (4.5) where 𝛹 

indicated the binary RDMS prediction matrix of size 4×4 that consists of ‘1’ and ‘0’ 

combinations to represent a 32×32 block. Each ‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively represents the RDMS or 

non-RDMS blocks of an 8×8 sub-block within a 32×32 block and Ӄ𝑛 is the n-th selected BPT.  

  

Figure 4.7: Codebook of the proposed binary pattern templates (i.e. Template 1 – Template 14) 

using the RDMS (i.e. cells with black squares indicating binary 1) and non-RDMS (i.e. blank cells 

indicating binary 0) based features to perform a subset of inter-mode selection. 

Now, among all the BPTs, the selection of the best-matched j-th BPT was carried out using the 

following equation: 

        

      𝑃𝑗 = arg min
∀Ӄ𝑛∈ Ӄ 

(Ҩ) 

                                                                      

(4.6) 
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Table 4.1: Proposed mode selection at 32×32 block level based on the codebook of predefined 

binary pattern templates presented in Figure 4.7. 

RDMS based templates at 

32×32 block level 

Selection of modes at 32×32 

block level 

Template 1 Skip or Inter [32×32] 

Template 2 Intra 16×16 or Inter [16×16] 

Template 3 and 4 Inter [32×16 or 16×16] 

Template 5 Inter [32×8 or 16×16] 

Template 6 Inter [32×8] 

Template 7 Inter [32×24 or 16×16] 

Template 8 Inter [32×24] 

Template 9 and 10 Inter [16×32 or 16×16] 

Template 11 Inter [8×32 or 16×16] 

Template 12 Inter [8×32] 

Template 13 Inter [24×32 or 16×16] 

Template 14 Inter [24×32] 
 

Table 4.1 shows the proposed method’s subset of PU mode selection process at the 32×32 level 

including the skip, intra, and inter-modes. Individual template(s) within the range of templates 

[1 to 14] could select either a direct mode (e.g. 24×32 using Template 14) or a subset of modes 

(e.g. 24×32 or 16×16 using Template 13) where the selection of the 16×16 mode is due to the 

frequency of more RDMS appearing in the video contents. At the 32×32 level, if any 16×16 

level mode is selected, then smaller modes including 8×8 at 16×16 level were explored, and a 

subset of modes were selected based on appeared RDMS and non-RDMS as shown in Figure 

4.8. Thus, the previously analyzed example mode- 16×8 could be directly selected according to 

the pattern of RDMS blocks at 16×16 level (to be presented in Figure 4.8). From the selected 

subset of modes at 32×32, 16×16 or 8×8 level, the final mode was determined from the minimum 

value of the LCF. The equation for the final mode (Θ) selection is given by: 

        
                𝛩𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min

∀𝑚
(𝑗(𝑚))                                                                           (4.7) 

where j(m) is the LCF for mode selection and 𝛩𝑘 is the finally selected k-th mode. Unlike HM 

with partially-exhaustive mode selection, the proposed technique checks at most two options for 

32×32 level and five options including 16×16 and 8×8 levels to select  a set of candidate mode(s). 
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Therefore, compared to the partially-exhaustive or full-exhaustive outlook, we entitle this as a 

direct PU mode selection approach of the proposed scheme which could eventually reduce a 

significant percentage of encoding time. 

  

Figure 4.8: Subset of mode selection at 16×16 and 8×8 coding depth levels based on the appeared 

patterns of RDMS and non-RDMS. 

4.3.5. Determination of Threshold (₰)  

Instead of selecting thresholds dynamically, we applied the static threshold (₰) value and set it 

to 0.15 in order to decrease the threshold selection complexity, although we considered both the 

homogeneous and heterogeneous motion regions in the CUs of all sequences. Moreover, ₰ (i.e. 

0.15) used in the proposed experiment properly fit for a variety of test sequences and test 

conditions. To investigate the implication of using ₰ in our algorithm, we applied it to the similar 

range of QPs recommended by the JCT-VC (i.e. 22, 27, 32, and 37) for different sequences and 

noticed that ₰ value can appropriately capture the RDMS based regions with accuracy even for 

a wide range of video contents, different aspects of object motions, and resolutions. The acquired 

RDMS based blocks were then encoded with more bits in order to achieve improved quality. We 

performed experiments using a number of ₰ values and we presented the experimental results 

for ₰ = [0.08, 0.15, and 0.22] in the proposed implementation.  
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(a) Original image of Tennis sequence 

 

(b) When threshold (₰) = 0.08 

 

(c) When threshold (₰) = 0.15 

 

(d) When threshold (₰) = 0.22 

Figure 4.9: The representation of motion map for various threshold (₰) values at QP=28. The reddish 

and bluish blocks in (b~d) indicate the motion region and the background region respectively. 

Figure 4.9 demonstrated various patterns of motion capturing scenario from the video content 

using the abovementioned threshold (₰). It is obvious from the figure that using ₰=0.15, the 

proposed algorithm can detect motion in a more realistic manner. The red coloured blocks in 

Figure 4.9 (b~d) represent motion (bluish is the background), and among them the outcome of 

(c) shows more appropriate presentation of motion when compared to (b) or (d) in terms of 

motion extraction from the original image of Tennis sequence presented in Figure 4.9 (a). It is 

also noticable from the Figure that when the ₰ value is higher or lower than 0.15, motion 

detection goes relatively imperfect. Since this trend was observed for almost all sequences, we 

set the ₰ value to 0.15. Thus, the use of ₰= 0.15 can be validated through the appropriate 

identification of motion which is properly aligned to the moving regions of the video contents. 
   

4.4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, experimental results are presented with 

twelve standard video sequences (SVS) which include: six CIF sequences, four HD sequences, 

and two MV sequences with resolutions (352×288), (1920×1088), and (640×480) respectively. 
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The sequence names and the performance comparison results of the proposed technique 

(compared to the HM) for this sequence set using the BD-PSNR and BD-BR are presented in 

Table 4.4. We also tested other video coding experts’ recommended standard Class video 

sequences (SCVS) that include Class-A, B, C, D, and E. The names and the outcomes of this 

sequence set (using BD-PSNR and BD-BR) are presented in Table 4.5. The sequences taken for 

the experiment are representative in the sense they range from low motion activity to high motion 

activity, representing a wide range of content, different aspects of camera motions, and 

resolutions. We compared the proposed method results with the HM of the HEVC standard since 

the HM outperforms all existing mode selection techniques found in the literature. 

4.4.1. Experimental Setup  

The proposed scheme and HEVC with exhaustive mode selection scheme were developed based 

on the reference software HM (version 12.1) ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-

VC), HM Software Manual, CVS server "). In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed 

fast coding scheme, we implemented the proposed method into HM12.1 to test it under the 

common test conditions. The RD performance of both schemes was compared considering the 

maximum CU size of 64×64 by enabling both symmetric and asymmetric partitioning block size 

of 64×64 to 8×8 depth levels. Each CU was set as a 64×64 pixel block, and we only applied the 

RDMS technique when a 32×32 inter-mode was selected. We used 8×8 pixel blocks for binary 

matrix generation in the 32×32 block (i.e. a 32×32 block is comprised of 4×4 binary values) for 

a wide range of bit-rates using QPs: 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36 (i.e. the similar range of QPs 

recommended by the JCT-VC). All the sequences were encoded with 25 frame rate and search 

length ±64 (horizontal and vertical). We used the GOP size 32 for both techniques and two 

reference frames to encode a P-frame for both techniques. The performance was evaluated based 

on the difference of encoding time-saving (Λ), the BD-PSNR, and BD-BR. The BD-PSNR and 

BD-BR were calculated according to the recommendation of (Bjontegaard, 2001). 

4.4.2. Analysis of Experimental Results 

Table 4.2 shows the performance comparison results of five recent and most relevant fast mode 

selection algorithms where all the algorithms obtained significant computational time-savings 

when compared to different versions of HM by increasing bit-rates and reducing PSNR. The 

summary of the table confirms that the proposed technique demonstrates relatively better results 
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when compared to existing state-of-the-art methods in terms of improving RD performance. 

Although the time-savings for the proposed method is a bit lower than the method presented by 

(Corrêa et al., 2011), the bit-rate reduction and PSNR gain were more significant. Similarly, the 

technique introduced by (Ahn et al., 2015) reduced 12% more encoding time compared to the 

proposed approach. However, their method incured with 1.20dB bit-rate increment which is 12% 

higher than the proposed one. Thus, the proposed technique showed improved performance 

regarding bit-rate reduction when compared to other existing state-of-the-art methods reported 

in Table 4.2. The average BD-PSNR gain was relatively higher compared to all other methods 

presented in the table (only equal to (Shen, Liu, Zhang, et al., 2013)). It can be concluded from 

the calculated overall results of Table 4.2 that the proposed method demonstrates improved 

performance compared to HM12.1 by saving 34% more computational time on average with 

insignificant bit-rate increment and negligible PSNR reduction both for the test set of SVS and 

SCVS. The (+) and (-) symbol associated with the BD-BR and BD-PSNR calculation in the table 

indicate the increment and decrement respectively, while no sign with Λ directly indicates the 

average encoding time-saving of the presented corresponding techniques. 

Table 4.2: Performance comparison of different fast mode selection algorithms (compared to 

the HEVC encoder) in terms of BD-BR, BD-PSNR, and encoding time saving (Λ). 

Algorithms 
BD-BR  

(%)  

BD- PSNR 

(dB) 

 Encoding Time 

Saving (Λ) (%)  
Remarks 

(Corrêa et al., 2011) + 5.70 - 0.80 50 03 videos 

(Shen, Liu, Zhang, et al., 

2013) 
+ 0.60 - 0.01 38 15 videos 

(Hou & Xue, 2014) + 0.50 - 0.08 30 17 videos 

(Pan et al., 2014) + 0.32 - 0.11 35 19 videos 

(Ahn et al., 2015) + 1.20          - - 46 18 videos 

Proposed Method 

+ 0.13 - 0.01 32 
12 videos 

(SVS)  

+ 0.10 - 0.01 34 
14 videos 

(SCVS) 
 

4.4.3. An Analysis on Encoding Time-saving  

Theoretically a method should necessitate more computational time if it exhaustively checks all 

the options in a level to select a particular option. This complexity increases multiple times if 

the technique has to explore all modes in more depth levels to select a particular mode. Therefore, 

for all sequences, we compared the average number of modes selected in each CU by HM12.1 
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and the proposed method. The results in Table 4.3 show that the HM checks more options in all 

cases and normally requires more computational time. From the table, the overall average 

percentage of encoding time-saving of the proposed method for the SVS test-set is 39.85, while 

for the SCVS, this percentage is 41.44. The reason behind this acquisition is the efficient subset 

of inter-mode selection with simple criteria. However, we cannot ignore the pre-processing 

stages of the proposed method, and by calculation, we find that over all sequences on average 

6.81% extra encoding time is required to execute phase correlation and saliency related pre-

processing overheads (indicated by Figure 4.3). Thus, theoretically, we anticipate acquiring 

33.04% and 34.63% computational time-savings on average for SVS and SCVS respectively. 

Table 4.3: A theoretical analysis- the proposed technique obtained average percentage of time-

savings (against the HM) for different sequence types based on an average number of inter-

modes selected per CU. 

Sequences 
Average no. of inter-modes 

selected per CU by HM 

Average no. of inter-

modes selected per CU 
by proposed method 

Average  Percentage 

(%) of time-saving 

Tennis 20.15 11.07 45.06 

Paris 18.05 10.26 43.15 

Average time-saving for SD type video 44.10 

Pedestrian 20.68 12.34 40.32 

Parkrun 19.21 11.39 40.70 

Average time-saving for HD type video 40.51 

Exit 20.66 13.16 36.30 

Ballroom 18.12 12.04 33.55 

Average time-saving for MV type video 34.92 

Average time-saving for the standard video sequences (SVS)  39.85 

Class- A 21.05 12.23 41.90 

Class- B 18.56 12.18 34.37 

Class-C 19.78 11.29 42.92 

Class-D 18.96 10.13 46.57 

Average time-saving for the standard Class video sequences (SCVS) 41.44 
 

 

The experimental evaluation revealed that over the SVS test-set, and for a wide range of bit-

rates, the proposed method reduced on average 32.21% (range: 28%~38%) overall 

computational time as shown in Figure 4.10 (a). For the SCVS test-set, we experimentally 

achieved 34.27% (range: 27%~39%) overall encoding time-savings on average which is shown 

in Figure 4.10 (b). The equation for the time-savings (Λ) is defined as:  
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                      Λ =
(𝑇𝐻𝑀 − 𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂)

𝑇𝐻𝑀
× 100% 

                                                                           

(4.8) 

where (𝑇𝐻𝑀) and (𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂) denote the total encoding time consumed by HM and the proposed 

method respectively. From Figure 4.10 (a) and (b), a similar trend of encoding time reduction of 

the proposed technique can be observed. As the coded video quality improves (e.g. at QP=20), 

the encoding time-saving for the proposed technique goes towards the lowest and inversely, 

obtains the highest for the QP=36. This is mostly due to spending several more bits for encoding 

better quality contents by exploiting relatively higher level modes so that it does not have to 

sacrifice the overall RD performance for a range of sequences.      

 

(a) Illustration of overall average time-savings obtained 

by the proposed method against HM at different bit-rates 

for the SVS test-set 

 

(b) Illustration of overall average time-savings obtained 

by the proposed method against HM at different bit-rates 

for the SCVS test-set 

Figure 4.10: Representation of average encoding time-savings for the proposed approach compared to 

the HM. For the SCVS test-set, the reduced percentage of encoding time-saving is exhibited at lower 

QPs as the content quality improves at high bit-rates. The similar trend is noted for SVS test-set.  

For comprehensive performance test, we carried out the encoding time analysis of both 

techniques according to the video categories used in the SVS test-set, and noticed that the 

proposed method achieved on average 33.57% encoding time-savings compared to HM12.1 with 

the obtained highest saving for the SD type sequence as shown in Figure 4.11 (a). For the SCVS 

test-set, on the other hand, this percentage was 35.07 with the maximum saving for the Class- D 

type sequence (i.e. 40.09% on average) as is shown in Figure 4.11 (b). Among the sequences of 

SD type, the highest obtained saving was 44.67% for Flowervase. The resolutions of the SD and 

Class-D type sequences were roughly similar which were 352×288 and 416×240 respectively 

(to be detailed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5) although they had the content diversity. In contrast, 

the video resolutions of the HD type and Class-B type were very similar and the obtained savings 
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for them also did not have a striking variation. This consistency among the obtained results was 

perhaps due to adopting content aware coding which was performed by the proposed approach. 

 

(a) The proposed method obtained average time-savings 

based on the video types of SVS test-set   

 

(b) The proposed method obtained average time-savings 

based on the video types of SCVS test-set 

Figure 4.11: The proposed technique obtained overall average time-savings (against the HM) based on 

different video categories. In (a), the numbers of videos used in MV, HD, and SD are 2, 4, and 6, while 

in (b), these numbers for Class-A, B, C, D, and E are 1, 4, 2, 4, and 3 respectively.  

4.4.4. An Analysis of Inter-mode Selection  

Figure 4.12 shows the selected average percentage of different depth level modes for all the HD 

sequences used in this test by employing QP=20 to 36. For the proposed method, the higher 

depth level modes (i.e. 16×16 and 8×8) were exploited to encode the RDMS based CUs with a 

view to acquiring similar/improved RD performance. This was also one of the sensible reasons 

for obtaining relatively lower computational gain of the proposed technique for the HD type 

sequence, and the saving that came from this type was mostly due to employing the 64×64 and 

32×32 level for coding the non-RDMS based regions. Figure 4.13 reveals the block partitioning 

example for the 12th frame of Tennis video at QP=24 performed by both schemes. If we 

compared Figure 4.13 (a) and (b), we observed an identical partitioning framework for the block 

at (3, 1) position (i.e. the dark block) and (3, 10) position (i.e. the pink block) in both methods. 

Thus, both techniques considered these blocks with no-motion and simple-motion respectively 

(justified by Figure 4.4) and partitioned them accordingly. However, the partitioning evidence 

of the yellow marked block was obviously distinguishable from each other. 
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Figure 4.12: The average mode selection obtained by the HM and proposed approach at different 

coding depth levels using the HD sequences. The selection of a lower percentage of 64×64 and 32×32 

level modes for the proposed technique mainly focuses on encoding time-savings.  

Let us first focus on the block at (5, 7) position as described in Figure 4.4 and observed the 

occurrence of multiple-motions in that block. The HM could not capture any motion in that block 

and kept it un-partitioned, while, the proposed technique treated it as a complex-motion block 

(indicated by the first and second rows of Figure 4.4) and that also generated the highest ECR 

and saliency feature values (presented by the third row of Figure 4.4). Therefore, the proposed 

technique partitions that block with relatively higher level modes and this approach of RDMS 

based mode selection reflected on achieving the similar RD performance for a wide range of bit-

rates. In Figure 4.13, the blocks with red partitions indicated that at least one 8×8 level mode is 

selected by the proposed method for partitioning the block. 

 

(a)  Block partitioning by the HM12.1 

 

(b)  Block partitioning by the proposed technique 

Figure 4.13: Block partitioning for the 12th frame of Tennis sequence at QP=24 using the HM and the 

proposed coding technique.  
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4.4.5. An Analysis on RD Performance  

To test the performance of the proposed method objectively using the SVS and SCVS test-set, 

we first compared the RD performance against the HM using eight sequences (i.e. one from SD, 

HD, MV, and each Class category) for a wide range of bit-rates as demonstrated in Figure 4.14. 

  

  

  

  

Figure 4.14: Comparison of RD performance results obtained by the HM12.1 and the proposed 

method for a wide range of bit-rates, video contents, and resolutions.  
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For the sequences used in Figure 4.14, the proposed method showed similar RD performance 

with HM especially concerning the RDMS based blocks and partitioning those blocks with 

appropriate coding depth level modes. From the experimental outcomes of Figure 4.14, we also 

observed similar RD performance for four Class sequences (i.e. Traffic, BQMall, 

BlowingBubbles, and Vidyo4- one from each Class type) of the SCVS test-set. For the 

BQTerrace sequence, although the time-saving was relatively lower than others due to the 

employment of higher depth level modes, it could obtain slightly improved RD performance 

gain (i.e. 0.03dB at the bit-rate of 15,000 Kbps).  

Table 4.4: Performance comparison of proposed technique compared to the HM12.1 using BD-

BR and BD-PSNR for the SVS test-set. 

Sequence 

resolutions  
Name of the 

sequences 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

   BD-BR        

     (%) 

352×288 

Tennis -0.01 0.08 

Silent -0.01 0.14 

Waterfall -0.01 0.12 

Tempete -0.01 0.11 

Paris -0.01 0.10 

Bridgeclose -0.01 0.14 

Average -0.01 0.11 

1920×1088 

Pedestrian -0.01 0.15 

Bluesky -0.02 0.21 

Parkrun -0.02 0.16 

Rushhour -0.01 0.14 

Average -0.02 0.16 

640×480 
Ballroom -0.01 0.13 

Exit -0.01 0.11 

Average -0.01 0.01 

Overall Average -0.01 0.13 
 

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 present the overall performance comparison results of the proposed 

technique for twelve different sequences from the SVS test-set and fourteen different sequences 

from the SCVS test-set respectively. The results revealed that compared to the mode selection 

approach in HM12.1, the proposed technique achieved an almost similar RD performance (small 

average reduction of 0.01dB PSNR using SVS and SCVS test-set) with a negligible bit-rate 

increment of 0.13% and 0.10% for SVS and SCVS respectively. 
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Table 4.5: Performance comparison of proposed technique compared to the HM12.1 using BD-

BR and BD-PSNR for the SCVS test-set. 

Class 
Sequence  

resolutions  

Name of the 

sequences 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

  BD-BR        

    (%) 

A 2560×1600 Traffic -0.01 0.14 

B 1920×1080 

BasketballDrive -0.01 0.11 

BQTerrace 0.00 0.04 

Cactus -0.02 0.18 

Tennis 0.00 0.07 

C 832×480 
BasketballDrill -0.01 0.10 

BQMall 0.00 0.01 

D 416×240 

BasketballPass -0.02 0.17 

BlowingBubbles -0.01 0.09 

BQSquare -0.01 0.13 

Flowervase 0.00 0.07 

E 1280×720 

Vidyo1 -0.01 0.10 

Vidyo3 -0.01 0.15 

Vidyo4 -0.01 0.09 

Overall average -0.01 0.10 
 

4.4.6. An Analysis on Subjective Quality  

It is widely accepted that objective assessment based on the PSNR does not always provide 

reliable assessments of video quality since a higher PSNR may not always promise better video 

quality (Shi & Sun, 1999). Therefore, it has become a common practice in international coding-

standard activities to combine both objective and subjective assessments in evaluating and 

comparing video coding algorithms. To compare the perceptual performance, we perform a 

subjective test using DSCQS assessment using the test conditions of (Assembly, 2003). We used 

a number of video sequences serially to accomplish this test. The viewers were asked to rate the 

quality of two video sequences known as “H” and “P” on a continuous scale ranging between 

“Excellent” and “Bad”. The options “H” and “P” are the reconstructed video sequences using 

HM12.1 and the proposed technique respectively. The experimental results revealed that viewers 

recognized and marked them as very similar. The objectively assessed results for both 

approaches were also similar and we noticed the same bits-per-frame and PSNR value which 

were 52,508 and 41.52dB respectively.  
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(a) Original image of Tennis sequence            

 

(b) The HM reproduced image 

 

(c) The proposed method reproduced image 

Figure 4.15: Subjective quality evaluation for the HM12.1 and the proposed method reproduced 

images of Tennis sequence. The images are taken from the 20th frame at the same bit-rate.  

As an example, Figure 4.15(a) shows the original image of Tennis sequences taken for the 

subjective quality test while (b) and (c) of the same figure illustrates the image reproduced by 

the HM and the proposed method respectively. To present the comparison in image quality, let 

us concentrate on the cuff and sleeve portions of the shirt in the three images which were marked 

by the red, yellow, and blue ellipses respectively. It could be clearly perceived that three ellipses 

marked portions have almost similar image quality. The original image (i.e. Figure 4.15 (a)) and 

the reproduced images of the Figure (i.e. (b) and (c)) were achieved by the 20th frame of the 

Tennis sequence using the same QP (i.e. 24). The objectively assessed results for both 

approaches were similar as well. It was presented earlier in this thesis that the proposed method 

required less encoding time compared to the HM. Thus, it could be concluded that the proposed 

technique demonstrated a significant amount encoding time-savings compared to the HM12.1 

with similar perceived image quality for a wide range of bit- rates. 
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4.5. Effectiveness of RDMS Metric over ECR Feature 

Compared to the ECR based implementation discussed in the previous chapter, three more 

features have been included (i.e. the predicted motion vector, phase correlation peak, and visual 

saliency) and collectively called the RDMS based approach in this chapter that targeting the 

reduction of encoding time without sacrificing the coding quality. The effectiveness of RDMS 

metric over the ECR feature has been justified by the outcomes of Table 4.6 by using both the 

SVS and SCVS test-sets. The sequences of SVS test-set consisted of twelve videos which are 

the same as those used in the previous chapter, while fourteen sequences of the SCVS test-set 

have been additionally included.   

Table 4.6: Performance comparison of the ECR and RDMS based implementations on the SVS and 

SCVS test-sets in terms of encoding time, BD-BR, and BD-PSNR. 

Implementations 

Average encoding 

time reduction (%)  

Average extra time 

required (%) 

BD-BR 

(%) 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

SVS  

test-set 

SCVS 
test-set 

SVS  

test-set 

SCVS  

test-set 

SVS  

test-set 

SCVS  

test-set 

SVS  

test-set 

SCVS  

test-set 

ECR Based 40 27.68 3.10 3.11 + 0.08 + 0.29 - 0.01 - 0.09 

RDMS Based 35.57 36.07 6.79 6.82 + 0.13 + 0.10 - 0.01 - 0.01 
 

Let us first concentrate on the average encoding time reduction module where the ECR based 

implementation reduced 40% an average encoding time using SVS test-set, while this value was 

reduced to 27.68% for the SCVS test-set. This was because the sequences taken for the SCVS 

test-set represented a wide range of contents that represented the scene including the low motion 

activity to the high motion activity, different aspects of complex motion, and the versatility in 

resolutions. Moreover, it is also justified in Figure 4.1 that the ECR uses unnecessary block 

partitioning while a block does not have translational motion and if such partitioning paradigm 

is kept continued for the high-resolution sequences such as Traffic (2560×1600) used in Class-

A of the SCVS test-set, it becomes almost impractical to improve encoding time-saving by 

employing the ECR feature alone. Therefore, in the context of encoding time-saving, the ECR 

loses the consistency between SVS and SCVS test-sets. The RDMS based implementation, on 

the other hand, performed almost in a similar fashion for both test-sets although it required on 

average a 6.81% more extra time for the inclusion of additional features and pattern matching 

related overhead. 
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Let us further look at the BD-BR loss of both implementations using the two test-sets. The 

ECR based approach incurred with bit-rate increment of only 0.08% for the SVS test-set, while, 

for the SCVS set, this value sharply increases to 0.29% which was 3 times higher than the RDMS 

based procedure. The reason is the inability to adapt to the resolution versatility and the content 

complexity of SCVS test sequences. The RDMS based strategy, in contrast, was more stable in 

this regard and even performed relatively better for the SCVS test-set. Furthermore, the similar 

trend of having more BD-PSNR loss for the ECR feature (compared to the RDMS metric) could 

be observed using the SCVS test-set. Thus, the overall calculated results indicated the 

effectiveness of employing RDMS feature over a wide range of sequences. 

4.6. Summary 

The contributions in this chapter have been presented as the development of a novel video coding 

framework for the performance improvement of HEVC encoder in the context of encoding time 

reduction without sacrificing its coding quality. The proposed implementation exploited the 

RDMS based fast mode selection technique that comprises the phase correlation based three 

different motion features and the human visual attention based saliency feature. The motion 

features focused on three different aspects of motions and the saliency feature captured attentive 

regions that are sensitive to the human visual system for quality assessment. An adaptive 

weighted cost function was mathematically formulated by innovatively combining the features 

in order to determine a subset of inter-modes using predefined RDMS based binary pattern 

templates. This pre-processing phase was also kept independent from the existing Lagrangian 

cost function which was merely employed for the final mode selection from the subset. 

Compared to the mode selection approach in the HM12.1, the proposed technique demonstrated 

similar RD performance i.e. a very small reduction of 0.01dB PSNR, or equivalently 0.10% bit-

rate increment for a wide range QPs. It furthermore showed that a 34% overall average 

computational time reduction (ranging 27%~39%) was obtained which is expected to become 

more suitable for the development of a faster coding tool especially for the low-powered 

electronic devices for availing the opportunity of using different features of HEVC without 

sacrificing the perceptual image quality. 

The combined features of the RDMS metric may be adequate for capturing different aspects 

of motion from video contents, however, if the motion information itself is not explicit, then 

whatever numbers of features are employed, they can yield no meaningful information from 
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prediction, detection, or estimation. The prediction procedure that has yet been employed is the 

traditional frame difference approach which suffered from the limitation of capturing only the 

object boundary motion areas; while the huge amount of motion information still remain 

unexplored due to the uncovered background. As a result, using the previously implemented 

techniques, different parts of the whole object were encoded with inconsistent image quality 

since other parts of the object still had motion in different temporal positions. As the approach 

has already encoded the rest of the object using inferior quality reference areas, it could never 

provide better quality to those areas even though the motion has been detected at a later stage. 

Therefore, the RDMS based technique cannot effectively improve the RD performance although 

the ultimate goal of the proposed contributions is not only the encoding time-saving but also 

improving the coding quality. Moreover, the JCT-VC common test conditions of the HEVC 

standardization recommends to enable the RA and LD configuration settings for QP = [22, 27, 

32, and 37] using variable frame rates and numbers which have not been carried out in the 

experimental set-up phase of the previous coding implementation. The aforementioned issues 

will be addressed in the next chapter by aiming to achieve these goal.                        
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Chapter 5 

Improved Rate-Distortion Performance of HEVC 

The introduced RDMS based motion and saliency feature can capture motion and salient region 

from the video contents to determine a subset of inter-modes by using predefined binary pattern 

templates. Experimental results revealed that the previous implementation sacrifices a quality 

loss of 0.01dB PSNR or, equivalently increases 0.10% bit-rate on average compared to the 

HM12.1. The main constraint for this quality loss was the inability to precisely identify entire 

object motion area. This is because the previously analyzed RDMS based strategy uses 

traditional frame difference approach (i.e. the difference between current frame and its previous 

frame) which is capable of perceiving and detecting only the object boundary motion area while 

a large amount of motion information still remain unexplored due to the uncovered background. 

In this chapter, the rationale of continuing to work for better motion modelling is established by 

discovering more explicit motion information by means of subtracting the current frame from 

the background frame. This has been carried out by employing the dynamic background 

modelling (DBM) as this image difference (i.e. the difference between current frame and the 

background frame) more precisely intensifies the pixel locations that have been changed between 

two frames through exploring the uncovered areas. Thus, the most common frame in a scene 

(McFIS) was used as a substituted reference frame, and the strategy is to better encode the 

uncovered background areas which could eventually reflect the improvement in overall RD 

performance. In summary, the contribution of this chapter mainly focuses on improving the RD 

performance with a significant percentage of encoding time-savings of the HM15.0.  

This chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction and an analysis on existing LCF 

based mode selection approach are presented in Section 5.1, and Section 5.2 respectively. The 

proposed technique that focuses on the content-based dynamic background modelling and 

performs the corresponding mode selection based on the foreground motion and spatial salient 

metric (FMSSM) is explained in Section 5.3. Comprehensive discussions about the experimental 

results by enabling the HM common test conditions are presented in Section 5.4, while the 

chapter is summarized in Section 5.5. 
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The chapter-related articles have previously been published in the (i) IEEE International 

Conference on Image and Vision Computing, New Zealand (Podder, Paul, et al., 2015d), and 

submitted to the (ii) IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting (Podder, Paul, et al., 2017a). 

5.1. Introduction 

In the ongoing research, we discovered that by subtracting the current frame from the 

background frame (i.e. using the background modelling), more precise motion information could 

be detected by exploring the uncovered areas with intensified pixel locations. To justify the 

effectiveness of using the DBM over the conventional frame difference approach, let us first 

concentrate on Figure 5.1 which illustrates the amount of detected motion. Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) 

indicate two consecutive frames of the BasketballDrill sequence, while (c) and (d) represent the 

detected amount of motion (i.e. whitish areas appeared inside the images) obtained by the usual 

frame difference approach and the DBM respectively. It is obvious from the figure that the DBM 

is more disposed to motion and can better intensify the pixel locations by identifying the object 

movement. Since a large amount of extra motion from uncovered areas has already been 

recognized according to Figure 5.1 (d), it is apparent that the mode decision for partitioning those 

blocks can also be different compared to the HM. Moreover, there is no match of uncovered 

areas in the current frame with previous frames but the McFIS- obtained utilizing DBM, provides 

the exact match, thus, we can reduce lots of residual errors for those uncovered areas by using 

the McFIS as a reference that can eventually improve the RD performance of the proposed 

scheme. This can also save encoding time since it does not require extra motion estimation, thus, 

there is no latency issue for the encoder and decoder. 

To capture the motion information detected by the DBM, we employed three motion 

features (i.e. phase correlation peak, predicted motion vector and the energy concentration ratio) 

and the saliency feature (i.e. the graph-based visual saliency) which were eventually combined 

together by developing an adapted weighted cost function to form a criterion termed the 

FMSSM. The FMSSM was used to categorize a block as a visual attentive block (VAB- assigned 

as ‘1’) or non-visual attentive block (NAB- assigned as ‘0’) based on a predefined threshold (₰). 

A subset of inter-modes was selected by the arrangement of ‘1’ and ‘0’ blocks in a CU against 

the predefined binary pattern templates. Since the features of the proposed FMSSM comprise 

two most predictive parameters (i.e. motion and saliency) of eye movements (Baluch & Itti, 

2015) and are responsive to the human visual system for quality assessment, our motivation was 
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to encode the VABs that have higher FMSSM value with relatively higher level modes for better 

quality while the rest of the NABs with lower level modes for faster coding. This pre-processing 

phase for a subset of PU mode selection in the proposed method is fully independent of existing 

LCF which is used only to determine the final mode from the selected subset in the first phase.         

 

(a) 10th frame of BasketballDrill sequence 

 

(b) 11th frame of BasketballDrill sequence 

 

(c) Difference between the current frame (11th) and its 

previous (10th) frame  

 

(d) Difference between the current frame (11th) and the 

background frame 

Figure 5.1: A pictorial representation illustrating that the background modelling is more reactive to 

the motion information (i.e. indicated by the whitish areas of the image (d)) compared to the 

traditional frame difference approach induced motion (i.e. whitish areas of the image (c)). 

To summarize, the proposed technique can relatively improve RD performance compared 

to the HM due to the following reasons: (i) the strategy was to better encode the uncovered 

background areas using the McFIS as a reference, thereby, reducing lots of residual errors for 

those uncovered areas; (ii) the DBM explored uncovered motion block partitioning modes would 

be different from HM to improve RD performance; (iii) unlike the HM, the proposed technique 

adopted content aware FMSSM criteria for selecting an initial subset of PU modes which is the 

LCF independent pre-processing phase. In contrast, the encoding time-savings of the proposed 

method was obtained due the following reasons: (i) it directly performed the mode selection 

process (to be explained in Section 5.3.3); (ii) it checks/hits fewer number of modes compared 

to the HM to select the final mode for a block (to be described in Section 5.4.2); (iii) it uses 
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simple and yet efficient FMSSM criteria to select a subset of PU modes. This requirement of 

achieving encoding time-saving without affecting coding quality loss is important for a number 

of electronic devices with limited processing and computational resources to use different 

features of the HEVC.   

5.2. An Analysis on Existing LCF Based Mode Selection  

 Standing on different well-studied mode selection strategies in Chapter 2, the procedures in the 

literature mostly depended on the existing LCF within the HEVC framework as design an 

optimal LCF is almost impossible for the diversity of video content, different resolutions, and 

configuration settings of actual coding. However, the entire dependency on existing LCF based 

mode decision cannot provide the best RD performance in terms of subjective and objective 

video quality for different operational coding points due to more complex CU partitioning 

patterns, an extended number of modes, the coding length of motion vectors, and other advanced 

parameter settings in the HEVC standard. As stated earlier, the LCF j(m) for mode selection is 

defined by:  

       𝑗(𝑚) = 𝐷(𝑚) + 𝜆 × 𝑅(𝑚)                                                                              (5.1) 

where D stands for the sum of squared differences between an original block and its 

reconstructed block that was gained through the original block coding using candidate mode m; 

λ is the LM for mode selection; R(m) denotes the number of bits required for encoding the block 

with m. Normally the equation for the LM is calculated with an empirical formula using the 

selected QP for each block as:  

          𝜆 = 𝑆 × 2((𝑄𝑃−𝑉)/3)                                                                             (5.2) 

where the defined values for the variables S and V are 0.85 and 12 respectively in the earlier 

version of the HEVC standard. However, the change of the LM could result in a huge change of 

coding performance not only by affecting the coding mode selection of the current unit but may 

also affect the following ones as presented by (S. Li et al., 2016). The authors (Paul et al., 2009) 

also observed that the RD performance could be varied by using different LM values for which 

they modified the mode selection strategy in the H.264 standard. Figure 5.2 demonstrates the 

RD performance of the HM for two different videos using different LM values (i.e. LM_low 

with S = 0.55 and LM_high with S = 0.95), including the popularly used LM value in the HM 
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(i.e. LM_HM with S = 0.85). In Figure 5.2 (a), the experiment was carried out at low bit-rates 

using QP = [36, 37, 38] for the BasketballPass sequence. For this low motion sequence, the 

LM_low outperformed the LM_HM (by 0.20dB BD-PSNR) and LM_high. On the other hand, 

in Figure 5.2 (b), the experiment was carried out at high bit-rates using QP= [21, 22, 23] for 

relatively high motion BasketballDrive sequence where the LM_high outperformed the LM_HM 

(by 0.10dB BD-PSNR) and LM_low.  

 

(a) The RD performance improvement using LM_low at low bit-rates 

 

(b) The RD performance improvement using LM_high at high bit-rates 

Figure 5.2: Different Lagrangian multipliers (LMs) could lead to producing different RD 

performances at different bit-rates. The LM_HM, LM_low, and LM_high are meant by the uses of 

0.85, 0.55, and 0.95 respectively as the value of ‘S’ in equation (5.2). 

Now let us look at the later modification of 𝜆 as presented by equations (5.3) and (5.4) which 

are currently being employed in the recent versions of the HEVC standard: 

          𝜆 = 𝒢 × 𝑊𝑘 × 2((𝑄𝑃−12)/3)                                                                            (5.3) 

where the values of 𝒢 depends on the following parameters: 

          𝒢 = {
1.0 − 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑝3(0.0,0.5,0.05 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑜𝑓_𝐵_𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

1
                                                                          

(5.4) 
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where the value 1 is applicable for the non-referenced pictures only, while the other parameter 

settings are employed for the referenced pictures and the 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑝3 function clips the number of B 

frames to the range (0.0, 0.5). The value of  𝑊𝑘 is 0.57 for the I type Slice, while for the GBP 

type Slice, its values are 0.44 and 0.57 for the RA and LD respectively (more detail to be found 

in ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM Software Manual, CVS server 

"). Therefore, the calculated value of 𝒢 in equation (5.4) is subjected to a wide number of factors 

and consequently the computation of λ in equation (5.3) is also highly related to a variety of 

parameters set-up dependency. Thus, the overall execution of 𝑗(𝑚) in equation (5.1) becomes 

completely dependent upon the diversified parameter settings. Since the design of an optimal 

LCF is almost impossible for every parameter and configuration setting in HEVC for actual 

coding, therefore, the mode selection in the proposed implementation is divided into two 

distinguishing phases which will be detailed in the following section. 

5.3. Proposed Coding Strategy 

In this work, we applied the phase correlation technique to calculate motion approximation 

between two blocks of the current image and reference images i.e. McFISes (denoted as the 

current block and the reference background block in Figure 5.3). Three motion features from 

phase correlation (i.e. predicted motion vector (ϑ), phase correlation peak (β) and the ECR (α)) 

that focused on three dissimilar aspects of motion were utilized to capture motion detected by 

the DBM. The saliency feature (δ) obtained by employing the GBVS modelling was then 

combined with the motion features by evolving an adaptive weighted cost function to determine 

the FMSSM based binary pattern for the current block. The generated patterns were then 

compared with the predefined templates aligned to the HEVC recommended block partitioning 

and the best-fitted template was considered for a subset of PU mode decision. The whole process 

is presented as a process diagram in Figure 5.3 which clearly indicates that the LCF is merely 

applied to the modes from pre-processing phase to yield the final mode decision. 
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Figure 5.3: Process diagram of the proposed mode selection technique using the DBM where the 

corresponding reference background block from the background frame is taken as the reference.  

5.3.1. Content Based Dynamic Background Modelling   

To detect the background frame as a reference frame, we carried out the DBM technique that 

initially goes through a learning process (online) on a number of already-encoded frames for 

collecting video content information where a pixel may be considered as a part of various objects 

and background over time. To represent each part, a number of Gaussian models were developed 

to mould a pixel over time, and each of the models was expressed by the pixel intensity variance, 

weight, and means (D.-S. Lee, 2005). A model having low variance and large weight was 

assumed to be the most stable background. The mean value of the best background model was 

taken as background pixel intensity. To speed up the learning rates where a minimum number of 

frames required for DBM, (Haque, Murshed, & Paul, 2008) used a parameter called the 

recentVal to store recent pixel intensity value with a predefined condition. The authors (M. Paul, 

W. Lin, C.-T. Lau, & B.-S. Lee, 2011a) argued that the intensities of mean and recentVal are 

two extreme factors to produce actual background intensity for efficient video coding. Therefore, 

in this work, we used a weighting factor between the mean and recentVal to decrease the delay 

response (because of the mean) and to speed up the learning rates (because of the recentVal) as 

recommended in (Paul et al., 2011a). More detailed procedure of DBM was explained in (Paul 

et al., 2011a; Paul, Lin, Lau, & Lee, 2014). 
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(a) 15th frame of Tennis sequence 

 

(b) 16th frame of Tennis sequence 

 

(c) Difference between the current (16th) frame and its 

previous (15th) frame 

 

(d) Difference between the current frame and the 

background frame 

Figure 5.4: Extraction of motion information (i.e. whitish areas in image (c) and (d)) by employing 

the background modelling (e.g. obtained motion in image (d)) and the traditional frame difference 

approach (e.g. obtained motion in image (c)). In both cases, the difference is multiplied by 4 for 

better visualization where the extracted motion in (d) appears more explicit compared to (c).  

Similar to Figure 5.1, the effectiveness of using the DBM for better motion modeling is presented 

in Figure 5.4 for more lucid presentation where (a) and (b) present two successive frames of 

Tennis sequence and (c) and (d) indicate the motion (i.e. whitish areas) captured by the usual 

frame difference and the DBM respectively. It is therefore clear from Figure 5.4 (d) that the 

uncovered areas (more visualized by indicating with yellow circles) could be better coded once 

the McFIS is used as a reference frame.  

 

(a) Previous frame was used as a reference frame 

 

(b) Background frame was used as a reference frame   

Figure 5.5: Distribution of different aspects of motion for the 16th frame of Tennis sequence. The 

higher percentage of motion information could be obtained using the McFIS as a reference.  
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Next, Figure 5.5 illustrates the distribution of motions for the 16th frame of Tennis sequence 

used in Figure 5.4. Using the background frame (i.e. the McFIS) as a reference, 7% more simple-

motion, and 4% more complex-motion were detected compared to the used immediate previous 

frame as a reference. Thus, most of the boundary and surface level motions of moving object 

could be captured eventually to improve the blockiness issue in the decoded image. 

5.3.2. FMSSM Determination by Feature Fusion   

Figure 5.6 exhibits the relationship between the quantitative motion as well as the salient features 

with the human visual features. The first row of Figure 5.6 shows the difference between current 

frame (i.e. 16th) and the background frame for Tennis sequence, the second row shows the values 

of the motion peak (i.e. β), while the third row shows the values of the ECR (i.e. α) and saliency 

(i.e. δ) feature for the no-motion, simple-motion, and the complex-motion blocks at (2, 1), (3, 

11), and (2, 5) positions respectively.  

 

   

   

Figure 5.6: Illustration of motion and salient feature values obtained at different blocks of 16th frame 

on Tennis sequence; in the first row, the current frame is subtracted from the background frame; in 

the second row, the phase shifted plots (i.e. β) for no-motion (0.54), simple-motion (0.31), and 

complex-motion (0.20) are presented for the 32×32 blocks at positions (2,1), (3,11), and (2,5) 

respectively (yellow rectangles); for the same blocks, in the third row, the ECR (i.e. α) and Saliency 

feature (i.e. δ) generated respective values are shown.  
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It can be observed from Figure 5.6 that β has higher values for no/little-motion block and smaller 

values for complex-motion block which indicate an inversely proportional relation of β  with 

motion, while values of α and δ are proportional to the motion. As the ϑ, and β present motion 

displacement, α indicates the amount of residual error, and 𝛿 specifies the visual salient areas, 

the combination of these four features should provide better classification of VABs and NABs 

in terms of human visual features. It is obvious that the feature values (e.g. α, and δ) obtained 

using the FMSSM are much higher compared to the ones obtained by using the previously used 

RDMS based evaluation criteria and also the similar reflecting results could be noticed for the 

feature β and its associated ϑ. This is only due to detecting more informative motion from 

uncovered areas by using the DBM and capturing the explicit motion by the features employed. 

Note that the feature derivation process in the current work is quite similar to the one presented 

in the earlier Chapter during developing the RDMS based approach. To this end, the adaptive 

weighted cost function developed by the feature fusion is equated as: 

       Ϣ = 𝜔1(𝛼) + 𝜔2(1 − 𝛽) + 𝜔3(𝜗) + 𝜔4(𝛿)                                                                           (5.5) 

where Ϣ indicate the weighted cost function and where ω1 to ω4 are the weights with 

∑ 𝜔𝑖 = 14
𝑖=1  and φ is the nominated 8×8 blocksize in this experiment. The adaptive combination 

of weights for each feature was organized using four weight distributions named [0.50, 0.25, 

0.125, and 0.125] by considering the relative texture deviation of the current block against that 

of the whole frame. The deviation of both of the current block and the current frame was 

calculated by the STD using those weights of four features. The features were sorted based on 

their STD value and if the value of a particular block became less compared to the current frame 

value, then the highest weight (i.e. 0.50) was applied to the first feature in sorted order while the 

lowest weight (i.e. 0.125) was applied to the last feature; otherwise, inverse weighted order was 

applied. For a 8×8 block within a 32×32 block, ‘1’ was assigned if Ϣ >threshold (₰); otherwise, 

it was assigned ‘0’ where binary ‘1’ and ‘0’indicates the VABs and NABs respectively.  

Figure 5.7 (a) shows the GBVS applied saliency plots for all the blocks of the 16th frame on 

Tennis sequence. Since the resolution of Tennis is 352×288 pixel and representing them with 

32×32 coding blocks, it is calculated as 11 columns×9 rows = 99 blocks where the highest and 

lowest values indicate a block comprising with complex and smooth-textured contents 

respectively. The calculated average salient values for the blocks having smooth, simple, and 

complex-textured contents are presented in Figure 5.7 (b) which clearly indicates that the GBVS 
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value for the complex-textured region is much higher compared to other textured regions. The 

graph also indicates the saliency values to be proportional to the texture complexity. 

 

(a) Saliency plots for all the blocks of 16th frame using Tennis sequence where the peaks with reddish-interior, 

greenish-interior, and no-interior indicate complex, simple, and smooth-textured blocks respectively 

 

(b) Calculated average of saliency values for the Smooth, Simple, and Complex-textured blocks of 16th frame 

using Tennis sequence 

Figure 5.7: Plotted saliency values for all the blocks of the 16th frame (i.e. 352×288 resolution and 

representing them with 32×32 blocks, it is calculated 11 columns × 9 rows = 99 blocks) of the Tennis 

sequence and their average values for different textured contents. 

Figure 5.8 shows the VABs and NABs classification from the video content using FMSSM 

where (a) presents the original image of Tennis sequence and the Tennis court is a visually salient 

region without motion (red ellipse). Therefore, the motion features could not identify the region 

as indicated by the white ellipse in (b), however, the visual saliency feature recognized the court 

as shown by the dotted red ellipse in (c). Figure 5.8 (d) eventually shows the FMSSM classified 

VABs (red blocks) that are encoded with relatively higher level modes for better quality and the 

rest of the NABs (blue blocks) with lower level modes for faster coding. 
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(a) Original image is taken from the 16th frame 

of Tennis sequence  

 

(b) Combined values of motion features 

using equal weight 

 

(c) FMSSM values using motion and saliency 

features 

 

(d) VABs (reddish) and NABs (bluish) 

categorization after thresholding 

Figure 5.8: An illustration of VABs and NABs categorization using FMSSM. 

5.3.3. FMSSM Based Inter-mode Selection    

The FMSSM based inter-mode selection procedure to be described in this chapter is mostly 

similar to the one presented in the earlier RDMS based approach of the previous chapter except 

for the codebook of BPTs generation with more distinguished VABs and NABs. The cost 

function generated 4×4 binary matrix is compared with the codebook of predefined BPTs to 

select a subset of modes (shown in Figure 5.9, Table 5.1 and Figure 5.10).  

 

Figure 5.9: Codebook of the proposed predefined binary pattern templates (i.e. Ӄ1 to Ӄ14) with VABs 

(green squares) and NABs (black circles) to perform a subset of inter-mode selection.  
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 Each template in Figure 5.9 is constructed with a pattern of VABs and NABs (1 and 0 

respectively) by focusing on the rectangular and regular object shapes. Both Figure 5.9 (for 

32×32 level) and Figure 5.10 (for 16×16 and 8×8 levels), the cells having green square represent 

the VABs, while the black circle represents the NABs. The similarity metric using the Hamming 

distance (H. Yang & Wang, 2007) was tested between the FMSSM generated binary matrix of a 

32×32 block and the BPTs presented in Figure 5.9. The best-matched BPT that provides the least 

sum of absolute values of their differences is finally selected for block partitioning. The DH, 

denoted by Ҩ is evaluated in equation   (5.6) where 𝛹 indicate the binary VABs prediction matrix 

of size 4×4 comprising ‘1’ or ‘0’ combinations to represent a 32×32 block since each ‘1’ or ‘0’ 

represents VABs or NABs of a 8×8 sub-block within 32×32 and Ӄ𝑛 is the n-th BPT. 

        

Ҩ(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ ∑|𝛹(𝑥, 𝑦) − Ӄ𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)|

4

𝑦=0

4

𝑥=0

 

                                                                           

  (5.6) 

To this end, from the group of BPTs, the selection of the best-matched j-th BPT is carried out 

using the following equation: 

        

                          𝑃𝑗 = arg min
∀Ӄ𝑛∈ Ӄ 

(Ҩ)   

                                                                           

  (5.7) 

Table 5.1: Proposed FMSSM based inter-mode selection for 32×32 coding level using the predefined 

pattern templates presented in Figure 5.9. 

Predefined Templates of 

32×32 Block Level 

Selection of Modes at 

32×32 Block Level 

Ӄ 1 Skip or Φ 32×32 

Ӄ 2 int. [16×16] or Φ [16×16] 

Ӄ 3 & Ӄ 4 Φ [32×16 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 5 Φ [32×8 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 6 Φ [32×8] 

Ӄ 7 Φ [32×24 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 8 Φ [32×24] 

Ӄ 9 & Ӄ 10 Φ [16×32 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 11 Φ [8×32 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 12 Φ [8×32] 

Ӄ 13 Φ [24×32 or 16×16] 

Ӄ 14 Φ [24×32] 
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Table 5.1 displays the subset of PU modes selection process of the proposed implementation at 

32×32 level which comprises skip, intra and inter-modes. An individual template(s) within the 

group of Templates [Ӄ1 to Ӄ14] could select either a direct mode (e.g. 32×8 using Ӄ6) or a subset 

of inter-modes (e.g. 32×8 or 16×16 using Ӄ5) based on the appeared patterns of VABs and 

NABs. The selection of 16×16 mode in the subsequent case is approved by the frequency of 

more VABs revealing in the video contents and in this regard, compared to any other modes (e.g. 

skip (Skip), intra (int.) and inter (Φ) in Table 5.1), at 32×32 level, the 16×16 level modes are 

prioritized for better block partitioning. To be specific, at 32×32 level, if any 16×16 level mode 

is selected, then smaller modes including 8×8 at 16×16 level are explored for a subset selection 

according to the distribution of VABs and NABs which is further demonstrated in Figure 5.10. 

Unlike the HM with partially-exhaustive mode selection, the proposed technique checks at most 

two options for 32×32 level and five options for 16×16 and 8×8 levels in order to select a subset 

of candidate mode(s). Therefore, compared to the partially-exhaustive or full-exhaustive 

outlook, we called this a direct PU mode selection approach of the proposed scheme.  

 

Figure 5.10: Subset of inter-mode selection at 16×16, and 8×8 levels according to the appeared 

pattern of VABs and NABs.  
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5.3.4. Threshold (₰) Determination for FMSSM     

In the proposed technique, we applied the static threshold and set it to ₰ = 0.25 although we 

considered both homogeneous and heterogeneous motion regions in the blocks. We also noticed 

the ₰ value to properly fit with the JCT-VC recommended QP values (i.e. 22, 27, 32, and 37) 

and a wide variety of test sequences having different aspects of object motions, camera motions, 

and resolutions. Whether the value was kept higher or lower than 0.25, detection of VABs for 

coding also became inappropriate, and this trend was noticed almost for all sequences. Moreover, 

in the proposed method, we noticed more compact distribution of cost function values that could 

validate the use of ₰ = 0.25 by identifying an alignment of VABs with higher values of FMSSM.  

5.4. Experimental Results and Discussions 

To verify the proposed method’s effectiveness, experiments were conducted with one CIF 

sequence- Tennis and the JCT-VC recommended eighteen Class sequences including the Class-

A, Class-B, Class-C Class-D, and Class-E. As the parts of motivational analysis were carried out 

using the Tennis sequence, its experimental results were just appended. The test sequences 

represented a wide range of contents, different aspects of object motions, camera motion, 

resolutions, and complexity of the contents. The sequence resolutions and the JCT-VC 

recommended test conditions are presented in Table 5.2. We first assess the performance of 

proposed method with the HM15.0 and then compare with existing six recent state-of-the-art 

methods (to be reported in Table 5.5). 

5.4.1. Experimentation Setup     

The proposed scheme and the HEVC mode selection scheme were developed based on the 

reference software HM 15.0 ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM 

Software Manual, CVS server ") and tested it under the common test conditions of the HEVC 

standardization (F Bossen & Common, 2013). The RD performance of both schemes was 

compared by considering the maximum CU size of 64×64 that enabled both symmetric and 

asymmetric partitioning block size ranging from 64×64 to 8×8 levels. The performance of both 

techniques was measured in the context of BD-PSNR, BD-BR (Bjontegaard, 2001), and 

encoding time-savings by enabling the RA and LD test configurations using QP = [22, 27, 32, 
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and 37]. We used the search length ±64 pixels for the horizontal and vertical directions and ran 

the anchor HM with the fast encoding mode decision tools turned on.  

Table 5.2: The JCT-VC recommended eighteen Class sequences and their corresponding test 

conditions to carry out the experiment. 

Class Resolution Sequence Frames encoded Frame-rate (fps) 

CIF 352×288 Tennis 300 30 

A 2560×1600 
Traffic 150 30 

PeopleOnStreet 150 30 

B 1920×1080 

Cactus 500 50 

Kimono 240 24 

ParkScene 240 24 

BQTerrace 600 60 

BasketballDrive 500 50 

C 832×480 

BasketballDrill 500 50 

PartyScene 500 50 

BQMall 600 60 

RaceHorses 300 30 

D 416×240 

BQSquare 600 60 

BasketballPass 500 50 

BlowingBubbles 500 50 

RaceHorses 300 30 

E 1080×720 

FourPeople 600 60 

Johny 600 60 

KristenAndSara 600 60 
 

5.4.2. Computational Time Analysis     

To justify the computational time-saving, let us first calculate the HM and proposed method’s 

average number of modes per coding block for the selection of a subset of modes. To decide for 

a particular mode/set-of-modes, if any technique checks almost all the modes in one or more 

coding depth levels in a partially-exhaustive manner, theoretically it should require more 

computational time compared to the direct mode selection approach. We noticed the HM checks 

more options for all type of sequences and require more encoding time. The numeric values 

presented in the second and third column of Table 5.3 indicate an average number of modes 

checked by the HM and the proposed technique respectively at the RA test condition. The fourth 

column of the Table presents theoretically obtained average percentage of time-saving of the 

proposed scheme where the Class-E type shows more than 42% time-saving as their content 

possess smoother motions without frequent scene changes. The second highest encoding time-
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saving was obtained for Class-B type (39.06%), and over nineteen sequences of all categories, 

the proposed method obtained average time-saving is 39.22%. However, we noticed the 

proposed technique requires 6.83% extra time due to carry out phase correlation, saliency and 

background modelling related pre-processing overheads. Thus, theoretically, we anticipate 

saving 32.39% average encoding time compared to the HM15.0.  

Table 5.3: A theoretical investigation- the proposed technique obtained average percentage of time-

savings (against the HM) for each type of Class sequence based on an average number of modes 

selected per CU by enabling the RA test condition. 

Sequence 

types 

HM checked average 

no. of modes per CU  

Proposed method checked average 

no. of modes per CU 

Average percentage of 

time-saving (%)  

Class- A 21.14 13.02 38.41 

Class- B 19.87 12.11 39.06 

Class- C 20.96 12.87 38.59 

Class- D 17.26 10.82 37.31 

Class- E 18.09 10.36 42.73 

Average time-saving 39.22 
 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the average time-saving (Λ) of the proposed method against the HM 

at RA and LD test configuration settings. Over nineteen different sequences and a wide range of 

bit-rates, experimentally it obtained on average 33.86% (range: 27.65%~39.12%) encoding 

time- saving for RA condition and 29.09% (range: 22.51%~34.31%) for LD condition as 

demonstrated in Figure 5.11. Both for RA and LD test conditions, it appeared to obtain the 

highest time-savings (39.12% and 34.31% respectively) at QP=37, while at QP=22, time-savings 

moved to the lowest (27.65% and 22.51% for RA and LD cases respectively). This was due to 

handling the higher percentage of motion blocks at higher bit-rates and encoding them with 

appropriate modes to obtain improved RD performance.  

 

Figure 5.11: Illustration of average time-savings of the proposed method (against the HM15.0) at 

different QPs by enabling the RA and LD test configurations.  
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Note that to calculate the encoding time savings, we first subtracted the proposed method 

required encoding time form the HM required encoding time, then divided it by the HM encoding 

time, and finally multiplied it by 100% as presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. For further 

analysis, we calculated the required encoding time of both techniques based on video categories 

and noticed the proposed scheme achieved 33.18% average time-savings at RA test condition 

and 30.45% at LD condition compared to the HM15.0 as shown in Figure 5.12. For Class-E type 

sequence, the proposed method obtained the highest encoding time-saving since it could simply 

generate a stable background using DBM. In contrast, the BasketballDrill sequence of Class-C 

obtained the lowest encoding time-saving both at RA and LD test conditions (23.43% and 

20.96% respectively) although it showed more improved RD performance compared to any other 

Class sequences. Both at bit-rate and video type basis, the RA configuration showed higher time-

saving than the LD configuration, however, the RD performance at LD condition was superior 

to the RA condition which will be discussed in the following Section 5.4.3. 

 

Figure 5.12: Illustration of average time-savings of the proposed method (against the HM15.0) for 

different sequence types by enabling the RA and LD test conditions.  

5.4.3. RD Performance Analysis     

Figure 5.13 shows the HM and the proposed method selected block partitioning modes for the 

block at (2, 5) position (indicated by red square in (a)) for the 16th frame of Tennis sequence. We 

used this block into the discussion in Figure 5.6 as well. This complex-motion block was further 

zoomed in Figure 5.13 (b) and (c) for better visualization in which the white area indicate high 

motion areas. The HM uses 16×32 mode for partitioning it which is not sufficiently appropriate 

to cover the entire motion areas as the structure of 16×32 mode is not identical with the appeared 

motion in that block. In contrast, the proposed technique can better identify the motion shapes 

of moving objects by using the DBM and partitions accordingly. Thus, it used a subset of three 
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modes [i.e. 8×16, 16×8, and 8×8] for partitioning this complex-motion block and determined the 

final mode from the 16×16 or 8×8 level. The rationale of spending few more bits for coding such 

high motion block was to improve quality. As the mode selection approach of the HM was 

partially-exhaustive in nature, it could skip some best modes for partitioning numerous blocks 

having complex video contents in the higher coding depth levels. 

 

(a) Original full-resolution image of Tennis and the example red block is to be partitioned 

 

(b) The HM15.0 adopted block partitioning 

mode selection for the red marked block in (a)  

 

(c) The proposed technique adopted block 

partitioning modes for the red marked block in (a) 

Figure 5.13: Block partitioning modes obtained for the block at (2, 5) position of Tennis 

sequence using the HM and proposed technique. The whitish inside the images of (b) and 

(c) indicates the high motion areas.  

Figure 5.14 shows the HM and the proposed method selected average percentage of four 

different depth level modes for the BasketballDrill sequence using the QPs [22, 27, 32, and 37]. 

The content of this sequence covered the movements of players with frequent motions, and the 

proposed technique used higher depth level modes (could be 16×16 and 8×8) for appropriate 

partitioning of higher motion blocks. Due to encoding the extended number of motion blocks, 

its time-savings at RA and LD condition went to the lowest. In contrast, we noticed the Traffic 

sequence to have relatively smoother motion areas and the percentage of proposed method 

selected 16×16 and 8×8 level modes also decreased while increasing the 32×32 and 64×64 level 

modes. The utilization of higher percentage of skip, 64×64, or 32×32 level modes could 

determine the smooth background with relatively larger block size. An example of mode 

distributions for the Traffic sequence is shown in Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.14: The HM and proposed method selected average percentage of depth level-0 (64×64 

level) to depth level-3 (8×8 level) mode distributions for the BasketballDrill sequence.  

 

 

Figure 5.15: The HM and proposed method selected average percentage of depth level-0 (64×64 

level) to depth level-3 (8×8 level) mode distributions for the Traffic sequence.  

Next, let us concentrate on the frame level PSNR of both techniques in Figure 5.16 (a) and 

(b) for Tennis and Traffic sequence respectively. Compared to the HM, the proposed technique 

obtained relatively improved PSNR values almost for all encoded frames of the Tennis sequence 

at QP=27. However, for most frames of Traffic sequence, it could obtain the similar PSNR values 

in most frames and slightly improved PSNR for few frames against HM at QP=22. The outcomes 

of both (a) and (b) in Figure 5.16 were presented at LD test condition as the RD performances 

of proposed technique are more improved at LD test configuration settings compared to the RA 

condition. The detailed RD performance results for six sequences (one from each category) with 

LD test condition and the additional results of all sequences with both RA and LD conditions 

are presented in Figure 5.17 and Table 5.4 respectively. 
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(a) Frame level PSNR for Tennis sequence at QP=27 using the LD test condition 

 

(b) Frame level PSNR for Traffic sequence at QP=22 using the LD test condition 

Figure 5.16: Frame-by-frame level PSNR comparison of the HM and proposed technique for the 

Tennis and Traffic sequence using the GOP size 4. The fluctuation in the graphs is due to the gradual 

degradation of PSNRs from frames for the I-frame.  

Figure 5.17 shows RD performance graphs of both techniques for different sequence types at QP 

= [22, 27, 32, and 37] and also reports the proposed method obtained minimum to the maximum 

PSNR difference (i.e. ΔPSNR) against the HM. It obtains the [min ~ max] ΔPSNR values 

[0.03dB ~ 0.34dB], [0.00dB ~ 0.04dB], [0.00dB ~ 0.47dB], [0.01dB ~ 0.89dB], [-0.02dB ~ 

0.26dB], and [-0.04dB ~ 0.43dB] for the Tennis, Traffic, Cactus, BasketballDrill, BQSquare, 

and FourPeople respectively. Thus, the obtained maximum achievable ΔPSNR is 0.89dB, e.g. 

at 11,200 Kbps for the BasketballDrill sequence in Figure 5.17 which is an equivalent reduction 

of 8.71% bit-rates. Compared to the HM and for most sequences of Figure 5.17, the proposed 

coding strategy yields relatively improved RD performance at higher bit-rates which is due to 

the generation and utilization of better quality background reference frame at higher bit-rates. 

The proposed method reproduced results for nineteen sequences in terms of BD-PSNR, BD-BR, 

and the encoding time saving (Λ) are reported in Table 5.4. The ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign associated with 

the BD-PSNR, BD-BR indicate the increment and decrement respectively, while no sign with Λ 

indicates the time-savings of the proposed method against the HM. Once we carried out the BD-

PSNR and BD-BR calculation according to the individual sequence, we noticed the 
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BasketballDrill of Class-C performed the best and the RaceHorses of Class-C performed the 

worst both for RA and LD cases. The inferior RD performance of the RaceHorses in Class-C 

was due to the failure of establishing a stable background for the whole scene. 

  

  

  

Figure 5.17: The RD performance comparison of the proposed technique against the HM15.0. 

Once we calculated the average of BD-PSNR and BD-BR for the sequences of each Class 

type in Table 5.4, we noticed the proposed technique to obtain the similar performance with the 

HM for Class-B type at LD configuration (i.e. improves 0.04dB BD-PSNR and reduces 0.19% 

BD-BR). However, at RA configuration, it could improve 0.01dB BD-PSNR by reducing 0.07% 

BD-BR. For the Cactus of Class-B, it could improve the RD performance as the contents of this 

sequence included a large homogeneous region in the background. The sequences in Class-E, on 

the other hand, could demonstrate more improved RD performance compared to other Class 

types. This was because the Class-E sequences have relatively large homogeneous background 
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regions with little motion where the DBM could perform its best. Thus, the proposed method 

could obtain average 0.15dB BD-PSNR improvement and 1.57% BD-BR reduction for LD and 

0.09dB BD-PSNR improvement and 0.95% BD-BR reduction for the RA test condition. It could 

also save the highest encoding time-savings both for RA (36.26%) and LD (32.91%) conditions 

using the Class-E type sequences. The still background regions of large portions were decided 

not to be split which resulted in large time-savings. The overall results of Table 5.4 revealed the 

proposed method has improved 0.12dB BD-PSNR and decreased 0.86% BD-BR on average at 

LD test condition and improve 0.08dB BD-PSNR with 0.58% BD-BR reduction at RA condition. 

Table 5.4: Performance comparison of the proposed technique against the HM using BD-PSNR, BD-

BR, and encoding time saving (Λ) at RA and LD test conditions. The sequences are ordered here 

according to Table 5.2. 

Sequence 

RA Test Condition LD Test Condition 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

BD-BR 

(%) 

Encoding Time 

Saving (Λ)  (%) 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

BD-BR 

(%) 

Encoding Time 

Saving (Λ) (%) 

Tennis 0.11 -0.93 38.51 0.14 -1.98 36.43 

Traffic 0.03 -0.11 29.67 0.05 -0.19 27.38 

PeopleOnStreet 0.01 -0.08 39.37 0.07 -0.08 37.61 

Cactus 0.08 -0.39 27.83 0.13 -0.63 22.89 

Kimono 0.04 -0.23 36.94 0.06 -0.29 33.89 

ParkScene -0.03 0.16 33.81 -0.02 0.09 30.92 

BQTerrace -0.02 0.16 38.96 -0.01 0.11 31.24 

BasketballDrive 0.08 -0.26 33.81 0.11 -0.47 29.96 

BasketballDrill 0.24 -2.21 23.43 0.32 -2.76 20.96 

PartyScene 0.06 -0.66 36.69 0.09 -0.89 39.28 

BQMall 0.04 -0.32 36.82 0.11 -0.52 31.82 

RaceHorses -0.04 0.41 37.27 -0.03 0.21 34.57 

BQSquare 0.08 -0.11 31.52 0.12 -0.16 32.98 

BasketballPass 0.16 -0.79 32.07 0.21 -1.13 26.83 

BlowingBubbles 0.27 -2.83 28.79 0.36 -2.91 25.44 

RaceHorses -0.01 0.08 24.93 -0.03 0.13 23.77 

FourPeople 0.13 -1.28 34.62 0.18 -2.09 30.54 

Johny 0.09 -0.96 38.79 0.16 -1.71 35.25 

KristenAndSara 0.07 -0.63 35.38 0.13 -0.91 32.95 

Average 0.08 -0.58 33.64 0.12 -0.86 30.77 
 

5.4.4. Overall Performance Analysis     

To justify the proposed method’s effectiveness, its results were compared with seven recent 

mode selection based fast coding approaches and reported in Table 5.5. The technique presented 
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by (Correa et al., 2015) obtained the highest time-saving (65%) at RA condition although they 

sacrificed 0.06dB BD-PSNR and 1.35% bit-rate increment on average for ten sequences. The 

method introduced by (Pan et al., 2014) almost similarly performed with the method presented 

by (Shen et al., 2015). Although the encoding time-savings in Pan’s method was higher than 

Shen’s method by 15%, the BD-PSNR and BD-BR results revealed Shen’s method to perform 

better regarding bit-rate savings by 0.04% and 0.17% at RA and LD conditions respectively. The 

method introduced by (Shen et al., 2015) also performed better than (Pan, Lei, et al., 2016) in 

terms of coding gain and time savings at RA and LD test conditions. Over eighteen sequences, 

the approach presented by (Ahn et al., 2015) demonstrated the superior performance compared 

to the one by (Xiong et al., 2014) in terms of both bit-rate reduction and encoding time-savings. 

Table 5.5: Performance comparison of different fast inter-coding methods using BD-PSNR, BD-BR, 

and encoding time saving (Λ) at RA and LD test conditions. 

Algorithms 

RA Test Condition LD Test Condition 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

BD-BR 

(%) 

Encoding 

Time (Λ) 

(%) 

BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

BD-BR 

(%) 

Encoding 

Time (Λ) 

(%) 

(Pan et al., 

2014) 
- 0.01 + 0.40 56 - 0.01 + 0.40 56 

(Xiong et al., 

2014) 
- - - - 0.07 + 2.21 40 

(Ahn et al., 

2015) 
- + 1.40 49 - + 1.00 42 

(Shen et al., 

2015) 
- 0.01 + 0.36 39 - 0.01 + 0.23 39 

(Correa et al., 

2015) 
- 0.06 + 1.35 65 - - - 

(H. Lee et al., 

2015) 
0.00 + 0.02 33 + 0.01 - 0.35 30 

(Pan, Lei, et 

al., 2016) 
- 0.03 + 0.86 12 - 0.02 + 0.55 15 

Proposed 

Technique 
+ 0.08 - 0.58 34 + 0.12 - 0.86 31 

 

The approach introduced by (H. Lee et al., 2015) showed virtually no coding loss compared 

the existing approaches presented in Table 5.5 regarding improving the BD-PSNR (i.e. 0.01dB) 

and reducing the BD-BR (i.e. 0.35%) at LD test configuration. At RA test condition, they could 

not improve the BD-PSNR, however, could reduce some bit-rates. In both cases, their technique 

saved [30% ~ 33%] average encoding time. After all, they improved 0.01dB BD-PSNR by 

reducing 0.16% BD-BR and saving 32% encoding time on average. The proposed coding 
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technique on the other hand, similarly performed as Lee’s method in terms of time-savings for 

both RA and LD test cases. However, it outperformed all the existing state-of-the-art methods 

presented in Table 5.5 in the context of both reducing bit-rates i.e. 0.86% and 0.58% BD-BR for 

LD and RA test conditions respectively and improving the BD-PSNR i.e. 0.12dB and 0.08dB 

for LD and RA test conditions respectively. 

5.4.5. Subjective Quality Estimation     

To subjectively assess the reproduced image quality, in this work, once again, we employed the 

DSCQS according to the test conditions of (Assembly, 2003). The sequences were sequentially 

organized to conduct this test, and the viewing participants were asked for rating the quality of 

the HM and proposed method generated sequences on a continuous scale within a value range 

of ‘0’ to ‘1’. The “Excellent”, “Good”, “Fair”, “Poor” and “Bad” quality contents fall into the 

range of “0.90~1.0”, “0.80~0.89”, “0.70~0.79”, “0.60~0.69”, and “0.50~0.59” respectively. For 

evaluation purpose, we present an example in Figure 5.18 where (a) shows the original image of 

Tennis sequence taken for subjective assessment. Figure 5.18 (b) and (c) illustrate the reproduced 

images by the HM and the proposed method respectively. For quality comparison, we focus on 

the Tennis ball in three images which were marked by yellow (left), blue (middle) and red (right) 

circles respectively. It can be observed that the Tennis ball in the HM reproduced image does 

not seem to be exactly circular which might be a kind of quality distortion. However, the 

proposed technique produced image in Figure 5.18 (c) could keep the similar circular shape of 

the ball like that of the original image in Figure 5.18 (a). The images in Figure 5.18 (b) and (c) 

are obtained from the 16th frame of Tennis sequence at QP = 22 as a random selection. The bits 

per frame values are 64263 and 64251, and the PSNR values are 44.37dB and 44.49dB for the 

HM and the proposed method respectively.   

 

  (a) Original image of Tennis 

sequence 

 

  (b)  The HM reproduced image of 

Tennis sequence 

 

(c)  Proposed method reproduced 

image of Tennis sequence 

Figure 5.18: Subjective quality evaluation of the HM and proposed method using Tennis sequence.  
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The assessment results (mean scores) carried out for six sequences (i.e. one from each sequence 

type) by employing eight participants are summarized in Figure 5.19 (a) which indicates 

relatively higher mean score obtained by the proposed method in most cases except Traffic. The 

content of this sequence have an innumerable number of objects which was although better 

coded; its overall perceived visual quality could not impress the scorer to provide a higher score. 

Once the average result was calculated for all videos, the score at the top of the graphs outlined 

in Figure 5.19 (b) indicate relatively improved obtained quality for the proposed technique.  

 

(a) Mean score of eight participants for individual sequence 

 

 

(b) Mean score of eight participants over all 

sequences employed in (a) 

 

Figure 5.19: Subjective quality assessment for the HM and proposed technique using the participants’ 

mean score of the individual sequence as well as all sequences.  

  

5.5. Summary 

In this chapter, a fast video coding framework has been introduced under the existing HEVC 

recommended coding architecture by analyzing various motion and salient features. The existing 

fast mode selection methods with full dependency on the Lagrangian cost function could not 

reach the improved RD performance with the HM. To boost-up the HM performance by focusing 

on computational complexity reduction, while improving image quality, the proposed technique 

used simple yet efficient FMSSM criteria. The features of the FMSSM were determined by 

employing the dynamic background and visual saliency modelling respectively. Based on the 

FMSSM value distribution in a CU, a subset of modes was explored in the pre-processing phase 

which was fully independent of the existing LCF. Since the proposed technique could carry out 

mode selection with simple FMSSM criteria, it reduced 32.20% (raging 22.89% ~ 39.37%) 
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average encoding time compared to the HM15.0. With the exploration of uncovered and static 

background areas for coding (using the dynamic background modelling) and efficiently selecting 

the appropriate block partitioning modes, the proposed technique could also improve 0.12dB 

BD-PSNR, or equivalently reduces 0.86% BD-BR on average as compared to the HM. The 

introduced texture coding framework is expected to facilitate a number of electronic devices 

with limited processing resources for faster using the HEVC features with improved image 

quality. The discussions so far conveyed are based on the texture video contents.  

Interestingly, the multiview video employs the utilization of both texture and depth video 

information from different angles to create a 3D video for more realistic view of a scene. 

Therefore, similar to the texture video, we further focused on depth coding quality improvement 

by reducing the computational complexity of the HM. However, unlike texture, the depth video 

was determined by the gray scale map and the texture similarly metric was not always equivalent 

to the corresponding depth similarity metric especially at edge levels. Usually, the contents of 

depth sequences incurred with extensive burden in terms of detecting and encoding its complex 

and irregular edges. Therefore, the enhancement of depth coding performance in the context of 

both improving the coding quality and reducing the computational complexity went through 

resolving a number of major concerns: (i) whether the straight-forward implementation of 

already developed texture coding architecture could be suitable enough to capture various 

aspects of depth object motions including edges; (ii) whether the existing inter-modes of the 

HEVC standard are sufficient for different more complex depth block partitioning; (iii) whether 

it requires to develop an independent depth coding framework to overcome the limitations of 

different texture assisted depth coding techniques (discussed in Chapter 2) by avoiding the 

texture-depth misalignment issue; and finally (iv) since the depth map itself is not visible for a 

viewer, and it is typically used to render virtual views in a 3D video system, therefore, the true 

justification of the proposed method’s quality improvement further requires the employment of 

synthesized views which are the actual perceived view for the end users. All the aforementioned 

issues will be addressed in the next chapter by aiming the coding quality improvement of HEVC 

encoder on depth videos. 
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Chapter 6 

Improved Depth Coding for HEVC Focusing on 

Depth Edge Approximation 

Similar to the texture coding part which has been successfully developed for the computational 

complexity reduction and coding quality improvement of HM, the contribution of this Chapter 

further focuses on evolving an efficient depth coding framework towards aiming the 

computational time reduction of the HM with improved coding quality. However, unlike texture, 

the depth video is a gray scale map that represents the distance between the camera and 3D points 

in a scene and the texture image loses its proper correspondence with depth image- called the 

texture-depth misalignment issue. As presented in Chapter 2, different texture-assisted depth 

coding procedures are capable of saving bits to improve depth coding quality by estimating 

motion information from corresponding texture video. However, such processes mostly sacrifice 

encoding time due to the recurrent switching among views between texture and depth. Other 

inter-prediction based depth coding methods could reduce encoding time by analyzing statistical 

mode correlation and fast mode selection. These processes mostly sacrifice coding quality since 

they completely depend on the existing HEVC modes and could not properly approximate the 

depth edge motions.        

To address the aforementioned limitations, in this Chapter, in addition to the existing block 

partitioning modes in the HEVC, for the first time, an extra pattern mode is incorporated into 

the HEVC coding framework to handle different complex depth motions at edge levels. 

Moreover, an independent depth coding framework was developed not only to provide better 

interactivity among views but also avoid texture-depth misalignment issue.    

This Chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction and a theoretical analysis on the 

content-aware pattern selection are presented in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 respectively. The 

proposed coding strategy that focuses on pattern mode coding followed by the overall mode 

selection process is detailed in Section 6.3. The experimental results are broadly analyzed in 
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Section 6.4, while the performance on synthesized view is illustrated in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 

summarizes this Chapter. 

The Chapter-related articles have previously been published in the (i) Elsevier Journal on 

Signal Processing: Image Communication (Podder, Paul, Rahaman, et al., 2017), (ii) IEEE 

International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (Podder et al., 2016b), and (iii) IEEE 

International Conference on Computer and Information Technology (Podder, Paul, et al., 

2015c). 

6.1. Introduction 

The existing multiview video coding techniques presented in the literature encode both texture 

and depth videos by jointly exploiting texture video information for the corresponding depth 

video coding to reduce computational time as the texture and depth videos have motion similarity 

in representing the same scene. These processes suffer from the following unavoidable 

limitation: misalignment with large residuals may occur between the depth and texture edges 

when texture-assisted depth prediction strategy is applied (S. Li et al., 2014).  

 

(a) Gray scale image of Newspaper sequence 
 

(b) Corresponding depth image of Newspaper 

Figure 6.1: The distinction of a depth image from its gray scale presentation. In (b), the contents of 

the red block denote an example of appeared irregular motion patterns at depth edges. 

Compared to the reference texture image in Figure 6.1 (a), the appeared depth image in 

Figure 6.1 (b) demonstrates the lack of appropriate correspondence particularly in the edge like 

areas due to the existence of irregular motion patterns. For example, the contents of the red block 

in texture image (Figure 6.1 (a)) have been appeared with distinct edges in the corresponding 

red block of depth image in (b). Since the depth maps are highly susceptible to coding errors, 

more computational time would be required not only to engage more bits for error compensation 
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but also for view switching between texture and depth. To reduce this computational complexity 

of different texture-assisted depth coding techniques, the depth coding procedures which have 

been developed mostly depend on the interview, intercomponent, and statistical mode 

correlations. However, since the existing inter-modes of the HEVC could not explicitly detect 

and properly encode different complex edge motions of depth objects (to be detailed in Section 

6.4.2), those processes eventually sacrifice coding quality. 

To address the introduced limitations and for more accurate motion modelling focusing at 

depth edges, the projected depth coding method (PDCM) embeds and exploits an extra pattern 

mode for depth motion detection. The pattern mode is comprised of a group of pattern templates 

having various rectangular and non-rectangular object shapes and edges compared to the existing 

modes in the HEVC. In addition to that, an independent coding framework was developed (based 

on HEVC) without considering its corresponding texture. The rationale is not only to improve 

interactivity within views by avoiding texture-depth misalignment issue but also to save bits by 

skipping the necessity of coding the large residuals. Presuming the motion detection as a cardinal 

criterion of mode selection, the PDCM also exploits three motion features from phase correlation 

to capture dissimilar motion information from depth contents and performs mode selection 

accordingly. Unlike texture coding, since the depth map itself is not visible to the viewer and 

there is no impact of visual saliency feature on depth region detection, it is not considered in the 

depth coding technique.  

The projected depth coding with embedded pattern mode could improve RD performance 

compared to the HM due to the following reasons: (i) since the patterns are designed to encode 

only the foreground by skipping background areas, it is expected not to require additional bits; 

(ii) once the pattern mode is selected in a block, it can outperform other inter-modes by detecting 

complex depth motions and obtaining the lowest cost for that block; and finally (iii) during the 

pattern mode selection, the larger blocks are represented by smaller blocks for finer level motion 

estimation and appropriate mode selection to improve the RD performance.  

The insertion of extra pattern mode should theoretically require additional computational 

time. However, the proposed implementation can reduce encoding time by adopting the 

following strategies: (i) selecting the pattern mode in lower depth level, it can ignore the 

exploration of other modes at the next higher levels, thereby reducing encoding time by avoiding 

further branching; (ii) it adopts the strategy of encoding only the motion blocks of depth object; 

and finally (iii) it selects a subset of modes using an innovative pre-processing motion criterion. 

Experimental results revealed that the PDCM with independent depth coding framework can 
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save about 30% average encoding time while improving 0.10dB BD-PSNR on average compared 

to the HEVC implementation HM15.0.   

6.2. A Theoretical Analysis on Content-based Pattern Selection 

As discussed in the Introduction, the coding efficiency of the independent depth coding 

framework mainly depends on more accurate motion detection of depth objects. Therefore, the 

ability to incorporate the new pattern mode can better focus on approximating the depth edge 

motions for more efficient coding. This is because the design architecture of existing HEVC 

block partitioning modes may be appropriate mainly to handle the regular and square shaped 

motion patterns in a block. However, they would not be suitable enough for partitioning the 

depth object having partial foreground motion with irregular edges and background aligned to 

rectangular and square shapes. In contrast, the pattern mode comprises 32 different shaped 

pattern templates (to be discussed in 6.3.2) having various regular (i.e. rectangular and square) 

and non-regular object shapes and edges. 

 

(a) The difference between the 10th and 11th 

frame of Newspaper sequence. The red block at (8, 10) 

position is considered for analysis 

 

(b) The red marked block in (a) is highlighted 

and theoretically anticipated pattern templates 

(indicated by Pn) for motion detection        

Figure 6.2: Theoretically anticipated pattern templates (i.e. P7 and P28 out of 32) for depth motion 

detection for the block at (8, 10) position of the Newspaper sequence using the PDCM. 

Let us concentrate on the existence of typical irregular motion pattern appearing in the red 

marked block at (8, 10) position of the Newspaper sequence shown in Figure 6.2 (a). The block 

is highlighted in (b) for better visualization where the whitish region indicate motion areas. In 

such cases, the HM can obtain the best performance by exploring the higher depth level modes 

(e.g. could be 8×8) that requires more bits to encode block partitioning header and motion vector 

information. It also needs higher computational time for the prediction of the motion vector at 

different depth levels. To deal with such unusual motion patterns that have partial foreground of 
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a block, it requires an implementation of more robust motion detection technique which could 

perhaps work better to preserve image quality. Formerly (Paul & Murshed, 2010, 2011) 

introduced pattern based coding technique focusing on block partitioning (using motion 

templates) for improving the perceptual image quality of texture video using the H.264 standard. 

As the depth foreground is smoother than texture and the residue in depth is less than the texture, 

this set of templates can better work in depth coding especially for the detection of complex edge 

motions. Moreover, compared to the texture, as the bit-rate count in the corresponding depth 

video is comparatively lower, the pattern based approach should better suit in depth coding for 

further improving the compression efficiency as they could save bits by encoding only the 

foreground motion regions. Therefore, in the proposed implementation, we incorporate the 

pattern based coding strategy for explicit motion detection of depth objects using the HEVC 

standard. Since the HEVC possesses the hierarchical tree structured block partitioning, therefore, 

the pattern mode is operated both at 16×16 and 32×32 levels for better motion modelling at 

various coding depth levels. Moreover, the existing Lagrangian multiplier is further adjusted by 

a weighting factor to embed the pattern mode in the proposed coding architecture. The threshold 

selection criteria are also modified for extracting more explicit motion and encoding it by the 

pattern mode. Now, we theoretically anticipate the suitability of different patterns e.g. P7 and 

P28 (detailed in Figure 6.5) for the detection of foreground motions appeared in Figure 6.2 (b) 

and directly encode them using the newly incorporated pattern mode. Such direct selection 

approach can not only save time by avoiding exhaustive exploration of modes but also reduce 

the bit-rate requirement by avoiding further brunching. The implication of using the pattern 

mode is further detailed in Section 6.4.2. Furthermore, as depth maps are more sensitive to 

coding errors, an approximation of edges by explicit motion modelling could have an impact on 

improving view synthesis quality (Shahriyar, Murshed, Ali, & Paul, 2014). 

6.3. Projected Coding Strategy 

In the PDCM, the phase correlation based three motion features (i.e. predicted motion vector (ϑ), 

phase correlation peak (β), and the ECR (α)) are employed to capture different aspects of motion 

and the captured motions are further classified prior to selecting a subset of modes starting at 

32×32 to higher coding depth levels. The motion categorization process (i.e. complex-motion, 

simple-motion and no-motion) is carried out using mathematically formulated pre-defined 

thresholding criteria which is completely different from the texture coding techniques. The 
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advantages of using the phase correlation with combined motion features over the SAD or MSE 

mainly include: (i) it can provide both the absolute direction and amount of motion and (ii) it 

can estimate motion more accurately to best figure out the absolute type of motion for a depth 

image block. The selection of an individual subset of modes including the pattern mode is carried 

out based on the typified motion. For example, if single-motion is detected, the proposed 

technique exploits all inter-modes at 32×32 level and the pattern mode. For multiple-motions, 

all inter-modes at 16×16 and 8×8 levels and the pattern mode are explored. For finer level motion 

estimation at 32×32, and 16×16 level, the pattern mode that comprises a codebook of different 

shaped predefined pattern templates is activated mainly focusing on approximating irregular 

edges of depth object. From the selected subset, the least value of LCF is employed to determine 

the final mode for a block. The entire process is represented by a process diagram in Figure 6.3, 

and the key steps of proposed implementation are described in the following sections. 

 

Figure 6.3: Process diagram of the proposed mode selection technique for depth coding. 

6.3.1. Block Categorization and Motion representation 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the relationship between the categorized motion blocks with the respective 

motion representation map using different blocks of the 11th frame of the Newspaper sequence. 

Based on the obtained corresponding values of combined motion, the blocks are organized as 

complex-motion (i.e. highest value), simple-motion (i.e. higher value), and no-motion (i.e. lower 

value) and marked with red, purple, and blue respectively. Since they are classified by predefined 

thresholding criteria, therefore to be more specific, if the feature combination value > ₰ for a 

block, it encompasses with complex-motion (i.e. red blocks), else if the value > ξ, it is with 

single-motion (i.e. purple blocks), else the block does not have any motion (i.e. blue blocks); 

where ₰ and ξ indicate threshold1 and theshold2 respectively. In Figure 6.4 (a), from the whole 
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frame, we just illustrate the red, purple and blue blocks at (8, 11), (8, 7), and (4, 8) positions to 

exemplify the existence of multiple, single, and no-motion respectively. The identified motion 

type obtained using the feature synthesis has been justified with a motion representation map 

generated between the 10th and 11th frame of the same sequence as shown in Figure 6.4 (b), 

where the red blocks indicate the overall motion availability and the blue blocks indicate the 

absence of motion. Figure 6.4 (b) has been generated using a 32×32 block size for better 

visualization. If the blocks at (8, 11), (8, 7), and (4, 8) positions in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b) are 

compared, the identical relation in terms of presence or absence of motions is clearly noticed. 

Based on the classified motion, a subset of modes including the pattern mode is initially selected. 

Compared to the existing inter-modes in the HEVC standard, since the pattern mode is 

additionally included, therefore its coding process with the proposed coding architecture is 

described in the following Section 6.3.2.  

 

(a) Different aspects of motion appeared between 10th and 11th frame of Newspaper sequence. The 

complex, simple, and no-motion blocks are denoted as red, purple, and blue based on their combined motion 

feature values (e.g. the highest and lowest value for rad and blue respectively)  

 

(b) Motion representation map generated using combined motion features that indicate motion (red) and 

non-motion (blue) blocks for the 11th frame of Newspaper sequence 

Figure 6.4: Illustration of different kinds of motion obtained at different blocks of the 11th frame (in-

(a)) and its corresponding motion representation map (in-(b)) of Newspaper sequence. 
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6.3.2. Pattern Mode Coding  

To detect a wide variety of edge motions with different shapes and edges, the PDCM emphasizes 

pattern mode that consists of various rectangular and non-rectangular object shapes and edges. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates 32 different shaped patterns comprising 64 pixels which are defined in 

16×16 pixels block. The patterns are designed placing 1s (white regions) in 64-pixel positions 

and 0s (black regions) in the remaining 192-pixel positions in 16×16 pixels block. Thus a 32×32 

block has four 16×16 sub-blocks, thereby having four pattern modes for motion detection using 

32 different shapes of templates for a block. The white and black regions inside the templates 

indicate the presence and absence of motions respectively. The selection of the best pattern 

focuses on using the relevance and similarity metric which jointly provide facility to overcome 

the trade-off between computational complexity and image quality. In the relevancy metric, we 

select a subset of patterns from the pattern codebook using the proximity of gravitational centers 

of the moving region for the block and the pattern. Then in the similarity metric, we use all pixel 

differences between the patterns from the subset and the block. Thus, the relevance metric 

focuses on the gravitational center (GC) to represent all moving pixels, while, the similarity 

metric uses all the pixels to represent that. To describe the Pattern relevance, the GC of a 16×16 

binary matrix is first calculated. 

 

Figure 6.5: Templates of 32 different shaped, 64-pixel patterns, defined in 16×16 blocks, in which 

white regions represent 1 (i.e. presence of motion), and black regions represent 0 (i.e. absence of 

motion). The term “P” stands for the pattern and the subscript numeric values are the numbers of it. 

For the original codebook of patterns (CP), the relevance of the kth block to a pattern Pt is 

then measured by Ϫ𝑘,𝑡 = 𝐷(𝐺(𝑀𝑘), 𝐺(𝑃𝑡)); where D (a, b) denotes the Manhattan distance 

between points a, and b. If the kth block is a candidate active region block (CRB), then the 

customized pattern codebook (CPC) is generated based on the following rule: ∀𝑃𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝑃 ∶ 
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(Ϫ𝑘,𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑅) ⇒  (𝑃𝑡 ∈ 𝐶𝑃𝐶); where TR is the relevance threshold which is a range of values for 

dynamic construction of CPCs. Now, to describe the pattern similarity of the kth block to a 

pattern Pt ∈ CPC can be measured using the following distance:  

           𝐷𝑘,𝑡 =
1

256
 ∑ ∑ |𝑀𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑃𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦)|15

𝑦=0
15
𝑥=0 .                                                                             (6.1) 

Then the motion region of the kth block could be best presented by the pattern Pt such that 

 

          𝐷𝑘,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛
∀𝑃𝑖∈𝐶𝑃𝐶

 (𝐷𝑘,𝑖|𝐷𝑘,𝑖 <  𝑇𝑠)                                                                              (6.2) 

where Ts indicates the similarity threshold which is 0.25 since if none of the 64-pixels of a 

particular pattern covers any part of a motion region, then the pattern similarity metric will be ≥ 

64/256 = 0.25. Further detail about the process of relevance and similarity metric generation can 

be found in (Paul, Murshed, & Dooley, 2005). Thus, the relevance metric makes the selection 

process faster, whereas, the similarity metric targets the image quality. Through the pattern mode 

selection, only the white regions of the patterns are motion compensated for the current block, 

while the black regions are treated as skipped. As we encode only one-fourth of a 16×16 block 

using pattern mode, it could effectively reduce bit-rates and computational time. However, we 

need additional bits to encode the index of the selected pattern template. The existing LM, i.e. λ 

is also adjusted by a weighting factor to embed the pattern mode in the HEVC coding framework. 

It is proven in Section 6.4.2 that there are numerous blocks in which the selection of other inter-

modes would not be suitable enough for partitioning except the pattern mode. This proficient 

selection could eventually contribute to improving the RD performance. Note that a subset of 

modes including pattern mode is selected based on the category of motions and the actual motion 

is estimated and compensated using the selected subset. Now the subset of modes as well as the 

final mode selection process will be explained in the following Section 6.3.3. 

6.3.3. Inter-mode Selection Including the Pattern Mode  

In the proposed scheme, there is a strong correlation between motion classification and a subset 

of inter-mode selection. The motion is classified by analyzing video content, and since the mode 

selection process is executed from the categorized motion, thus, the probability of selecting the 

best partitioning mode is also very high. Table 6.1 depicts the mode selection process of the 

proposed implementation at 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 depth levels based on dissimilar types of 
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motion. It reveals that if there is no existence of motion in a block (i.e. for no-motion block), the 

proposed algorithm partitions it either by Skip or inter 32×32 mode. Once the single- motion is 

detected in a block, the subset of eight modes (i.e. intra 16×16, inter [32×16, 16×32, 32×8, 

32×24, 24×32, 8×32] and the pattern mode) at 32×32 level is explored. Similarly, a subset of 

total nine modes including the pattern mode is checked for 16×16 and 8×8 levels. In Table 6.1, 

Φ, int., Skip, and Ŋ stands for inter, intra, skip, and pattern mode respectively and their selection 

according to the classified motion is reported using the ‘X’ symbol. It can be observed that 

whenever more motion dominating blocks are explored, the proposed algorithm selects modes 

with higher coding depth levels and the rationale of spending few more bits to capture more 

complex depth motions is to ensure more appropriate mode selection at a higher level so that it 

can eventually improve the RD performance. 

Table 6.1: The mode selection procedure of the proposed depth coding technique based on dissimilar 

motion types. In the Table, Φ, int., Skip, and Ŋ stands for inter, intra, skip, and pattern mode 

respectively, while the selection of mode(s) is symbolized by ‘X' marking. 

Pattern mode and the 

modes at 32×32, 

16×16 and 8×8 levels 

Mode determination based on classified motion 

No- motion Simple motion Complex- motion 

int. [16×16}  X  

Skip X   

Φ [32×32] X   

Φ [32×16]  X  

Φ [16×32]  X  

          Φ [32×8]  X  

Φ [32×24]  X  

Φ [24×32]  X  

          Φ [8×32]  X  

Ŋ  X X 

Φ [16×16]   X 

          Φ [16×8]   X 

          Φ [8×16]                X 

Φ [12×16]   X 

          Φ [4×16]   X 

Φ [16×12]       X 

          Φ [16×4]   X 

          Φ [8×8]   X 
 

Both at 32×32 and 16×16 level, we ensure the use of pattern mode (i.e. Ŋ, with templates n 

= [1, 2, 3, up to 32] and Ŋn is the nth selected pattern for a (sub)-block) especially focusing on 

different shapes of moving depth objects. This is due to cover whole motion regions usually 
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uncovered by the traditional mode selection process. In the PDCM coding architecture, the LM 

is multiplied by a weight (i.e. ω = 4 in this experiment) in the pattern mode selection process. 

The rationale of this multiplication is not only to adjust weight of the HM but also restrict the 

selection of pattern mode for those blocks in which motions are not properly aligned with the 

pattern templates. However, the change of LM could result in a high change of coding 

performance, not only in the coding mode selection of the current unit but also the following 

ones as presented in (S. Li et al., 2016). In the proposed scheme, the part of the block is not 

coded with residual, and that also impacts on the coding of future units, therefore, improved 

performance is achieved by a relatively large ω in LCF. An example of the RD performance 

comparison using ω = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 is shown in Figure 6.14, and related analysis is 

provided in Section 6.4.4. Other configuration settings may perform better, however, the 

proposed architecture improves average 0.10dB PSNR compared to the HM15.0 using ω = 4 (to 

be reported in Table 6.3). Moreover, compared to other weights, by selecting ω = 4, it minimizes 

the time overhead of the pattern mode selection process. From the selected subset of motion 

estimation and motion compensation modes, the final mode is determined by using the lowest 

value of the Lagrangian optimization function. The equation for the final mode is: 

         𝛩𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min
∀𝑚

(𝑗(𝑚)) (6.3) 

where 𝑗(𝑚) is the Lagrangian cost function for mode selection, and (𝛩𝑘) is the kth selected final 

mode. 

6.3.4. Depth Coding Threshold   

For all the depth sequences used in this experiment, we observed the trend that if we increase ₰ 

and ξ values, the number of motion blocks decreases. At a given bit-rate, for relatively high 

thresholds, largely stationary regions in an object are classified as no-motion blocks, however, 

for lower thresholds, they are classified as simple/complex- motion blocks. Conversely, if the 

bit-rate is increased and the thresholds are kept stationary, again, numerous regions in the 

moving object may not be classified as motion blocks. These trends motivated us to use a range 

of thresholds in the PDCM. Since the proposed technique was developed based on the motion 

classification strategy, we first derived thresholds against the entire range of QPs used in the 

HEVC. This range of QPs and the proposed method generated corresponding threshold (₰ and ξ 

) values are shown in Figure 6.6. We tested the proposed technique for the whole range of QPs 

using the thresholds in Figure 6.6 and notice that it did not sacrifice the RD performance. From 
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this broad range of QPs, we just selected six popularly used sample QPs and their corresponding 

threshold values that were used in this experiment (presented in Table 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.6: Proposed range of thresholds (₰ and ξ) for the entire range of QPs used in the HEVC. 

We approximated the evaluation of ₰ and ξ using the non-linear functions which are shown in 

(6.4) and (6.5) where the QPs are used as independent variables. 

            ₰ = 0.0445 × √𝑄𝑃 + 0.60 (6.4) 

            ξ = 0.0225 × √𝑄𝑃 + 0.45 (6.5) 

Table 6.2: The range of thresholds for the QPs used in the proposed technique which are applicable 

for various depth video contents. 

QP Threshold1 (₰) Threshold2 (𝛏) 

40 0.88 0.59 

36 0.86 0.58 

32 0.85 0.57 

28 0.83 0.56 

24 0.81 0.56 

20 0.79 0.55 
 

6.4. Experimental Results 

To evaluate the effectiveness of using the PDCM, we performed experiments on nine popularly 

used depth sequences. The sequences with resolutions 1920×1088 (W×H) were GT_Fly, 

Poznan_Street, Poznan_Hall, Poznan_CarPark, and Undo_Dancer, while, the sequences with 
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resolutions 1024×768 (W×H) included Newspaper, Lovebird1, Kendo, and Balloons. The test 

sequences of the experiment were the representatives in the sense that they covered a wide range 

of contents, depths, object motions, and the complexity of the contents. For performance 

evaluation, we first compared the PDCM results with HM15.0 and then compared the produced 

results with existing five recent state-of-the-art methods which will be reported in Table 6.5. 

6.4.1. Experimentation Setup  

The proposed depth edge approximation based coding scheme (i.e. the PDCM) and the HEVC 

with the mode selection scheme were developed based on the HM15.0 ("Joint Collaborative 

Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM Software Manual, CVS server "). Like the HM, we also 

implemented the PDCM by setting the CU as a 64×64 pixel block. Using a wide range of QPs 

(i.e. 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40), the test sequences were encoded with 25 frame rate and search 

range ±64 (horizontal and vertical). The performance evaluation was carried out based on the 

BD-PSNR, BD-BR and the average encoding time-savings. The calculation of BD-PSNR and 

BD-BR were carried out according to (Bjontegaard, 2001). Since the proposed technique mainly 

focuses on improving the depth coding performance, the entire experiment was carried out using 

the middle view of the depth sequences, and their PSNR were calculated accordingly. We further 

tested the proposed algorithm to generate a synthesized view for actual presentation and compare 

its performance with the HM. The calculated PSNR and the synthesized views reproduced by 

both techniques were presented in Section 6.5. As the PDCM was fully devoted to the 

performance improvement of the HEVC only, therefore, in the presented work, all the 

comparisons have been carried out with the HM in every aspect.  

6.4.2. Block Partitioning Modes Analysis  

Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of block partitioning modes by the HM and the PDCM for the 

11th frame of Newspaper sequence at QP=32. We first consider the blocks at (4, 8), (8, 7), and 

(8, 11) positions which encompass with no-motion, simple-motion, and complex-motion 

respectively as described in Figure 6.4. If we observe the blocks at (4, 8) and (8, 7) positions 

(blue and pink squared blocks respectively) in Figure 6.7 (a~b), we observe very similar 

partitioning in both techniques. However, for the remaining block at (8, 11) position (red square) 

in Figure 6.7 (a), the HM selects 8×32 mode for that block by considering its partial motion only. 

This selection is not appropriate enough to obtain the best RD performance due to the lack of 
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proper correspondence between appeared motion and the structure of 8×32 mode. The PDCM 

on the other hand, partitions that of the block using the pattern mode (top-left position of the 

sub-block with the template P16), 8×8 mode (bottom-left sub-block), 16×8 mode (top-right sub-

block), and 8×16 mode (bottom-right sub-block). The reason for selecting the P16 template is 

almost certainly due to having its most structural similarity with the appeared motion in that sub-

block. In Figure 6.7 (b), we also visualized the selection of other different pattern templates 

where we tried to provide the similar shape of the pattern templates as they were generated in 

Figure 6.5 and marked them red according to their selection in the blocks.  

 

(a) Block partitioning by the HM 

 

(b) Block partitioning by the PDCM 

Figure 6.7: An analysis on block partitioning modes for the HM and the proposed technique with 

embedded pattern mode. This mode selection is extracted from the 11th frame of Newspaper video. 

To complete the analysis, we further took into account the block at (8, 10) position which we 

first discussed in Figure 6.2. We anticipated in theory that top-right and bottom-right positions 

of the (8, 10) block to be partitioned using pattern mode by selecting P7 and P28 templates 

respectively. Now in Figure 6.7, we experimentally observed these two pattern templates (i.e. P7 

and P28) to be selected by the proposed technique due to handling motions in those positions as 

better displayed in Figure 6.8. To partition the top-right sub-block of the block at (8, 10) position 

in Figure 6.8 (b), the HM used 8×16 mode. However, the partitioning decision for the bottom-
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right sub-block using 16×8 mode did not reveal appropriate as the appeared motion was not 

identical to the structure of 16×8 mode in that sub-block. In contrast, due to properly captured 

the whole motion area, the PDCM used P7 and P28 templates for the top-right and bottom-right 

sub-blocks respectively and better partitioned them using the pattern mode which is represented 

in Figure 6.8 (c). Such approaches of mode selection can enable the proposed method to obtain 

improved RD performance. 

 
(a) Original depth image of Newspaper sequence (10th frame) and the example red block is 

to be partitioned   
 

 

(b) Sub-block Partitioning pattern adopted by 

the HM 

 

(c) Sub-block partitioning pattern 

adopted by the PDCM 

Figure 6.8: Block partitioning modes for the block at (8, 10) position using the HM (in 

(b)), and the proposed coding technique (in (c)). Compared to (b), the block partitioning 

approach in (c) appears more appropriate in the context of depth motion approximation. 

Figure 6.9 compares mode selection between the HM and the PDCM for the Newspaper 

sequence. In the figure, the HM uses a higher percentage of lower depth level modes for 

partitioning blocks. For this sequence, the PDCM distinctly selects 8.85% pattern mode on 

average by detecting depth motions. The percentage of pattern mode selection is the highest for 

GT_Fly sequence which is 11.24. The content of this sequence reveal rough foreground with 

more dispersive edges, and therefore, the PDCM extensively exploits different pattern templates 

to capture those irregular object motions and selects relatively higher percentage of pattern 

mode. Over nine sequences used in this test, the proposed technique selects 9.63% pattern mode 

on average. 
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Figure 6.9: The HM and the PDCM performed average percentage of mode selection at different 

coding depth levels of Newspaper sequence with distinct pattern mode. 

6.4.3. Encoding Time Analysis  

 To analyze the encoding time of the HM and the PDCM, we first observed the average number 

of modes attempted at each block in a frame for final mode decision. For all the sequences, this 

average was noticed to be higher for the HM compared to the proposed technique and therefore 

the HM requires more encoding time for final mode execution. However, we experimentally 

noticed that PDCM requires 4.81% extra time for the execution of phase correlation and pattern 

matching related pre-processing overheads which has accounted for the final encoding time 

calculation. We demonstrate the computational time analysis of both techniques at the QP and 

video sequence basis. The experimental results revealed that for a wide range of QPs, the 

proposed technique reduces 29.06% encoding time on average although the highest encoding 

time-saving was found at QP=40 (36.12%) as shown in Figure 6.10. However, at QP=20, it 

obtained the least amount of time-saving (21.47%) due to handling the increased number of 

motion blocks and classifying them at a finer level. 

 

Figure 6.10: Demonstration of overall average time-saving for nine sequences obtained by the PDCM 

(against the HM) at different QPs. 
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 Note that to calculate the encoding time savings, we first subtracted the proposed method 

required encoding time from the HM required encoding time, then divided it by the HM encoding 

time, and finally multiplied it by 100% as presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Now the time-

saving results presented for each sequence in Figure 6.11 show that the PDCM can save 30.53% 

average encoding time with the highest saving for the Newspaper sequence (38.65%). In the 

figure, for the first four sequences (with resolutions 1024×768), we experimentally obtained 

33.61%, while, for the rest of the sequences (with resolution 1920×1088), we obtain 27.12% 

average encoding time-saving. The GT_Fly sequence demonstrated the lowest time-saving (i.e. 

24.17%). This was because the proposed technique exploited the highest percentage of pattern 

mode for this sequence (i.e. 11.24% as discussed in Section 6.4.2) by extensively exploring 

pattern templates and thus requiring more extra time. However, GT_Fly shows more improved 

RD performance compared to any other 1920×1088 resolution sequences which are discussed in 

the following RD performance analysis section. 

 

Figure 6.11: Average time-saving of the PDCM for each sequence used in this experiment. 

6.4.4. RD Performance Analysis  

 Prior to the detailed discussion about the RD performance in Figure 6.13, let us first analyze the 

obtained frame level PSNR of the HM and the PDCM at different QPs. To present these results, 

we consider the Newspaper sequence from 1024×768 resolution type and test it at QP=32. Figure 

6.12 (a) shows that almost for all the frames, the PDCM obtained improved PSNR compared to 

the HM. For the same QP, the average PSNR values obtained by the HM and the proposed 

method are 42.36dB and 42.51dB respectively. Another similar example for the Poznan_Street 

sequence (from 1920×1088 resolution type) at QP=28 was provided in Figure 6.12 (b). The 
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outcomes of this sequence show on average of 0.19dB PSNR improvement and for this QP, the 

average PSNR values for the HM and the PDCM are 45.19dB and 45.38dB respectively.  

 

(a) Frame level PSNR distribution for the Newspaper sequence at QP=32 

 

(b) Frame level PSNR distribution for the Poznan_Street sequence at QP=28 

Figure 6.12: Frame by frame level PSNR distribution of the HM and PDCM for Newspaper and 

Poznan_Street sequence using the GOP size 32. 

The RD performance was then evaluated for the whole range of QPs used in this experiment. 

The results of four sequences (two from each resolution types) are demonstrated in Figure 6.13 

for further analysis. In the figure, the RD performance comparison curves of both techniques are 

presented using four QPs (i.e. 20, 24, 28, and 32) for better visualization. The figure also reports 

the minimum to the maximum PSNR difference obtained by the PDCM against the HM. The 

PDCM obtained [min ~ max] PSNR difference (i.e. ΔPSNR) values for Newspaper, Lovebird1, 

GT_Fly, and Poznan_Street are [0.03dB ~ 0.19dB], [0.06dB ~ 0.31dB], [0.04dB ~ 0.43dB], and 

[0.03dB ~ 0.28dB] respectively. Thus, the maximum achievable ΔPSNR of the PDCM is 0.43dB 

against the HM (e.g. at the bit-rate 790 (Kbps) for the GT_Fly sequence in Figure 6.13 which is 

equivalent reduction of 6.14% bit-rates). The outcomes of the figure show relatively improved 

RD performance of the PDCM compared to the mode selection approach in the HM.   
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Figure 6.13: The RD performance comparison of the proposed depth coding method against the 

HM15.0 using four depth sequences. 

 

Table 6.3: Performance comparison of the PDCM against the HM15.0 in terms of BD-PSNR and 

BD-BR. Numeric values with ‘+’ and ‘–’ sign indicate the increment and decrement respectively. 

Sequences Resolutions BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) 

Newspaper 1024×768 + 0.12 - 0.71 

Lovebird1 1024×768 + 0.10 - 0.64 

Kendo 1024×768 + 0.08 - 0.53 

Balloons 1024×768 + 0.09 - 0.59 

Average + 0.10 - 0.61 

GT_Fly 1920×1088 + 0.13 - 0.70 

Poznan_Street 1920×1088 + 0.11 - 0.67 

Poznan_Hall 1920×1088 + 0.09 - 0.56 

Poznan_Carpark 1920×1088 + 0.07 - 0.46 

Undo_Dancer 1920×1088 + 0.08 - 0.54 

Average + 0.09 - 0.58 

Overall-average + 0.10 - 0.59 
 

For additional performance analysis, we presented the comparison results of the proposed 

technique against the HM in terms of BD-PSNR and BD-BR in Table 6.3 where ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign 

indicate the increment and decrement respectively. The table also presents the resolutions of the 

sequences. For the sequences with 1024×768 resolution, the average values of BD-PSNR and 

BD-BR are +0.10dB and -0.61% respectively which was higher than the average values obtained 
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for the 1920×1088 resolution sequences. However, the finally calculated results of Table 6.3 

reveal an overall 0.10dB BD-PSNR gain of the PDCM, while, decreasing average 0.59% BD-

BR compared to mode selection approach in the HM. 

Figure 6.14 illustrates the implication of using ω = 4 in the PDCM. If we gradually decrease 

the value of ω (e.g. 2), relatively large percentage of pattern modes are selected in the proposed 

technique. Thus, their bit-rate requirement is less, however, the residue still remains large that 

leads to a large distortion. As a result, the overall calculated value of 𝑗(𝑚)in equation (6.6) loses 

its suitability to determine the pattern mode as the final mode for a block and eventually the RD 

performance becomes inferior.  

       𝑗(𝑚) = 𝐷(𝑚) + 𝜆 × 𝑅(𝑚)                                                                              (6.6) 

In contrast, for the increased value of ω (e.g. 6), the percentage of pattern modes selection 

decreases sharply. Therefore, due to the selection of other existing modes (available in the HEVC 

standard), the bit-rate requirement becomes much higher; however, since the amount of 

distortion does not reduce significantly, it still leads to the inferior RD performance gain. This 

trend is noticed for the sequences used in this experiment. In fact, this multiplication results in 

the execution of λ×4×R, which significantly increases the overall calculated value of residue in 

a block. Thus, even the largest possible residuals could also be handled while selecting the 

pattern mode. Moreover, employing ω = 4, we ensure the selection of pattern mode only for 

those blocks in which motions are properly aligned with the pattern templates. Figure 6.14 also 

confirms that using both ω = [4, 5] the proposed technique could produce more improved RD 

performance compared to the HM, however, as ω = 4 obtains as its apex, we eventually employ 

it in the proposed experiment. 

 

Figure 6.14: The RD performance outcomes from using different weights to the LM, where ω = 4 

outperforms all other weight combinations to obtain better RD performance that we use in the PDCM. 

The graph is generated by employing the Newspaper sequence. 
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Now we provide an analysis regarding the impact of patterns and the selection of pattern 

mode. Figure 6.15 illustrates the RD performance comparison curves for two sequences (one 

from each resolution type) obtained by the HM, the algorithm with pattern (AWP), and the 

algorithm with no-pattern (AWNP). It is obvious that the AWNP demonstrates inferior RD 

performance in most cases; i.e. sacrifices 0.06dB and 0.09dB BD-PSNR compared to the HM 

for the Newspaper and GT_Fly sequence. Conversely, the AWP improves the RD performance 

with the HM especially handle the irregular depth motions and selecting more appropriate block 

partitioning modes (including the average selection of 9.63% distinct pattern mode). Thus, it can 

obtain 0.11dB and 0.13dB BD-PSNR gain while also reducing 38.65% and 24.17% encoding 

time respectively. However, by employing the AWNP based approach, much higher 

computational time-savings can be obtained; i.e. 59.36% and 42.32% which were 20.71% and 

18.15% more than AWP for the Newspaper and GT_Fly sequence respectively. Considering and 

reviewing all the points of aforementioned discussion, the proposed method was eventually 

developed by integrating the AWP with it. 

 

 

Figure 6.15: The obtained RD performance comparison curves of Newspaper and GT_Fly sequence 

by employing the HM, the algorithm with pattern (AWP), and the algorithm with no-pattern (AWNP) 

based approaches. 

For more particular performance analysis, we compared different fast mode selection 

methods (to be reported in Table 6.4) with the PDCM for the sequences used in the RD curve 

generation in Figure 6.13. The technique adopted by (Yeh et al., 2014) sacrifice on average 
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0.10dB BD-PSNR and increases 2.66% BD-BR. These values went up to 0.23dB and 6.66% 

respectively for the Poznan_Street sequence. However, this method could save 65.11% average 

encoding time compared to the JMVC 8.5 for those four sequences (Lei et al., 2015). On the 

other hand, Lei’s method performed almost similar to JMVC 8.5 where they only sacrificed on 

average 0.01dB BD-PSNR decrement and 0.34% BD-BR increment, while the average 

computational time-saving was 77.56% (Lei et al., 2015). Compared to the approaches of (Yeh 

et al., 2014) or (Lei et al., 2015), the proposed technique achieved a lower percentage of encoding 

time-savings for those four sequences (31.25%) against the HM15.0. However, for the same 

sequences, the proposed technique notably obtained 0.11dB BD-PSNR gain and 0.67% BD-BR 

reduction on average compared to the HM15.0 as shown in Figure 6.13.  

Table 6.4: Performance comparison of the PDCM with two recent depth compression methods for the 

four sequences used in Figure 6.13. 

   Sequence 
Yeh vs. JMVC  Lei vs. JMVC PDCM vs. HM 

BD-PSNR BD-BR BD-PSNR BD-BR BD-PSNR BD-BR 

Newspaper -0.03 + 0.69 -0.03 + 0.63 + 0.12 -0.69 

Lovebird1 -0.10 + 1.54 + 0.01 -0.31 + 0.09 -0.61 

GT_Fly -0.07 + 1.77 -0.00 + 0.21 + 0.11 -0.65 

Poznan_Street -0.23 + 6.66 -0.02 + 0.84 + 0.08 -0.51 

Average -0.10 + 2.66 -0.01 + 0.34 + 0.11 -0.67 
 

6.4.5. Overall Performance Analysis  

 Table 6.5 reveals the performance comparison results of the PDCM against five coding 

techniques recently presented. It can be seen that techniques from (Yeh et al., 2014) and (Lei et 

al., 2015) provide almost the similar performance in terms of BD-PSNR and BD-BR compared 

to other existing methods. They also saved on average 76.65% and 78.07% computational time 

compared to the JMVC 4.0 and JMVC 8.5 respectively. In contrast, the technique introduced by 

(Shen, An, Liu, & Zhang, 2014) performed better compared to Pan’s method. Among the 

existing five schemes, the technique presented by (S. Li et al., 2014) performed the best 

regarding the BD-PSNR improvement, however, it incurred the encoding time increment of over 

7.10% that could limit its uses for a number of faster coding applications. Moreover, the methods 

presented by (Lei et al., 2015; S. Li et al., 2014; Pan, Zhang, & Kwong, 2016; Shen, An, et al., 

2014; Yeh et al., 2014) had been developed based on different versions of the JM (i.e. based on 

the H.264 standard) which could not be straightforwardly applied to different versions of HM 
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(i.e. based on the HEVC standard) due to a number of constraints as discussed in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4. The proposed strategy, in contrast, has been developed based on the HEVC standard.  

Table 6.5: Overall performance analysis of different fast depth coding algorithms in terms of BD-

PSNR, BD-BR, and encoding time savings. 

Algorithms 
BD-PSNR 

(dB) 

BD-BR 

     (%) 

 

Encoding time (Λ) 

(%) 

 

Videos and 

Coder Used 

(Pan, Zhang, et 

al., 2016) 
- 0.10 + 2.14 68.54 06 (JM) 

(S. Li et al., 

2014) 
+ 0.83 - 26.28 - 7.14 05 (JM) 

(Shen, An, et 

al., 2014) 
- 0.08 + 0.60 80.20 06 (JM) 

(Yeh et al., 

2014) 
- 0.07 + 0.26 76.65 06 (JM) 

(Lei et al., 

2015) 
- 0.06 + 0.38 78.07 06 (JM) 

PDCM with 

pattern disabled 
-  0.04 + 0.17 54.67 09 (HM) 

PDCM with 

pattern enabled 
+ 0.10 - 0.59 29.06 09 (HM) 

 

Now, the overall outcomes of the proposed method have been decomposed into parts: (i) 

the PDCM with pattern disabled and (ii) the PDCM with pattern enabled and the obtained results 

are summarized in Table 6.5. The first part mainly focuses on reducing the encoding time by 

which the proposed approach obtained 54.67% encoding time-savings with the comparable 

results presented in the state-of-the-art methods in (Pan, Zhang, et al., 2016), (Shen, An, et al., 

2014), (Yeh et al., 2014), and (Lei et al., 2015), in the context of BD-BR reduction and BD-

PSNR gain. In the second part by enabling pattern, the encoding time-saving was reduced to 

29.06% which is much lower than the first approach as well as the procedures introduced in 

(Pan, Zhang, et al., 2016), (Shen, An, et al., 2014), (Yeh et al., 2014), and (Lei et al., 2015). 

Although the encoding time-saving of the PDCM is lower than the state-of-the-art methods 

presented in (Lei et al., 2015; Pan, Zhang, et al., 2016; Shen, An, et al., 2014; Yeh et al., 2014), 

the PDCM outperformed all other methods in terms of improving the BD-PSNR i.e. +0.10dB 

and reducing the BD-BR i.e. -0.59% on average. On the other hand, the methods presented in 

(S. Li et al., 2014) or (S. Liu et al., 2011) outperformed the PDCM in terms of BD-PSNR gain. 

However, these approaches increased the encoding time. Since the PDCM targets time-saving 

without sacrificing quality, it went through an independent depth coding process and saved much 
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higher percentage of encoding time compared to (S. Li et al., 2014) or (S. Liu et al., 2011). The 

proposed technique also showed relatively improved coding quality compared to the HM, thus, 

it can be employed for a number of electronic devices with limited processing and computational 

resources to use different features of the HEVC standard. However, similar approaches of (S. Li 

et al., 2014) could also be integrated with existing PDCM for its further coding gain. 

6.5. Performance on Synthesized View 

Only independently improved depth map or its corresponding PSNR may not always return 

improved synthesized view. Therefore, we further tested the performance of the HM and PDCM 

on synthesized views. An example of view synthesis was carried out by exploiting information 

from the 3rd and 5th view to generate the 4th view for the Poznan_Street sequence. The outcome 

of this sequence for frame-5 was presented in Figure 6.16. In the figure, (a), (c) and (e) represent 

the generated synthesized views by employing the original depth, the HM, and PDCM 

reproduced depth respectively; while placing the original texture in all cases. Most areas of the 

whole frame in (a), (c), and (e) look very similar at a glance. However, the zooming impact can 

further help us distinguish them from each other. For assessing the image quality, let us first 

concentrate on the zoomed side view of the car indicated by the red ellipse in Figure 6.16 (b) 

which is almost a defect-less synthesized view achieved by employing the original depth. 

However, once the same image was presented by the HM reproduced depth (i.e. contents of the 

yellow ellipse in Figure 6.16 (d)), it clearly lacked the proper correspondence with (b). This was 

perhaps the HM reproduced depth does not always generate good synthesized view similar to 

that one in (b). If the generated synthesized view using original depth (i.e. (b)) is considered as 

the reference, the proposed technique (i.e. (f)) can outperform the HM (i.e. (d)) in terms of 

quality conservation in the boundary areas as displayed in the Figure 6.16 using ellipses. Note 

that to generate the synthesized views, we first went through the image warping technique and 

then applied the inverse mapping as a simple post processing filtering. To this end, once the 

average PSNR of the synthesized views was calculated, the proposed technique could reveal 

0.06dB progress compared to the HM (i.e. 24.63dB and 24.69dB for the HM proposed method 

respectively). It could also improve the average SSIM value by 0.11, i.e. 0.78 and 0.89 for the 

HM and proposed coding technique respectively. 
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(a) Generated synthesized view using the 

original depth 

 

(b) Certain portion is zoomed 

for analysis 

 

(c) Generated synthesized view using the HM 

reproduced depth 

 

(d) Certain portion is zoomed 

for analysis 

 

(e) Generated synthesized view using the 

proposed method reproduced depth 

 

(f) Certain portion is zoomed 

for analysis 

 
 

Figure 6.16: Generated synthesized views for the whole frame using the original depth (in (a)), the 

HM reproduced depth (in (c)), and the proposed method reproduced depth (in (e)). For additional 

analysis with better visualization, their corresponding zoomed view for a specific part is further 

demonstrated in (b), (d), and (f) respectively. 
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6.6. Summary 

The structure of existing inter-modes in the HEVC standard is not suitable enough for the block 

partitioning of depth object having partial foreground motion with irregular edges and 

background. In these cases, the HM normally explores finer level block partitioning that requires 

more bits and computational time to compensate large residuals. For more appropriate depth 

motion modelling focusing at depth edges, the proposed depth coding technique exploits an extra 

pattern mode comprising a group of pattern templates with different rectangular and non-

rectangular object shapes and edges. Since the pattern mode saves bits by encoding only the 

foreground areas and outperform all other inter-modes in a block once selected, the proposed 

method can improve the rate-distortion performance. Using the pattern mode, it can also reduce 

encoding time by avoiding further branching and selecting a subset of modes using novel pre-

processing motion criteria. Experimental results revealed that the proposed technique could save 

29.06% (23.5%~36.12%) encoding time while improving average 0.10dB (0.07~0.13) BD-

PSNR compared to the HM15.0. Additionally, the proposed technique reproduced improved 

quality depth map that could eventually generate better synthesized view when compared to HM. 

The HEVC coding quality improvement for texture video has been detailed in Chapter 5, 

while the improvement using depth video is focused in this Chapter 6 and the significant 

percentage of encoding time-savings have also been reported in both contexts. The objective 

quality augmentation of both texture and depth video was justified by employing the most widely 

used PSNR and SSIM metrics, while, the subjective quality progress was verified by utilizing 

the mean score of viewer’s opinion. However, the PSNR or SSIM requires ground truth image 

for quality assessment and could not be successfully employed especially in situation having no- 

reference such as the quality evaluation of free viewpoint video where the reference frame is not 

available. The subjective estimator- MOS, in contrast, was often biased by a number of factors 

which were previously described in chapter-2. Therefore, targeting the actual evaluation of 

coded video quality by addressing the aforementioned limitations, we intended to introduce a 

novel no-reference video quality assessment metric by cannibalizing the human cognition and 

discovering the nature of human eye-browsing on different quality video contents. 

The main challenges to developing the new quality metric include: (i) to explore and 

comprehend the human engagement behaviour with video; (ii) to analyze how the human eye 

traversing pattern is correlated to different aspects of coded video quality; (iii) if various video 

contents and resolutions are used in the experiment, then resolving the issue of making them 
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both content and resolution invariant; (iv) to find numerous features of eye maneuver that could 

be best associated for developing the new metric; and eventually (v) to justify, in addition to the 

single-view video, whether the newly introduced no-reference metric could be straightforwardly 

applied for the assessment of free viewpoint video quality. The raised issues will be resolved in 

the next chapter which will detail the development of a new metric for video quality assessment.                      
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Chapter 7 

No-Reference Video Coding Quality Assessment Using 

Human Eye-Maneuver 

The image/video quality estimation, in general, is carried out in two ways: objective and 

subjective, where the former one is more widely used due to its simplicity and having real-time 

applications. Unlike objective quality evaluation, the subjective one is impractical for some 

applications due to the engagement of human in the process. However, the subjective studies 

could yield valuable data to evaluate the performance of objective methods towards aiming the 

ultimate goal of matching human perception. The addition of no-reference scheme with 

subjective quality estimation further deserves an upper-hand due to their in-depth interactivity 

with human cognition. The PSNR and SSIM, which are the most comprehensively used objective 

metrics for the objective quality estimation of texture, depth, and multiview videos loses their 

applicability to the no-reference based situations as they require reference image to carry out the 

evaluation process. Numerous limitations of widely used MOS may undesirably influence the 

effectiveness of actual assessment. 

To address the aforementioned limitations, in this Chapter, a novel no-reference subjective 

quality assessment metric is introduced by exploiting the nature of human eye browsing on 

videos. The participants’ eye-tracker recorded spatiotemporal gaze-data were analyzed to 

discover a number of quality correlated features, studyied the characteristics change of the 

features with respect to video quality variations, carried out the content and resolution invariant 

operation on features, and eventually synthesized the features to develop the new quality metric 

based on eye traversal- QMET. Test results showed that the quality evaluation carried out by 

QMET was highly correlated to the HM recommended coding quality. The performance of the 

QMET was also compared with the PSNR, SSIM, and MOS to justify the effectiveness of each 

other.         

This chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction is undertaken in Section 7.1, the 

development process of the newly introduced metric- QMET is broadly discussed in Section 7.2, 
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the obtained experimental outcomes using QMET are detailed in Section 7.3, an analysis on the 

FVV quality assessment by employing QMET is presented in Section 7.4, while the chapter is 

summarized in Section 7.5. 

The Chapter-related articles have previously been published in the (i) IEEE International 

Conference on Digital Image Computing, Techniques and Applications (Podder, Paul, Debnath, 

et al., 2015), (ii) IEEE 31th International Conference on Image and Vision Computing, New 

Zealand (Podder et al., 2016d), accepted in the (iii) IEEE International Conference on Digital 

Image Computing, Techniques and Applications (Podder, Paul, et al., 2017b), and submitted to 

the (iv) IEEE Transactions on Image Processing (Podder, Paul, et al., 2017c). 

7.1. Introduction 

The quality estimation is more specifically categorized into the full-reference (i.e. original signal 

as reference) (Zhou Wang et al., 2004) (Sheikh & Bovik, 2006), reduced-reference (i.e. existing 

of partial signals as reference) (Rehman & Wang, 2012; Wu et al., 2013) and no-reference (i.e. 

requires no information from the reference signal) (Mittal et al., 2012; Zhengyou Wang et al., 

2015; Xue et al., 2015) schemes as previously discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, the quality 

evaluation using no-reference models becomes more challenging due to the lack of original 

reference signal to analyze (Hantao Liu, Klomp, & Heynderickx, 2010). Moreover, most existing 

full-reference metrics such as MSE, PSNR, or the SSIM may not always be a well representative 

to demonstrate a strong correlation with human perceived actual quality and their applications 

have been restricted to the reference oriented situations only. This is also partially applicable for 

the reduced reference-based metrics. To overcome these limitations, a mentionable number of 

no-reference based research works have recently been proposed for quality evaluation (Fang et 

al., 2015; L. Li et al., 2016; Q. Li et al., 2016; K. Zhu et al., 2015). However, different features 

of human vision were not actively studied in the existing schemes.  

Since the human visual system is the ultimate assessor of video quality, the subjective 

quality evaluation has an ever increasing demand to the video coding research community. 

Moreover, the eye-tracking technology has now become a non-intrusive, affordable, and easy-

to-use tool in human behaviour research that allows measuring visual behaviour through 

objectively monitoring where, when, and what people look at. With very few exceptions, 

anything with a visual component can be eye-tracked not necessarily by using the tracking device 

itself, rather simply employing the software based eye-tracking simulator (Böhme et al., 2008). 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, to the best of our knowledge, no method in the existing literature 

has been introduced purely to develop a no-reference metric using eye-tracker that could be an 

impressive model other than the MOS for evaluating subjective quality. To address this gap, in 

this work, we proposed a novel no-reference subjective video quality evaluation metric by 

exploiting the human eye-maneuver on video contents. 

 

(a) Good quality contents of the BlowingBubbles 

sequence  

 

(b) Poor quality contents of the BlowingBubbles 

sequence 

 

(c) Reproduced heat-map for the image in (a) 

 

(d) Reproduced heat-map for the image in (b) 

 

(e) Generated clusters based on the reproduced 

heat-map in (c) 

 

(f) Generated clusters based on the reproduced heat-

map in (d) 

Figure 7.1: The reproduced heat-maps and corresponding clusters demonstrate the 

participants’ disseminated nature of browsing for poor quality contents.   

Let us first concentrate on Figure 7.1 in which (a) and (b) represent BlowingBubbles 

sequence having good and poor quality contents respectively, while (c) and (d) indicate their 

corresponding reproduced heat-maps generated by the eye-tracker. As the heat-map inherently 

indicates the participants’ concentration by reproducing deep red region in the image, the eye 
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browsing nature in (d) tends to be more scattered compared to the one in (c). Now using the eye-

tracker created data clustering module, the correlation of concentration points is further 

represented in Figure 7.1 (e) and (f) for good and poor quality respectively. In both cases, the 

participants 100% indicated that all the fixation points (i.e. visual gaze on a single location) 

participated to generate a single cluster, while the separation of clusters becomes apparent due 

to the saccadic movements (i.e. quick movement of eyes between two or more phases of 

fixations) of the viewer. Compared to Figure 7.1 (e), since the number of saccades is more in 

Figure 7.1 (f), the number of cluster increases as well. Obviously, for the Good quality contents, 

although the number of cluster is half of the Poor quality, the size of the cluster demonstrates a 

strong correlation to the most attentive regions in the video contents. These observations 

triggered us to calculate all of the gaze plots of eye-tracker recorded spatiotemporal gaze data 

for various quality contents. 

 

(a) Specific plots of eye-traversing for Good 

quality contents  

 

(b) Specific plots of eye-traversing for Poor quality 

contents  

 

(c) Pupil-size variation for different qualities 

 

(d) Gaze-duration variation for different qualities 

Figure 7.2: The more concentrated eye-traversing approach is perceived for relatively better 

quality contents (e.g. BlowingBubbles sequence image in (a)). The opposite is noticed in (b) 

for which Pupil-size sharply increases in (c), while the Gaze-duration notably decreases in (d). 

Let us further concentrate on Figure 7.2 in which (a) and (b) represent the eye-traversing 

approach for good and poor quality content respectively, and the tracked gaze plots indicate more 

concentrated eye-traversing approach for relatively better quality contents. Since this trend was 

observed from the whole number of frames of a sequence, the spatiotemporal correlation of the 
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gaze plots was analyzed when developing the proposed QMET. To this end, if we determined 

the Length (L) and Angle (A) features for each gaze plot, they could better inform about the 

viewer's nature of browsing i.e. smooth or random as indicated in Figure 7.2 (a~b). Since we 

also discovered that the quality variation has an impact on both the Pupil-size (P) and Gaze-

duration (i.e. the calculated time-span for each fixation and denoted by T) variation as presented 

in Figure 7.2 (c~d), therefore, the correlation of four cardinal features- L, A, P, and T were 

robustly analyzed for each potential gaze point (PGP) from the gaze trajectory data of the whole 

sequence. The PGPs in this test were defined by the fixations and saccades. We carried out the 

content and resolution invariant operation on the features and adaptively synthesized them using 

a weighted function to develop the new metric- QMET. The quality evaluation was assessed on 

five different quality segments of the same sequence, and the higher QMET score promises good 

quality as the viewers could better capture its content information with smooth global browsing. 

Test results revealed that the quality evaluation carried out by QMET has a good correlation with 

the HM ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM Software Manual, CVS 

server ") recommended coding quality as well as the widely used PSNR, SSIM, and MOS 

metrics. The proposed QMET is expected to use as an impressive substitute to the MOS in 

evaluating the objective metrics towards aiming the goal of matching human perception. Since 

the QMET does not require any reference for quality estimation, it can also be employed for the 

quality estimation of FVV where the reference frame is not available. Moreover, through the 

utilization of software based eye-tracking simulator (Böhme et al., 2008), the utilities of QMET 

could be more flexible.  

7.2. The Quality Metric Based on Eye-Traversal (QMET) 

The initial phase of the proposed quality metric design goes through two steps: (i) variation of 

coding quality, and (ii) generation of five different segments which are carried out by employing 

the HM15.0 ("Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC), HM Software Manual, 

CVS server "). Steps (i) and (ii) were then combined, and the displayed videos were watched by 

a group of participants. Their recorded eye-tracking data were processed and robustly analyzed 

using four quality correlation features Length, Angle, Pupil-size, and Gaze-duration. The content 

and resolution invariant operations integrated with data normalization were then performed on 

the features prior to synthesizing them by evolving an adapted weighted function eventually to 

develop the new metric- QMET. It was also proven that the QMET has a fine correlation with 
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the content quality variations. The entire process is presented as a process diagram in Figure 7.3, 

and the key steps are detailed in the following sub-sections. 

 

Figure 7.3: Process diagram of the proposed QMET development. 

7.2.1. Data Collection and Pre-processing 

All the participants were recruited from the Charles Sturt University by an open invitation 

disseminated through emails and notice board posters which included a detailed 'Participant 

Information Sheet' about the project [ethics approval no. 2015/124]. Recruited participants had 

a normal or corrected-to-normal vision and did not suffer from any medical condition to 

influence our project adversely. A group of 15 people (including males and females) who were 

recruited fall within 20-45 age band and were undergraduate/postgraduate students, PhD 

students, and the lecturers of the University. The JCT-VC recommended Class sequences and 

FVV sequences (to be detailed in Section 7.4) which were used in this experiment are the 

representatives in the scene ranging from low motion activity to the high motion activity, 

representing a wide range of contents, different aspects of motions and resolutions. The brief 

description of the Class sequences and their working conditions to carry out the experimental 

process are summarized in Table 7.1 (more detail about the videos to be found in (Ahn et al., 

2015; Podder et al., 2016a)). In order to keep the test away from biasness with colour or contrast, 

initially, we designed the experiment using their gray scale components only. The five different 

quality segments were generated for each sequence (i.e. using QP=5, 15, 25, 40, and 50 indicate 

the produced Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, and Very-poor respectively) and each segment was 

30 seconds long with a segment gap of 3 seconds. The calibration and a trial run were performed 

so that the participants felt comfortable about the whole process. For the same reason, the 

lighting condition was also kept constant for the entire duration of the video display. Upon their 

satisfaction, the Tobii eye-tracker (Tobii Eye Tracker Manual, 2010) attached to the video 
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display computer was employed to record their eye movements, and the completion of the whole 

process was about 30 minutes long for each participant. The video display order successively 

varied for sequences and their quality. For example, if the visual display for Traffic was carried 

out in the order of Excellent to Very-poor, for the same participant, the display order for the next 

sequence Cactus was reversely designed from Very-poor to the Excellent to avoid the 

participants’ biasness with upcoming quality. Since eye-tracker recorded data at 60HZ frequency 

and videos were run at 30fps, each frame could accommodate two gaze plots. Thus, a single 

whole video contained 9,000 gaze plots having 1,800 for each quality segment. 

Table 7.1: Brief description of the Class sequences used in this experiment. 

Sequence 

name 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Class 

types 

Quality 

Segments 

Segment 

Duration 

Frame 

Rate 

Traffic 2560×1600 A 5 30 sec 30 fps 

Cactus 1920×1080 B 5 30 sec 30 fps 

Tennis 1920×1080 B 5 30 sec 30 fps 

Fourpeople 1280×720 E 5 30 sec 30 fps 

Basketball 832×480 C 5 30 sec 30 fps 

BQMall 832×480 C 5 30 sec 30 fps 

B.Bubble 416×240 D 5 30 sec 30 fps 

Flowervase 416×240 D 5 30 sec 30 fps 
 

 

7.2.2. Correlation Analysis of Features 

Among four features used in this experiment, the Length (L in pixel) of ith PGP was calculated 

using the two-dimensional Euclidean distance with respect to the (i+1)th PGP, while the Angle 

(A in degree) of the ith PGP was calculated by using the reference of its (i-1)th and (i+1)th plots 

(here i=[1,2,…,n] and the values of L and A were not calculated for the 1st and nth plots). The 

Pupil-size (P- in millimetre) on the other hand, is calculated for each ith plot by averaging the 

values of left and right Pupil-size. Finally, the Gaze-duration (T- in millisecond) was the eye- 

tracker recorded timestamp data for each ith plot which was determined for all sequences by using 

MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, USA). 
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Figure 7.4: Relationship between the features (i.e. Length, Angle, Pupil-size, and Gaze-

duration) and the coded video quality. 

Employing the HM, we first generated five different quality segments of each sequence 

including- Excellent (using QP=5), Good (QP=15), Fair (QP=25), Poor (QP=40), and Very-poor 

(QP=50) and identified the reaction principle of each feature against the coding quality variation 

as presented in Figure 7.4. The overall calculated results indicate that L, A, and P features are 

proportional, while T has an inverse proportional correlation with the video quality degradation. 

The outcomes of the figure come from averaging the processed data of all participants for all 

Class sequences. However, it was observed by (Albanesi & Amadeo, 2014) that for relatively 

poor quality contents, the participants tended to spend more time for assessing the quality that 

contradicted the outcome presented in the bottom-right of Figure 7.4. We also observed this 

trend mostly for the still images of the sequences (e.g. Cactus, Fourpeople, BQMall, and 

Flowervase) used in this test where people have enough leisure to spend more time to perceive 

a specific location. This, in turn, became impractical for videos since the frames moved 

continually that caused the continuous changes of object positions and did not allow the viewers 

to perceive the same scene even a few frames later. Thus, we interestingly notice that for the 

Very-poor quality contents of all sequences, the participants tended to spend rather less time on 

specific plots which was mostly due to the appeared continuing unpleasant quality and the 

intention of the participants to look for better visibility.        

Now, we evaluated the contribution of individual feature in terms of distinguishing different 

aspects of coded quality using dissimilar quality segment and observed that none of them 
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discretely could be the best representative in terms of quality distinction. Since the human vision 

was not equally susceptible to different video contents and resolutions, we, therefore, carried out 

the content and resolution invariant operation (to be discussed in Section 7.2.3) on the obtained 

feature values. Using the normalized data set for five sequences (i.e. one from each Class type), 

we figured out a relationship of the features with video quality variation which is pictured in 

Figure 7.5. To determine the individual Q-score (i.e. calculated pre-processed score of QMET) 

for L, A, P, and T, the equations (7.1) - (7.4) are employed where Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 denotes the 

Q-score for individual L, A, P, and T respectively which is further illustrated in Figure 7.5.  

           𝑄1 = 𝐿𝜕𝐿                                                                            (7.1) 

           𝑄2 = 𝐴ⱷ𝐴                                                                            (7.2) 

           𝑄3 = (𝑃/2)ᵹ𝑃                                                                            (7.3) 

            𝑄4 = √2𝑇
(ℵ/√2𝑇)

                                                                            
(7.4) 

where, ∂, ⱷ, ᵹ, and ℵ are the weighting factors of L, A, P, and T features respectively. Let us 

briefly discuss the formulation of equations to produce different Q-scores using the power law.  

A power law is a functional relationship between two quantities, where a relative change in 

one quantity results in a proportional change in the other quantity, independent of the initial size 

of those quantities: one quantity varies as a power of another ("Basics of Power law,"). In our 

case, the relative value change of the features is unknown, and their corresponding reproduced 

Q-score is unknown as well, however, whether they have proportionate or inversely 

proportionate relation is known. For example, lower L indicates higher quality and respective 

higher Q-score, but still, we do not know how much. Since the value change of L for each quality 

segment is not significant (e.g. 0.08 for Excellent and 0.10 for Good as shown in Figure 7.5 (a) 

and the maximum average does not exceed 0.50), it can be best represented only by its power 

representation since smaller power with smaller base produces a higher score. Thus, a clear score 

difference among different quality segments could be produced.  

In equation (7.1), 𝐿𝜕𝐿 similarly works as 𝐿𝐿, however, the implication of using weight (∂) is 

further shown in Figure 7.6. The features A, and P similarly work as L with power multiplication, 

however, since T has an inversely proportionate relation with Q-score, the power division works 
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here in the same manner as presented in Figure 7.5 (a) - (d). The rationale of using the Q-score 

is to predict a better picture of the QMET performance change for various changes of L, A, P, 

and T within a sizable format that ranges from 0 to 1.    

 

(a) Q-score calculation for different values of L using 

equation (7.1)    

 

(b) Q-score calculation for different values of A 

using equation (7.2) 

 

(c) Q-score calculation for different values of P using 

equation (7.3) 

 

(d) Q-score calculation for different values of T 

using equation (7.4) 

Figure 7.5: The individual contribution of Length, Angle, Pupil-size, and Gaze-duration feature in 

segregating different quality segments. 

Figure 7.5 (a) revealed that L itself is not always a good indicator in segregating different 

quality contents since it produces almost the similar score both for Poor and Very-poor quality 

segments. The similar picture can be noticed for A and P features in Figure 7.5 (b) and (c) 

respectively. The T feature in (d) itself is relatively more consistent compared to others, however, 

if excessive eye blinking occur with captured data, it indeed loses its suitability. However, since 

L, A, P, and T features can best advice about how far, how much, how large, and how long 

respectively in the spatiotemporal domain, we synthesized them by developing an adaptive 

weighted cost function as equated by 𝑄 = 𝐿𝜕𝐿 × 𝐴ⱷ𝐴 × (𝑃/2)ᵹ𝑃 × √2𝑇
(ℵ/√2𝑇)

. The purpose of 

this multiplication was to keep a persistent relation of L, A, P, and T features with the reproduced 

Q-score. As the normalized value of the features varied within the range 0 to 1 and their 

manipulation in equation (7.1) - (7.4) also followed this range to yield the quality score, thus, 

their multiplication could better reproduce the ultimate result within the predefined limit. The 
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distribution of other combination among features and weights might work better; however, the 

experimental results demonstrated a good correlation of QMET with other metrics. Now using 

the feature values of Figure 7.5, the obtained combined outcomes of the synthesizing operation 

is further demonstrated in Figure 7.6 (a). The figure clearly indicates the distinguishing Q-scores 

for different qualities which can eventually best figure out the varied QMET score for various 

quality contents. Note that the weight for ∂, ⱷ, ᵹ, and ℵ in the above equation is fixed with 0.5 

in the experiment and the rationale of selecting 0.5 is validated in Figure 7.6 (b). According to 

the proposed implementation, the quality degradation is inversely proportional to the obtained 

Q-score. Therefore, we further calculate the slope at each point changing the quality (i.e. 

Excellent, Good, and so on) and determine their average for a range of weights used in Figure 

7.6 (b). Since the calculated average using weight 0.5 outperforms the other weight 

combinations, we fix it for the entire experiment. 

 

(a) Combined contribution of L, A, P, and T in terms of 

segregating different quality segments 

 

(b) Justification of different weights and selection of 

0.5 for the combined feature generated graph in (a)   

Figure 7.6: The effectiveness of synthesizing the correlation of L, A, P, and T to best represent the 

distinguished quality scores for varied quality segments using the weighting factor 0.5. 

7.2.3. Invariant Operation on Features 

The sequences used in this test consisted of different contents, resolutions, motions, and 

complexity of the contents which could actively influence the participants during watching. To 

avoid these biases in QMET, both the content and resolution invariant operation have been 

carried out not only to resolve the data neutralization issue but also settle down the data 

normalization artifacts. This is because, the L, A, P, and T were calculated in pixel, angle, 

millimetre, and millisecond respectively, however, after performing the invariant operations, the 

data now ranges between 0 to 1. The invariant operations are described in the subsequent steps.          
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7.2.3.1. Invariant Operation on Length 

Prior to carrying out the invariant operation on the feature Length- L, let us first concentrate on 

its content and resolution based unprocessed values presented in Figure 7.7 (a) and (b) 

respectively. The calculated content based variation using their highest and lowest value goes to 

61.96% as depicted in (a), while the resolution based variation is 52.57%. Therefore, to figure 

out the best result with increased accuracy, the invariant operation is undertaken based on both 

content and resolution. 

 

(a) Content based 

 

(b) Resolution based 

 

(c) Content plus resolution invariant normalized Length 

Figure 7.7: The content and resolution based unprocessed Lengths presented in (a) and (b) 

have been manipulated for invariant and normalization operation in (c) (the produced value 

now ranges from 0 to 1). 

The content invariant operation is primarily performed to minimize the effects of contents on the 

human vision that goes through a number of consecutive steps: 

First, we calculate the L of the PGPs as mentioned in Section 7.2.2. 

Second, calculate the average of PGP(x) and PGP(y) and consider as the center C(x, y). 

Third, with respect to C(x, y), we estimate the two-dimensional Euclidean distance of all PGPs 

and sort the calculated values of L from the lowest to the highest order. The rationale of this 

ordering scheme is due to prioritizing the foveal central concentration on pixel by partially 
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avoiding the long surrounded parafoveal, or perifoveal fixations (Salehin & Paul, 2016) that 

might occur even with attentive eye browsing. 

Fourth, to determine the object motion area according to the best viewing strategy, we take the 

average of ʯ sorted values which are the foreseen radius of captured affective region. The 

selection of ʯ is justified in the Experimental results analysis section. 

Fifth, the radius is then employed as a divisor of the calculated lengths for each PGP in the first 

step. 

Table 7.2: A significant percentage of variation could be reduced on Length after performing the 

content plus resolution invariant operation. 

Resolution 

 

Multiplication factor for 

resolution invariant operation 

Previous variations Present variation 

Content 

based 

Resolution 

based 

After content plus 

resolution invariant operation 

2560×1600 0.65 

61.96 % 52.57 % 10.67 % 

1920×1080 0.75 

1280×720 1.00 

832×480 1.25 

416×240 1.75 
 

Next, studying the content invariant Length- L according to the resolution, we also observed its 

significant variations for different resolutions as presented in Figure 7.7 (b). As a result, to 

execute the resolution invariant operation, we exploited some multiplication factors (passively 

act as compensators) which were inserted in the second column of Table 7.2. The rationale of 

employing such multiplication factors was to neutralize the impact of various size video 

resolutions displayed on the screen. For example, after performing the content invariant 

operation, the obtained average values of L for the (2560×1600), (1280×720), and (416×240) 

resolution videos were 0.37, 0.23, and 0.14-pixels respectively where the calculated variation 

between (2560×1600), and (416×240) resolutions is 62.16%. The content solely is not 

responsible for such stunning variations; rather, we discovered the issue was the video display 

size. Therefore, once we applied the multipliers represented in Table 7.2 for (2560×1600), 

(1280×720), and (416×240) resolution based sequences, the post-processed values we obtained 

were 0.24, 0.23, and 0.21 respectively and the calculated variation between (2560×1600), and 

(416×240) resolutions now reduced to 12.5%. Almost for all the sequences, since the eye-tracker 

recorded data demonstrates a good correlation among the highest to the lowest resolution videos, 

the multipliers could perform well in resolution invariant operation. The outcomes then turned 

into the normalized values ranging within 0 to 1. The third column of the same table shows the 
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previous variations, while the fourth column reveals that the content plus resolution invariant 

operation that can reduce the average variation down to only 10.67%. The resultant effect is 

revealed in Figure 7.7 (c) which is undertaken for final QMET scoring. 

7.2.3.2. Invariant Operation on Angle 

Figure 7.8 (a) and (b) show the content and resolution based unprocessed value of Angle- A and 

their respective variations using the highest and lowest values which are 37.49% and 6.25%. 

Since the feature A did not have a promising impact on the variation of resolutions, we merely 

implemented the content invariant operation on it (similar to the one performed on L) by the 

following successive steps. 

 

(a) Content based 

 

(b) Resolution based 

 

(c) Content plus resolution invariant normalized Angle 

Figure 7.8: Only the content based unprocessed Angle presented in (a) has been manipulated 

for invariant operation since it does not have much variation on resolution as presented in (b). 

The outcome in (c) is obtained after performing content plus resolution invariant 

normalization (ranges from 0 to 1) operation. 

First, we calculate the A of PGPs as mentioned in Section 7.2.2. 

Second, sort the estimated values of A from the lowest to the highest order for the same reason 

explained in the calculation of L in 7.2.3.1. 

Third, take the average of ʯ sorted values. 
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Fourth, the calculated average is then employed as a divisor of the determined each PGP in the 

first step. The outcomes then turned into the normalized values that range between 0 and 1.  

The overall content plus resolution invariant feature A is illustrated in Figure 7.8 (c) having the 

negligible variation of 6.31%. 

7.2.3.3. Normalization of Pupil-size 

Compared to the features L or A, we detected relatively steady characteristics of Pupil-size- P 

both on content and resolution as presented in Figure 7.9 (a) and (b) with a tiny variation of 

1.37% and 1.68% respectively. Since the change was not significant, we skipped performing 

further invariant operations on Pupil-size. However, to normalize the feature P, they all were 

divided by the maximum Pupil-size of human (which is taken 6.1mm from (Donnelly & Roorda, 

2003). The invariant and normalized P values are displayed in Figure 7.9 (c) that belong to the 

range 0 to 1 as well. 

 

(a) Content based 

 

(b) Resolution based 

 

(c) Normalized Pupil-size 

Figure 7.9: The content and resolution based unprocessed Pupil-sizes are presented in (a) and 

(b) respectively where the variation is not significant. Thus, the outcome in (c) is obtained by 

only performing the normalization operation (ranges from 0 to 1). 
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7.2.3.4. Calculation and Invariant Operation on Gaze-duration 

In this experiment, around 10% variations were not taken into consideration as it was presumed 

to be invariant for content and resolution. For the same reason, the calculated Gaze-duration 

presented in Figure 7.10 (a) was already content invariant as the maximum variation is 9.31% 

among them. However, since the variation among resolutions increment goes to 46.78% (in (b)), 

we attempted to make them resolution invariant. We observed that for the same video content 

with lower resolution, participants could spend little more time with fewer saccadic movements 

compared to the same video content with higher resolution to see the same region of a scene. 

Since this was also observed for varied video resolutions, to compensate this interval, we 

employed a number of multiplication factors which are presented in the first and second column 

of Table 7.3. For example, using Traffic (2560×1600), the calculated average gaze-duration is 

0.16ms, while this duration reached 0.26ms for Flowervase (416×240) which is a variation of 

38.46%. Now using the multiplication factors for the corresponding resolutions in Table 7.3, the 

variation reduces to 9.09%. The third and fourth column of the table showed the variation before 

and after the invariant operation. The eventual outcome is the normalized value ranging within 

0 to 1 and the overall consequence is shown in Figure 7.10 (c). 

 

(a) Content based 

 

(b) Resolution based 

 

(c) Content plus resolution invariant normalized Gaze-duration 

Figure 7.10: Only the resolution based unprocessed Gaze-duration presented in (b) has been 

taken for resolution invariant operation since it does not have much variation on contents as 

shown in (a). The outcome in (c) is obtained after performing content plus resolution invariant 

normalization operation (ranges from 0 to 1). 
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Table 7.3: A significant percentage of variation could be reduced on Gaze-duration after performing 

the resolution invariant operation. 

Resolution 

 

Multiplication factor for 

resolution invariant operation 

Previous variation Present variation 

Content 

based 

Resolution 

based 

After performing resolution 

invariant operation 

2560×1600 1.40 

9.31 % 46.78 % 10.23 % 

1920×1080 1.20 

1280×720 1.00 

832×480 0.90 

416×240 0.80 
 

7.2.4. The Development of QMET 

According to the hypothesis of the proposed algorithm, if the relatively lower values of L, A, P 

and higher values of T belong to a PGP, it should also produce a higher value of QMET for the 

corresponding PGP. Thus, the QMET is calculated for each segment (i.e. Excellent, Good, Fair, 

Poor, and Very-poor) of a sequence by synthesizing the features as follows: 

           𝑄𝑀𝐸𝑇 = 𝐿𝜕𝐿 × 𝐴ⱷ𝐴 × (𝑃/2)ᵹ𝑃 × √2𝑇
(ℵ/√2𝑇)

                                                                           
(7.5) 

where the associated weighs of L, A, P and T are denoted by 𝜕, ⱷ, ᵹ, and ℵ respectively and the 

weighs are fixed with 0.5 in this test as discussed earlier. The pseudo-code presented in Figure 

7.11 summarizes the entire procedure of the QMET development. In Figure 7.11, the execution 

Et[i] != unclassified confirms the exclusion of all unclassified data (that incur with frequent eye 

blinking of the participants and found 3% on average for each video) that have null values for 

corresponding gaze plots. The Vl, Va, Vp, and Vt in the algorithm are the estimated Length, Angle, 

Pupil-size and Gaze-duration respectively which are then manipulated for invariant and 

normalization operation. In an unusual case, if the normalized values of L and A become 0 for 

30 consecutive frames (as the frame rate was kept 30 in this test), a mimicking operation was 

performed. The rationale of allocating such operation is due to handling the consecutive 0s that 

may incur with the intentional eye fixation of participants to a certain PGP. Thus, the user data 

which have gotten stacked over the frames were forcefully panelized by arbitrarily setting the 

value of L = 0.1 and A = 0.1. This operation is applicable only for the features L and A since P 

and T are still not equal to 0. Note that during the whole experiment, we did not experience such 
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unusual situation. If the QMET evaluated quality scores was closer to 1, the video content quality 

was rated best, while, the opposite happened for the scores closer to 0.  

 

Figure 7.11: Pseudo-code for the development of QMET and its quality rating. 
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7.3. Experimental Results and Discussions 

To verify the proposed method’s effectiveness, experiments were conducted with the JCT-VC 

recommended eight class sequences. The quality variation of the sequences was carried out by 

employing the HM15.0, and the reproduced Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, and Very-poor quality 

segments have been constructed using QP=[5, 15, 25, 40 and 50] respectively. The performance 

of the new metric- QMET was then compared with the popularly used objective quality metrics- 

PSNR, SSIM, and the subjective estimator MOS. The ultimate goal was to exploit the QMET as 

an alternative to the MOS by actively incorporating the human cognition.  

7.3.1. QMET Evaluated Quality Score 

As discussed in Section 7.2.3.1 and Section 7.2.3.2, we employed the average of ʯ sorted values, 

and the resultant value was the foreseen radius of captured moving region. To address this 

justification, we employed a range of sorted values with different combinations using Basketball 

sequence and illustrate in Figure 7.12. For example, when first 65% values were sorted, perhaps 

a good number of feature values still remain unemployed to boost up the QMET score. 

Conversely, if much higher percentage was imposed (e.g. 85%), plenty of unsuited and 

superfluous feature values affected the QMET that further resulted relatively poorer rating of the 

metric. Since using first 75% could yield the highest QMET score by further rectifying the visual 

sensitive plots almost for all videos, we applied it to carry out the final QMET scoring scheme. 

 

Figure 7.12: Illustration of QMET scoring by employing the average of ʯ sorted values of L 

and A features. Since using first 75% could yield the highest QMET score almost for all 

sequences, this percentage is used for the whole experiment. 
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The QMET evaluated the minimum and maximum scores for each quality segment using all 

videos as presented in Figure 7.13. The obtained score for the Excellent quality segment is the 

highest which gradually decreases with respect to the quality degradation and reaches its lowest 

for the Very-poor segment of quality. 

 

Figure 7.13: The maximum (Max) to minimum (Min) QMET score obtained for each quality 

segment using eight sequences where the Excellent and Very-poor segments demonstrate the 

highest and lowest score respectively. 

Now we calculated the average score of each Max and Min for the individual quality segment 

and plot them in Table 7.4. In both cases, there is a clear decline in scores due to the content 

quality degradation occurring at higher QPs. In the rightmost column, the average of the averages 

is calculated, and the recognition of variation between the best and worst quality becomes 

61.53%. The resultant score obviously indicated the QMET’s quality segregation proficiency 

which is further discussed according to both participant and video-wise average score in Figure 

7.14. 

Table 7.4: The distinction of different segments of quality using the QMET evaluated quality score. 

Different Segments of  

Quality 

Average of Max 

values 

Average of Min 

values 

Average of Max and 

Min 

Excellent (QP=5) 0.80 0.76 0.78 

Good (QP=15) 0.72 0.68 0.70 

Fair (QP=25) 0.64 0.59 0.61 

Poor (QP=40) 0.49 0.42 0.45 

Very-poor (QP=50)  0.33 0.28 0.30 
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The proposed QMET can obtain the highest score (i.e. 0.81 and 0.78) for the Excellent quality 

segment according to both the participant and video basis as presented in Figure 7.14. This is 

because the participants can better capture information from the best quality contents with 

smooth global browsing. Conversely, for its lowest scores (i.e. 0.21 and 0.26) at Very-poor 

segment, participants perhaps watch the video with a trial and error basis; i.e. try to capture 

content information but do not succeed due do its unpleasant quality and then immediately move 

to the next but still erroneous. As the number of such hits and misses browsing sharply increases 

with time, the quality score also decreases as plenty of inappropriate feature values occurred 

during the scoring process. Therefore, for a sequence having really Poor~Very-poor quality, it 

became very unlikely to acquire higher quality score using QMET. 

 

Figure 7.14: Once the coded quality starts to degrade, both the participant and video-wise 

QMET evaluated quality score degrades as well. 

Figure 7.15 presents the proposed metric evaluated quality score for the sequences which 

performed the best (i.e. highest scorer) and worst (i.e. lowest scorer) at different QPs. The figure 

reveals that for the Excellent and Very-poor segments of quality, the Basketball sequence 

performs the best with the obtained score 0.83, while, Tennis performs the worst for the Very-

poor quality segment with score 0.17. Surprisingly, the score of Tennis for the Excellent segment 

was 0.77 which was the second highest for that segment. Such score variations obviously 

indicate that the quality degradation could radically affect the participants’ cognition at any time 

in scoring regardless of considering its contents or types. Since the proposed QMET is a feature 

correlation-based metric, therefore the achievement of the higher score is highly correlated to a 

good correlation among features that mainly focuses on the browsing patterns.  
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Figure 7.15: Different sequences that score the highest and lowest for different segments of 

coded video quality. 

Next, two quite relevant observations occurred during the process: (i) for the Basketball, whether 

people fix their eyes to the proximity of a particular location to bias the Length and Angle features 

and obtain the highest score in Figure 7.15, (ii) the reason for which Tennis scores the lowest 

according to the same figure. To justify the answer of these questions, let us further concentrate 

on the Bee-swarm visualization (i.e. the gaze fixation of all participants in the form of 

simultaneous plots that attract attention in a frame) for the 10th frame of both sequences presented 

in Figure 7.16. For the Basketball sequence in Figure 7.16 (a), the participants’ gaze locations, 

i.e. coloured dots of eye-tracker generated Bee-swarm visualizations confirm a global browsing 

over the frame. Since the recorded supporting gaze data of its entire duration also satisfy the 

participants’ concentrated pattern of browsing, we termed it the “global-concentration” of the 

image obtained through smooth browsing. In contrast, for the Tennis sequence in Figure 7.16 

(b), participants also located eyes globally, however, the recorded supporting gaze data of its 

entire duration characterized it a haphazard means of browsing (being affected by unsuccessful 

attempts due to unpleasant quality) that could not meet the balanced feature correlation criteria 

to generate a high-quality score for the QMET. 
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(a) Bee-swarm visualizations for the 10th frame of the Basketball sequence at QP=5 

 

(b) Bee-swarm visualizations for the 10th frame of the Tennis sequence at QP=50 

Figure 7.16: Bee-swarm visualizations (i.e. simultaneous plots of all participants gaze fixation) 

captured from eye-tracker could better determine the participants gaze locations in a frame. 

7.3.2. Comparison of Quality Evaluation 

In Figure 7.17, the PSNR and SSIM evaluated best quality video-set (i.e. highest, second-highest 

and third-highest scorer) for the Excellent segment include [Flowervase, Basketball, BQMall] 

and [Tennis, FourPeople, Flowervase] respectively. Conversely, for the same segment, the 

QMET, and MOS picked sets to include [Basketball, Flowervase, Tennis], and [BQMall, 

Fourpeople, Flowervase] respectively. The Flowervase sequence is common in the highest 

scoring list of all the metrics. In contrast, for the Very-poor quality segment, major dissimilarity 

can be found for the Tennis as it obtains the lowest score according to PSNR, QMET, and MOS’s 

assessment criteria, however, the SSIM scores it highest. This is possibly because SSIM is a 

perception-based model that considers degradation in an image mainly by recognizing the 

change in structural information. However, similarity among four metrics can be noticed for the 

Traffic sequence as it is assessed as one of the lower scorers by all these metrics.   
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(a) PSNR evaluated quality score 

 

(b) SSIM evaluated quality score 

 

(c) QMET evaluated quality score 

 

(d) MOS evaluated quality score 

Figure 7.17: The PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS scores of all sequences for the Excellent and Very-

poor segment of quality. The four metrics reproduced graph for segments could best segregate the 

best and worst quality contents. 

Figure 7.18 (a~d) present the PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS evaluated average scores 

obtained for all videos using two quality segments (i.e. Excellent and Very-poor) illustrated in 

Figure 7.17. The calculated percentages of variations between the highest and lowest score using 

the four metrics PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS are 54.89, 33.07, 58.06, and 49.43 respectively 

which indicate the QMET can best segregate the best and worst quality contents as shown in 

Figure 7.18 (e). The four metrics estimated maximum variations i.e. the calculated difference 

between the highest score of Excellent quality and the lowest score of Very-poor quality are 

further shown in Figure 7.18 (f). The MOS tends to produce an extremely high score in Figure 

7.18 (f) which is mostly because the MOS possesses an arbitrary sccoring opportunity for the 

participants during evaluating any segment of quality and that could eventually make a 

significant score difference.     
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(a) Quality variation identification by PSNR 

 

(b) Quality variation identification by SSIM 

 

(c) Quality variation identification by QMET 

 

(d) Quality variation identification by MOS 

 

(e) Four metrics estimated average variations 

 

(f) Four metrics estimated maximum variations 

Figure 7.18: In the Figure, (a~d) reveal the PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS induced average 

values for the Excellent and Very-poor quality segment; (e) indicates the three metrics 

estimated average percentage of variation between the best and worst quality; while (f) points 

to the maximum achievable difference (e.g. the difference between the highest score of 

Excellent quality and the lowest score of Very-poor quality) obtained by the metrics. 

The quality variation recognition score for all individual sequence is further discussed in 

Figure 7.19 as we use a wide range of video contents and resolutions. We observed in Figure 

7.19 that the QMET can recognize its maximum quality variation for the Tennis sequence. This 

is because the participants can perhaps better capture the information from its Excellent quality 

segment through Global-concentration. However, for its Very-poor quality segment, the 

participants’ distorted pattern of browsing produced imperfect feature values and assigned 

poorer score that eventually results in a higher score difference. The opposite happened for the 

Basketball or Flowervase because of relatively higher and continuing correlation among 
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aforementioned quality segments. Unlike SSIM, the PSNR, QMET, and MOS performs in a 

similar fashion over all sequences presented in Figure 7.19.    

 

Figure 7.19: The PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS estimated percentage of quality variation 

(highest ~ lowest) for all Class sequences used in this experiment. 

Next, two interesting observations: first, if different video contents are coded using the same 

quality (e.g. QP=5 for Excellent), the reproduced scores should not have significant variations. 

However, the PSNR cannot follow this trend and for most of the quality segments, its variation 

reaches the highest as revealed in Figure 7.20. Interestingly, for the Fair and Poor quality, the 

participants perhaps provided some unusually perceived arbitrary score for which the MOS loses 

its suitability in this regard. This is also an example that mandates the development of another 

subjective metric other than MOS that might be not suitable for fairer scoring. Although the 

QMET performs better than PSNR and MOS, the SSIM appears most stable in this regard. 

 

Figure 7.20: The PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS obtained score when videos are coded using 

the individual quality segment. For each segment, lower the percentage of variation, better the 

metric is presumed. 
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About the second observation: if the same sequence is used, however coded with a range of QPs 

(i.e. range of qualities), due to its different quality variations, the score variations should be 

prominent as well. Although the QMET proved analogous results with PSNR, it outperforms the 

SSIM and MOS in most cases as presented in Figure 7.21. The results in the figure reveals 

averaging the calculated score of all the Class sequences. 

 

Figure 7.21: The PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS recognized percentage of quality variation 

due to the varied ranges of qualities. The higher differences obtained at segments [X~Y] 

indicate relatively better recognition capability of a metric. 

The performance of the proposed QMET is further compared with the PSNR, SSIM, and MOS 

by employing two frequently used performance estimators: Pearson Linear Correlation 

Coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (SRCC). A good quality 

metric is expected to achieve higher values in both PLCC and SRCC (Fang et al., 2015). First, 

the PLCC of four metrics are calculated according to the sequences and the corresponding scores 

obtained for each one are reported in Table 7.5. Almost in all cases, the QMET demonstrates 

inferior performance compared to the PSNR, however, it can outperform both the SSIM and 

MOS for most of the sequences reported in in Table 7.5.  

Table 7.5: The PLCC evaluated performance of four metrics over eight Class sequences. 

Sequences 
PLCC 

PSNR SSIM QMET MOS 

Traffic 0.73 0.61 0.57 0.56 

Cactus 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.60 

Tennis 0.71 0.67 0.66 0.61 

Fourpeople 0.59 0.69 0.65 0.68 

Basketball 0.77 0.62 0.71 0.63 

BQMall 0.79 0.55 0.69 0.64 

B.Bubble 0.69 0.53 0.58 0.61 

Flowervase 0.73 0.68 0.68 0.65 

Average 0.69 0.61 0.64 0.62 
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Similarly, we also calculated the result using SRCC and the produced overall average gain is 

summarized in Table 7.6. In terms of both PLCC and SRCC’s assessment criteria, the QMET 

reveal relatively improved performance compared to the SSIM and MOS, however, the PSNR 

is a clear winner as it obtains the highest score in both cases. In fact, the obtained results of the 

proposed approach are promising given the fact that no information about the reference image is 

available to the QMET for evaluating quality. Since the scoring pattern of four metrics are 

approximately similar in terms of distinguishing different quality contents as illustrated in Figure 

7.19, Figure 7.20, Figure 7.21, Table 7.5, and Table 7.6, the proposed QMET can be well 

represented as a new member of the quality metric family and successfully employed as an 

impressive alternative to the subjective estimator MOS. Moreover, the quality assessment 

process of QMET is highly correlated to the proximity of human cognition. It could also be 

employed to evaluate the effectiveness of using the objective metrics PSNR and SSIM since the 

QMET does not require any ground-truth reference for quality estimation. Therefore, the next 

section further focuses on the free viewpoint video quality assessment by employing newly 

introduced metric. 

Table 7.6: Average performance of four metrics according to both PLCC and SRCC’s evaluation 

criteria. 

Quality metrics PLCC SRCC 

PSNR 0.69 0.71 

SSIM 0.61 0.58 

QMET 0.64 0.60 

MOS 0.62 0.60 
 

  

7.4. Free View Video (FVV) Quality Assessment Employing QMET 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the FVV is presumed to be the next-generation visual application due 

to its capability to provide the users more realistic 3D impressions by means of higher 

interactivity and photorealistic image quality. The technical coding areas involved with the free 

viewpoint video are characterized by the view generation using multiview video coding and the 

view synthesis. For example, the 3rd and 5th view for texture and depth of PoznanStreet sequence 

have been used to generate the middle synthesized view for all frames which first goes through 

the image warping and then the inverse mapping technique as a simple post processing filtering. 

Note that to carry out the experiment on FVV, the sequences of Chapter-6 have been employed 
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(i.e. comprising 1920×1088 and 1024×768 resolutions) for the generation of synthesized view. 

The depth image based rendering (DIBR) is a practical way to reduce storage and transmission 

bandwidth for synthesized videos from texture and its corresponding depth map. However, in 

the DIBR technique, portions of regions are not visible in the virtual position due to the front 

objects termed as occlusion, which create some holes in the video synthesis. Therefore, unlike 

SVV, such crack like artifacts of the coded FVVs are more visible to the users and become more 

obvious at lower bit-rates (such as using QP=50) by reproducing the worst quality. Since the 

QMET could clearly segregate different quality contents of SVV, it should also more precisely 

distinguish different quality contents of FVV by proving a larger score difference for varied 

qualities. Due to this stronger correlation with quality variation, we also anticipate that compared 

to the subjective estimator MOS, the QMET should provide higher PLCC and SRCC values for 

FVV. Moreover, the FVV does not have any available reference frame, and the QMET also does 

not require any reference frame for quality evaluation. Therefore, the QMET could also be 

helpful eventually to compare different scoring patterns of reference-based metrics such as 

PSNR or SSIM. To justify these observations, we further employ the same quality metric- 

QMET on FVV coding performance analysis and the ultimate goal is to evaluate the 

effectiveness of different view synthesis algorithms using QMET.  

7.4.1. Performance of QMET on FVV 

To better justify the performance of QMET over the PSNR, SSIM, and the MOS using the FVV, 

similar to Figure 7.18, two different quality segments (i.e. Excellent and Very-poor) have been 

taken into account, and the calculated average score of these segments are reported in Figure 

7.22 (a~d). The obtained percentages of variations between the highest score (for Excellent 

quality segment) and the lowest score (for Very-poor quality segment) using four metrics are 

57.39, 32.49, 78.51, and 69.71 as represented in Figure 7.22 (e). The outcomes indicate that the 

QMET estimated average quality segregation score outperforms the rest of the metrics. Figure 

7.22 (f) indicates the maximum achievable difference (e.g. the difference between the highest 

score of Excellent quality and the lowest score of Very-poor quality segment) calculated by the 

four metrics where the MOS outperforms the other metrics. This is because the Very-poor quality 

segment of some synthesized video (e.g. Newspaper) results in an extremely lower score such 

as 0.10 (out of 1.0) which lead to such significant variations.             
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(a) Quality variation identification by PSNR 

 

(b) Quality variation identification by SSIM  

 

(c) Quality variation identification by QMET 

 

(d) Quality variation identification by MOS 

 

(e) Four metrics estimated average variations 

 

(f) Four metrics estimated maximum variations  

Figure 7.22 In the Figure, (a~d) reveal the average quality variation identification carried out 

by the PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS for the Excellent and Very-poor quality segments of 

free viewpoint videos which is more explicitly presented in (e), while (f) indicates the 

maximum achievable difference (e.g. the difference between the highest score of Excellent 

quality and the lowest score of Very-poor quality segment) obtained by four metrics. 

The calculated results for FVV in Figure 7.22 have been compared with the results presented in 

Figure 7.18 for SVV and further demonstrated in Figure 7.23 for better comparison. In the case 

of FVV, the quality distinguishing capability of all the metrics has been relatively improved 

compared to the SVV. This is because the synthesized views results in the localized edge 

reconstruction and crack like artifacts that lead to better calculate the disparity. Since PSNR and 

SSIM do not find an available reference image to calculate the score in this regard, the 

improvement using the subjective assessment such as MOS-FVV can perform better than those 
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of the objective metrics PSNR and SSIM. However, the human visual perceptual QMET-FVV 

demonstrates relatively improved performance compared to the MOS-FVV.          

 

Figure 7.23: The Excellent and Very-poor quality segment distinguishing capability of the 

PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS both on SVV and FVV. The obtained higher percentage of 

variation indicates better quality differentiating capability of a metric. 

Figure 7.20 previously illustrates the scenario where different SVV sequences are coded 

with different quality segments and the performance of four metrics on each segment is 

presented. Similarly, in Figure 7.24, the score of four metrics for the individual quality segment 

is calculated using the FVV and also compared with the SVV results. The performance of the 

metrics in Figure 7.24 is assessed based on the proposition that the score variations should not 

be prominent if different videos are coded with the same quality. Both for the Excellent and Fair 

segments, the variations calculated by the PSNR-FVV and QMET-FVV are relatively higher 

than those of the PSNR-SVV and QMET-SVV respectively and performs almost in a similar 

fashion. Unlike Excellent quality segment, the MOS-FVV remains more stable compared to the 

MOS-SVV for the Fair quality segment, however, the SSIM-FVV remains most stable in these 

aspects. On the contrary, for the Very-poor quality segment, the performance improvement of 

three metrics is more obvious in FVV in terms of lowering the variations except for the MOS. 

This is perhaps due to inserting the arbitrary scores of participants without actual evaluation. 

However, according to the overall calculated results of Figure 7.24, the QMET-FVV performs 

relatively better compared to PSNR-FVV as well as MOS-FVV in most cases although the 

SSIM-FVV outperforms all other metrics by limiting its variations.         
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Figure 7.24: The performance comparison of PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS metrics on the 

Excellent, Fair, and Very-poor quality segment using both SVV and FVV. Lower the 

calculated variation for a segment better the metric performance is presumed. 

 

 

Figure 7.25: The PSNR, SSIM, QMET, and MOS metrics recognized percentage of quality 

variation for a range of quality segment differences. Higher the calculated percentage of 

variation detection in segments [X~Y], better the metric performance is presumed. 

To justify the second proposition, i.e. even the same sequence is coded with a range of qualities, 

the recognition of quality variation should be prominent which has been verified by employing 

two ranges of variations (Excellent ~ Fair and Fair ~ Very-poor) and reported in Figure 7.25. 

For the first range of segments, all the metrics with FVV performs better than those in the SVV, 

while the QMET-FVV similarly performs as the PSNR-FVV in revealing higher variations 

although the SSIM-FVV tends to be the least responsive metric in this regard. For the second 

range of segments, the FVV based performance of four metrics appear much better than the SVV 
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based outcomes, however, this time the QMET-FVV and the MOS-FVV reach their peak 

indicating their best performance in the context of quality segregation. For both range of 

segments, the subjective estimators perform relatively better compared to the objective ones.   

For further performance estimation of four metrics, in addition to the SVV, the calculated 

results for FVV are reported in Table 7.7 by implementing both the PLCC and SRCC. The 

calculated results of the table demonstrates the effectiveness of using the QMET and the MOS 

in addition to the PSNR and the SSIM since both the QMET and the MOS perform better than 

the SSIM metric according to the PLCC and SRCC’s evaluation criteria. Although PSNR-SVV 

is the best metric according to Table 7.7, the score obtained from the FVV indicate a very closer 

correlation among the PSNR, QMET, and the MOS, while, the QMET performs relatively better 

than the MOS and SSIM according to both performance estimators- PLCC and SRCC. 

Therefore, it might be concluded that the overall performance analysis that in addition to the 

objective metrics, the outcomes of the free view synthesized videos might also be assessed by 

organizing the subjective estimators and incorporating their scores for more realistic evaluation.                  

Table 7.7: Average performance of four metrics according to both PLCC and SRCC’s evaluation 

criteria. 

Performance 

Estimators 

PSNR-

SVV 

PSNR-

FVV 

SSIM-

SVV 

SSIM-

FVV 

QMET-

SVV 

QMET -

FVV 

MOS-

SVV 

MOS-

FVV 

PLCC 0.69 0.68 0.61 0.63 0.64 0.69 0.62 0.68 

SRCC 0.71 0.70 0.58 0.62 0.60 0.71 0.60 0.68 
 

7.4.2. Proposed Application of QMET in Evaluating Different FVV Coding 

Algorithms 

A good number of view synthesis based research contributions can be found in the literature 

(Battisti, Bosc, Carli, Le Callet, & Perugia, 2015; Oh & Oh, 2014; Oliveira, Fickel, Walter, & 

Jung, 2015; Purica, Mora, Pesquet-Popescu, Cagnazzo, & Ionescu, 2016; Rahaman & Paul, 

2016; Yao et al., 2014; C. Zhu & Li, 2016) which are emphasized by demonstrating their 

improved quality mostly depending on the objective metric PSNR or the subjective estimator 

MOS for claiming about the quality improvement. However, since the proposed QMET is an 

entirely human cognition based metric and the participants have almost no scope to actively 

manipulate the score, its assessment process is more neutral compared to the MOS for assessing 

different aspects of coded video quality. Moreover, since the view synthesis algorithms go 

through some post-processing phases such as inverse mapping or inpainting for crack filling, it 
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is highly anticipated to obtain higher quality evaluation score using QMET, especially for those 

algorithms successfully overcoming the crack filling artifacts. Thus, the QMET can be 

considered an additional quality evaluation metric for a wide range of video quality evaluation 

as well as different video coding algorithms reproducing different quality views.       

7.5. Summary 

In this chapter, a no-reference based subjective quality assessment metric has been proposed that 

could be an impressive substitute to the popularly used subjective estimator MOS for quality 

evaluation and comparison. In the metric generation process, the human perceptual eye- 

traversing nature on videos is exploited and discovered the patterns of Length, Angle, Pupil-size, 

and Gaze-duration features from the recorded gaze trajectory for varied video qualities. The 

content and resolution invariant operations are carried out prior to synthesizing them using an 

adaptive weighted function to develop a new quality metric- QMET. The experimental analysis 

reveal a good correlation of QMET with the most existing reference required PSNR and SSIM 

metrics and the subjective evaluator MOS in terms of assessing different aspects of coded video 

quality. Moreover, the outcomes of four metrics have further been tested using the PLCC and 

SRCC’s evaluation criteria which indicate that the QMET can better distinguish different 

qualities compared to the MOS and SSIM for a wide range of single view video and free 

viewpoint video contents. Since the eye-tracker data can be easily captured nowadays by directly 

employing the software based eye-tracking simulator (i.e. device itself is no longer required), 

the utility of the QMET could also be more flexible using such simple simulator generated data 

set. Other than the video coding applications, the QMET can be also applied in classroom 

education such as written program evaluations. For instance, a highly organized program 

(written in any programming language) could be anticipated having higher QMET score 

compared to the poorly organized one. Work is undergoing for the project “View synthesis using 

Gaussian mixture modelling of images from adjacent views for free viewpoint and multiview 

video with eye-tracker-based quality assessment” where the newly developed QMET would be 

applied in a broader context such as increasing the number of free viewpoint videos and quality 

segments using the colour image components.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

The human visual feature-based video coding architecture presented in this thesis outperforms 

the HEVC reference test model (i.e. the HM, an implementation of the most recent HEVC video 

coding standard) in the context of reducing computational complexity and providing relatively 

improved rate-distortion performance for a wide range of standard-definition, high-definition, 

and multiview video sequences. The representative sequences comprise different aspects of 

motion, resolution, camera motion, content variations, and the complexity of the contents. The 

block partitioning inter-mode selection has been successfully carried out by the proposed coding 

framework which requires three times less number of mode checking compared to the partially-

exhaustive approach adopted in the HM. In the corollary, the presented novel strategies reduce 

a significant percentage of encoding time for both texture and depth sequences. The improved 

rate-distortion performance for texture sequences is achieved by better coding the explicit 

motions discovered from the uncovered background, while this improvement for depth 

sequences is gained by using a new pattern mode with the existing HEVC inter-modes. 

Eventually, a no-reference subjective video coding quality assessment metric- QMET is 

developed that has shown to be an attractive alternative to the widely used subjective estimator- 

MOS for quality evaluation.        

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the efficiency increment of the HEVC video coding 

standard by focusing on the feature-based motion classification, an extension to the number of 

features and their adaptive combination, avoiding the complete dependency on existing 

Lagrangian cost function, and pattern codebook construction based on visual attentive region for 

better compression in texture coding. Interestingly the multiview video uses both texture and 

depth video information to generate more realistic view of a scene. Therefore, the extended 

contribution further concentrates on improving the depth compression efficiency in the HEVC 

first by newly developing an independent depth encoding framework and then incorporating and 

exploiting a newly introduced pattern mode for proficient coding. The utilization of eye 

browsing pattern for varied video qualities, and an innovative exploration of a number of quality 
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correlation features eventually focus on the development of a novel video quality assessment 

metric for evaluating both the single view and free view video quality.  

During my three and half years of candidature, different implementations of the HEVC 

reference test model (such as the HM8.0, HM12.1, and HM15.0) have been introduced. Thus, 

we have utilized the latest and stable HM versions of the corresponding time for fair comparison 

with the proposed techniques. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below: 

i) Developing and employing the motion susceptible features to classify the video 

contents by no-motion, simple-motion, and complex-motion region so that the 

inter-mode selection process could be faster by directly improvising the classified 

motion- aware mode selection. Experimental results reveal a reduction of as much 

as 49.76% (40.31% on average) encoding time complexity of the HM8.0 with 

similar perceptual image quality. These contributions have been published in the 

(i) Elsevier journal on Neurocomputing (Podder et al., 2016c), (ii) IEEE 

International Conference on Digital Image Computing, Techniques and 

Applications (Podder, Paul, Murshed, et al., 2014), and (iii) ACM VideoNext: 

Design, Quality and Deployment of Adaptive Video Streaming in International 

Conference on Emerging Networking Experiments and Technologies (Podder, 

Paul, & Murshed, 2014). 

ii) Extending the number of motion features focusing on the diversity of video 

contents, including the saliency feature prioritizing on the visual salient region, 

synthesizing the features by an adaptive weighted cost function, and the strategy 

of efficiently selecting the inter-modes by predefined pattern templates could 

reduce as much as 44.67% (34.32% on average) encoding time complexity of the 

HM12.1. Over a large set of standard video sequences and the standard Class 

video sequences, the proposed technique could also demonstrate similarly 

perceived subjective and objective image quality. These contributions have been 

published in the (i) Journal of PLOS One (Podder et al., 2016a); (ii) Lecture Notes 

in Computer Science, vol. 9431, LNCS Switzerland (Podder, Paul, et al., 2015b); 

and (iii) IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal 

Processing (Podder, Paul, et al., 2015a). 

iii) Modifying the conventional motion definition and detecting uncovered motion 

from object background using dynamic background modelling, capturing more 
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explicit motion by employing three motion features, further including the saliency 

feature, and then synthesizing all the features so that the visual attentive block 

based pattern representable regions could be better coded for improving quality. 

Tested results reveal the rate-distortion performance improvement of as much as 

0.89dB (0.12dB on average) while providing up to 39.37% (32.20% on average) 

encoding time-savings of the HM15.0 for the JCT-VC recommended all Class 

sequences. The subjective performance is additionally tested which also indicate 

the relatively higher mean score of the proposed technique reported by the 

participants. These contributions have been published in the (i) IEEE 30th 

International Conference on Image and Vision Computing, New Zealand (Podder, 

Paul, et al., 2015d), and submitted in the (ii) IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting 

(Podder, Paul, et al., 2017a). 

iv) Incorporating a newly introduced pattern mode to the existing inter-modes of the 

HEVC coding architecture focusing on approximating the depth edge motions by 

developing an independent depth coding framework targeting to the objective and 

subjective quality improvement of the synthesized view. Experimental outcomes 

represent as much as 0.43dB (0.10dB on average) objectively improved coding 

quality compared to the HM15.0, while, decreasing as much as 38.65% (30.53% 

on average) encoding time. The visual improvement of view synthesis quality is 

more explicit for the proposed coding technique compared to the HM. The 

associated contributions have been published in the (i) Elsevier Journal on Signal 

Processing: Image Communication (Podder, Paul, Rahaman, et al., 2017), (ii) 

IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (Podder et al., 2016b), 

and (iii) IEEE 18th International Conference on Computer and Information 

Technology (Podder, Paul, et al., 2015c).             

v) Analyzing the human engagement behaviour with video for developing a novel 

no-reference video quality evaluation metric based on human eye maneuver which 

goes through the succession of steps such as: capturing the eye-tracking data, 

discovering a number of features, analyzing their correlations with coding quality 

variations, carrying out the content and resolution invariant operation on features, 

and eventually synthesizing the weighted features. The tested analysis reveals a 

good correlation of QMET with the most existing reference required PSNR, 

SSIM, and the subjective estimator MOS in terms of assessing different aspects 
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of coded video quality. The advantage of QMET has also been demonstrated over 

the SSIM and MOS for the quality evaluation of single view video as well as the 

free viewpoint video where reference frame is not available. The related 

contributions have been published in the (i) IEEE 31th International Conference 

on Image and Vision Computing, New Zealand (Podder et al., 2016d), (ii) IEEE 

International Conference on Digital Image Computing, Techniques and 

Applications (Podder, Paul, Debnath, et al., 2015), and (iii) submitted in the IEEE 

International Conference on Digital Image Computing, Techniques and 

Applications (Podder, Paul, et al., 2017b), and (iv) IEEE Transactions on Image 

Processing (Podder, Paul, et al., 2017c).         

Incorporating all the aforementioned novel strategies, the proposed technique conclusively 

establishes its improved rate-distortion performance of as much as 0.89dB (0.12dB on average) 

for the same bit-rate, or equivalently reduces as much as 8.71% (0.86% on average) bit-rates at 

the same perceptual image quality. The combined contributions also successfully decrease up to 

49.76% (35.61% on average) computational complexity of the HM for a very wide range of 

texture video coding sequences. For the depth video coding, the obtained improved rate-

distortion performance is as much as 0.43dB (0.10dB on average) which is an equivallent 

decrement of as much as 6.14% bit-rates (0.59% on average) of the HM. The proposed depth 

coding procedure also possesses a reduction of up to 38.65% (30.53% on average) computational 

complexity of the HM while producing better quality synthesized view. The improvement in 

coding quality and a significant reduction in computational complexity at the same time 

obviously indicate relatively better performance of the proposed coding technique over a number 

of existing state-of-the-art methods of texture and depth coding. This requirement of encoding 

time-saving impact could be influential for a number of electronic devices having limited 

processing, storage, and computational resources to use different features of the HEVC with 

relatively improved coding quality. Beside these, the quality evaluation performance carried out 

by the newly introduced no-reference video quality assessment metric- QMET is mostly similar 

to the subjective evaluator MOS and the reference required PSNR and SSIM in terms of 

assessing different aspects of quality contents. Eventually, the outcomes of four metrics have 

further been tested using the Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient and Spearman Rank-Order 

Correlation Coefficient’s evaluation criteria which indicate that the QMET could relatively 

better perform compared to the MOS and the SSIM for a wide range of single view video and 

free viewpoint video contents. Moreover, some inherent biasness related overheads of MOS 
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could also be tackled by employing the QMET since its assessment process is mostly correlated 

to the proximity of human cognition. Thus, the QMET could be considered a new member of 

the quality metric family and similarly used for assessment related tasks. The utilities of QMET 

could also be more flexible by simply employing the available software based eye-tracking 

simulator where the device itself is no longer required.                

There are a number of potential areas of applications for using the QMET where further 

research contributions could be extended. For example:  

 To carry out a more comprehensive experiment using QMET, so that the obtained 

knowledge could be implemented to develop a real-time vision aided data evaluation 

software with extended applicability.    

 The evaluation of different free viewpoint video coding algorithms in a broader context. 

 In classroom education such as written program evaluations. For instance, a highly 

organized program (written in any programming language) could be anticipated to have 

higher QMET score compared to the poorly organized one. 

 In vision aided video coding with increased human-computer interaction.  
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